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ONKYO U.S.A. CORPORATION 

Modifying Order 

IN THE MA TIER OF 

ONKYO U.S.A. CORPORATION 

MODIFYING ORDER IN REGARD TO.ALLEGED VIOLATION OF 
SEC. 5 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT 

325 

Docket C-3092. Consent Order, July 2, 1982--Modifying Order, Oct. 24, 1996 

This order reopens a 1982 consent order -- that prohibited the New Jersey 
manufacturer from attempting to fix the resale prices for its products, and from 
restricting the lawful use of its trademarks and brand names -- and this order 
modifies the consent order by pe1mitting Onkyo to impose lawful price 
restrictive cooperative advertising programs and to unilaterally terminate a 
dealer for failing to adhere to previously announced resale prices. 

ORDER GRANTING IN PART AND DENYING IN PART REQUEST 
TO REOPEN AND MODIFY ORDER ISSUED JULY 2, 1982 

On April23, 1996, Onkyo U.S.A. Corporation ("Onkyo"), filed 
its "Petition to Reopen Proceedings and Modify Consent Order" 
("Petition") in Docket No. C-3092, pursuant to Section 5(b) of the 
Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S. C. 45(b), and Section 2.51 of 
the Commission's Rules ofPractice, 16 CFR 2.51 ("Rules"). Onkyo 
asks the Commission to reopen and modify the consent order issued 
by the Commission on July 2, 1982, in Onkyo USA. Corporation, 
100 FTC 59 (1982) ("order"). 

Among other things, Onkyo asks the Commission to modify the 
order by adding provisions stating that the order will not be construed 

t 

to prohibit Onkyo (1) from implementing lawful price restrictive 
cooperative advertising programs; and (2) from announcing resale 
prices in advance and unilaterally refusing to deal with or terminating 
dealers who fail to adhere to such resale prices. Onkyo also asks the 
Commission to .eliminate or modify several order provisions. These 
provisions either limit Onkyo's ability to impose restrictions on its 
dealers' advertised prices in connection with the sale of its home 
audio products or limit its ability unilaterally to terminate a dealer for 
failure to adhere to previously announced resale prices. In addition, 
Onkyo requests the Commission to set aside the requirement that it 
furnish a copy of the order to certain employees and that the 
Commission terminate the order twenty years after the date it was 
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issued. 1 Onkyo maintains that reopening and modification is 
warranted by changes in the law and is in the public interest. Onkyo's 
Petition was placed on the public record for thirty days. No comments 
were received. 

Onkyo has shown that it is in the public interest to reopen and 
modify the order. Onkyo's inability to condition advertising 
allowances on advertised price and unilaterally to announce pricing 
restrictions to its dealers has harmed its ability to market its products 
consistent with a marketing strategy that emphasizes knowledgeable 
sales personnel, attractive showrooms and "quality over price."2 

Consequently, Onkyo cannot operate its business as effectively as its 
competitors and is thus competitively disadvantaged in a manner that 
was not contemplated when the order was issued by the Commission. 
Onkyo has demonstrated that the modifications the Commission has 
determined to implement would enable it to use what Onkyo 
considers the most efficient and cost effective marketing ~trategy with 
respect to its products and would put Onkyo on an equal basis with 
its competitors.3 Permitting Onkyo unilaterally to terminate a dealer 
for failure to adhere to previously announced resale prices is also 
cons1stent with prior order modifications and would permit Onkyo to 
engage in conduct that is lawful under the Colgate doctrine and would 
give Onkyo greater control over its dealer network. See United States 
v. Colgate Co., 250 U.S. 300 (1919). The order, as modified, will 
continue to prohibit unlawful resale price maintenance. 

In light of the recent civil penalty action and settlement against 
Onkyo arising out of several alleged order violations, the 
Commission has determined, as discussed below, to deny Onkyo's 
requests (1) that the Commission set aside the provision requiring 
Onkyo to furnish a copy of the order to certain of its employees ahd 
(2) that the Commission allow the order to sunset after twenty years 

_ pursuant to Section 3.72(b )(3)(i) of the Rules. 

1 
On July 25, 1995, the Commission filed a civil penalty action and settlement against Onkyo 

arising out of several alleged order violations. Consequently, the Onkyo order would now remain in 
effect for twenty years from the date the complaint alleging Onkyo's order violations was filed, 
pursuant to Section 3.72(b)(3)(ii) of the Rules. In its Petition, Onkyo requests that the Commission 
exercise its discretion to provide for termination of the order consistent with Section 3.72(b)(3)(i) of 
the Rules, which provides that existing orders would automatically terminate twenty years from the 
date that the order was issued. 

2 0 0 3 Pet1 t10n at . 
3 

The Commission recently reopened and mad~ si~ilar modifications to orders in Interco 
Incorporated, et al., Docket No. C-2929 (March 27, 1995), and Pendleton Woolen Mills, Inc., Docket 
No. C-2985 (September 30, 1996). Likewise, the Commission modified the orders in U.S. Pioneer 
Electronics Corp., Docket No. C-2755 (Apri l 8, 1992) and The Magnavox Co., Docket No. 8822 
(March 12, 1990) . . 
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I. STANDARD FOR REOPENING A FINAL ORDER OF THE COMMISSION 

Section 5(b) of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. 
45(b ), provides that the Commission shall reopen an order to consider 
whether it should be modified if the respondent "makes a satisfactory 
showing that changed conditions of law or fact" so . require. A 
satisfactory showing sufficient to require reopening is made when a 
request to reopen identifies significant changes in circumstances and 
shows that the changes eliminate the need for the order or make 
continued application of it inequitable or harmful to competition. S. 
Rep. No. 96-500, 96th Cong., 2d Sess. 9 (1979) (significant changes 
or changes causing unfair disadvantage); see Louisiana-Pacific Corp., 
Docket No. C-2956, Letter to John C. Hart (June 5, 1986), at 4 
(unpublished) ("Hart Letter").4 

· 

"Section 5(b) also provides that the Commission may modify ·an 
order when, although changed circumstances would not require 
reopening, the Commission determines that the public interest so 
requires. Respondents are therefore invited in pe~itions to reopen to 
show how the public interest warrants the requested modification. 
Hart Letter at 5; 16 CFR 2.51. In such a case, the respondent must 
demonstrate as a threshold matter some affirmative need to modify 
the order. Darrion Corp., Docket No. C-2916, Letter to Joel E. 

· Hoffman, Esq. (March 29, 1983), at 2 (unpublished) ("Damon 
Letter"). For example, it may be in the public interest to modify an 
order "to relieve any impediment to effective competition that may 
result from the order." Damon Corp., 101 FTC 689, 692 (1983). 
Once such a showing of need is made, the Commission will balance 
the reasons favoring the requested modification ~gainst any reasons 
not to make the modification. Damon Letter at 2. The Commission 
also will consider whether the particular modification sought is 
appropriate to remedy the identified harm. Damon Letter at 4. 

The language of Section 5(b) plainly anticipates that the burden 
is on the petitioner to make a "satisfactory showing" of changed 
conditions to obtain reopening of the order. The legislative history 
also makes clear that the petitioner has the burden of showing, other 
than by conclusory statements, why an order should be modified. 
The Commission "may properly decline to reopen an order if a 
request is merely conclusory or otherwise fails to set forth specific 
facts demonstrating in detail the nature of the changed conditions and 

4 
See also United States v. Louisiana-Pacific Corp., 967 F.2d 1372, 1376-77 (9th Cir. 1992) ("A 

decision to reopen does not necessarily entail a decision to modify the order. Reopening may occur 
even where the petition itself does not plead facts requiring modification."). 
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the reasons why these changed conditions require the requested 
modification of the order." S. Rep. No. 96-500, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. 
9-10 (1979); see also Rule 2.5l(b) (requiring affidavits it?- support of 
petitions to reopen and modify). If the Commission determines that 
the petitioner has made the necessary showing, the Commission ·must 
reopen the order to consider whether modification is required and, if 
so, the nature and extent of the modification. The Commission is not 
required to reopen the order, however, if the petitioner. fails to meet 
its burden of making the satisfactory showing required by the statUte. 
The petitioner's burden is not a light one in view of the public interest 
in repose and the finality of Commission orders. See Federated 
Department Stores, Inc. v .. Moitie, 425 U.S. 394 (1981) (strong public 
interest considerations support repose and finality). 

II. REOPENING IS IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST 

In support of its Petition, Onkyo states that the relief it seeks is 
required. by changed conditions of law and the public interest. 
Because the Commission has determined that the order should be 
reopened and modified in the public interest, it need not and does not 
consider whether Onkyo has shown changed conditions of law that 
would require reopening the order. 

Onkyo has demonstrated that the order prevents Onkyo, but not 
its competitors, from freely choosing with whom it will deal.5 The 
order, according to Onkyo, also prevents Onkyo from unilaterally 
imposing price-related restrictions on cooperative advertising, a 
practice "freely engaged in by [Onkyo's] competitors. "6 Iq addition, 
Onkyo, unlike its compytitors, is unable to seek and obtaih_ pricing 
information from its dealers with respect to its own and competing 
products,7 nor may it announce in advance suggested resale prices, 
and unilaterally choose to cease dealing with a dealer because of its 

5 
For example, some authorized Onkyo dealers discount Onkyo products by "cutting back on 

display, service and ambience, and by trading on the display and promotion which other dealers 
provide." Affidavit of Theodore W. Green, Vice President, Sales and Marketing, Onkyo U.S.A. 
Corporation (April 18, 1996) ("Green Aff. ") ~ 9. 

6 
Green Aff. ~ 14. 

7 . 
According to Onkyo, "consumers, dealers, and manufacturers are constantly focused on the 

price of their [consumer electronics] products relative to the competition." Green Aff. ~ 6. Onkyo 
_ characterizes the relevant market as highly price competitive and cites, as an example, the rapid decline 

in prices for new products. For example, when first introduced, mini-stereo systems sold for 
approximately $1,000. Within months of their introduction, such systems became available for $400 
or less. !d. 

On kyo states that because of such rapid price changes, "it is vital to [On kyo's and its dealers'] 
success" that Onkyo maintain "regular and effective communication about the competitiveness of our 
pricing and that of our competitors." !d. ~ 7. Onkyo also needs "accurate feedback on market prices 
in order to plan the design and introduction of new products." !d. 
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pricing practices. 8 As a result, Onkyo is a less effective competitor 
because it cannot structure its distribution system to meet the 
demands of the marketplace with respect to its products.9 Onkyo has 
thus shown that it is in the public interest to reopen and modify the 
order. Onkyo claims that it is a less effective competitor because it 
cannot structure its distribution system to meet the demands of the 
marketplace in lawful ways that are available to its competitors. 

Ill. THE ORDER SHOULD BE MODIFIED 

Onkyo requests that the order be modified to permit Onkyo to 
implement price restrictive cooperative advertising programs and 
unilaterally to terminate a reseller that refuses to sell Onkyo products 
at Onkyo's previously announced resale prices. For these purposes, 
Onkyo has requested that the following paragraphs be added to the 
order: 

It is further ordered, That nothing in this order shall be construed 
to prohibit respondent from offering, establishing or maintaining 
cooperative advertising programs under which respondent will pay 
for certain dealer advertising of its products on conditions established 
by respondent, including conditions as to the prices at whic~ 
respondent's products are offered in such dealer advertising. 

It is further ordered, That nothing in this order shall prohibit 
respondent from announcing any resale prices for any products in 
advance and unilaterally refusing to deal with or terminating any 
dealer who fails to advertise, offer for sale or sell such products at the 
announced prices. 

The addition of these provisions would permit Onkyo to impose 
price restrictions on its dealers in connecti_9n with its cooperative 
advertising programs and would restore Onkyo's Colgate doctrine 
rights allowing it unilaterally to terminate a dealer who refuses to 
advertise and sell products at previously published resale prices. 
Mooifying the order in this respect is consistent with the 

8 
For example, Onkyo cannot "readily refuse to deal with discounting retailers and thereby 

support its full-service dealers who educate potential consumers about the features of its products, but 
who frequently lose the ultimate sale to the 'free-riding' retailer who offers the same product at a 
discounted price." Petition at 21. 

9 
For example, unlike many of its competitors, Onkyo is unable to offer its dealers cooperative 

advertising programs that establish minimum advertised price restriction ("MAP") because the order 
may be construed to prohibit such programs. Consequently, Onkyo has been unable to expand its 
dealer base because dealers "are less inclined to carry the On kyo line because [Onkyo) does not have 
a MAP program." Green J\.ff. 1[28. 
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Commission's actions in The Advertising Checking Bureau, Inc., 109 
FTC 146 (1987); The Magnavox Co., 113 FTC 255 (1990); U.S. 
Pioneer Elec. Corp., Trade Reg. Rep. (CCH) ~ 23,172 (1992); 
Clinique Laboratories, Inc., Trade Reg. Rep. (CCH) ~ 23,330 ,(1993); 
Interco Incorporated, et al., Docket No. C-2929, Order Granting in 
Part and Denying in Part Request to Reopen and Modify Order Issued 
September 26, 1978 (March 27, 1995); and Pendleton Woolen Mills, 
Inc., Docket No. C-2985, Order Granting in Part Request to Reopen 
and Modify Order Issued July 31, 1979 (September 30, 1996). 

The approach followed by the Commission in adopting its new 
cooperative advertising policy by setting aside the order in The 
Advertising Checking Bureau and in the subsequent modifications, 
applies to Onkyo's request for a paragraph regarding price restrictive 
cooperative advertising. Without this provision, the ·order prohibits 
price restrictions that Onkyo might want to impose on its dealers in 
connection with cooperative advertising programs it may wish to 
implement. Such restrictions may not necessarily be part of an illegal 
RPM scheme and have now been recognized as reasonable in many 
circumstances. 10 Of course, any cooperati~e advertising program 
implemented by Onkyo as part of an RPM scheme would be per se 
unlawful and would violate the order even if Onkyo's requested 
modification is granted. . 

The proposed second paragraph would permit Onkyo unilaterally 
to terminate a reseller for failure to adhere to previously announced 
prices. This type of conduct is lawful under the Colgate doctrine and 
would allow Onkyo greater control over its retailer network. Under 
the Colgate doctrine, a supplier c.an "announce its resale prices in 
advance and refuse to -deal with those who do not comply."11 The 
requested modification should enable Onkyo to afford some 
protection to Onkyo dealers who . invest in significant pre-sale 
services and promotion and thereby have greater success in attracting 
and retaining these retailers within its distribution netWork. Such 
control would assist Onkyo in implementing its overall marketing 
plans. 

The remainin-g order modificat,ions requested by Onkyo are aimed 
at removing language that is in direct conflict with the proposed 

10 
See, e.g., Business Elec. Corp. v. Sharp Elec. Corp., 485 U.S. 717 (1988) (a vertical restraint 

of trade is not per se illegal unless it includes some arrangement on price or price levels); In re Nissan 
Antitrust Litigation, 577 F.:id 910 (5th Cir. 1978), cert. denied, 439 U.S. 1072 (1979) (agreements that 
withhold cooperative advertising allowances from dealers who advertise discounted prices are analyzed 
under the rule of reason) . 

11 
United States v. Colgate Co., 250 U.S. 300,307 (1919). 
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cooperative advertising and "Colgate rights" provisions. Some of . 
these changes, as discussed below, are appropriate to make the order 
consistent with the two paragraphs the Commission has determined 
to add to the order: · 

1. Onkyo's request to delete the words "directly or indirectly" 
from the order's preamble and from subparagraphs I.l , 1.2, 
an<fl.3. 

In support of this proposed modification, Onkyo states that the 
use of the modifier "indi.rectly" unnecessarily inhibits Onkyo from 
lawful, competitive behavior, "which has had a chilling effect on 
interbnind competition." 12 Onkyo asserts that the prohibition of acts 
that "indirectly" have an unlawful result constitute mere "fencing-in" 
relief that, "[a]fter more than thirteen years, is no longer necessary or 
appropriate". 13 

' . 

Onkyo's request to delete the phrase "directly or indirectly" from 
the order's preamble is denied. This standard language appears in 
virtually all of the Commission's orders, and serves to assure that a 
respondent is not able to do by indirect means what · the order 
prohibits it from doing directly. Moreover, this phrase in the 
preamble ·prevents Onkyo from engaging in conduct that, although 
lawful, could lead to or facilitate an unlawful RPM scheme; for 
example, a threat to terminate dealers for failure to adhere to resale 
prices. Threats to obtain dealer acquiescence in resale prices are 
"plainly relevant and persuasive to a meeting of the minds" that could 
result in· an unlawful agreement to fix resale prices. 14 Onkyo may, 
consistent with the order as modified, announce in advance its 
intention to terminate any dealer who fails to adhere to its previously 
announced resale prices, and it may terminate any such dealer, but "it 
may not threaten a dealer to coerce compliance with or agreement to 
suggested retail prices." 15 Thus, retaining the "directly or indirectly" 
language in the order's preamble will ensure that Onkyo will not be 
able to engage in lawful conduct that could lead to or facilitate 
unlawful conduct. 

Onkyo's request to delete the phrase "directly or indirectly" from 
subparagraphs I.l, 1.2, and 1.3 of the order is granted. The ·preamble 

12 
!d. at 10. 

13 
!d. at 12. . 

14 
See Monsanto v. Spray-Rite Service Corporation, 465 U.S. 752,765 and n.10 (1984); see also 

Lenoxilnc.,111 FTC612,617(1989). . 

~-See In re lnterco Incorporated, eta!., Docket No. C-2929, Order Granting in Part and Denying 
in Part Request To Reopen and Modify Order Issued September 26, 1978 (March 27, 1995) at 10. 
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covers Onkyo's conduct under the order's specific substantive 
provisions and inclusion of the phrase "directly or indirectly" in the 
preamble extends to Onkyo's conduct under those provisions. It is, 
therefore, not necessary to repeat the phrase "directly or indirectly" 
in the order's provisions prohibiting specific conduct. 
1 

2. Onkyo's request to delete the words "advertise, promote," 
from subparagraph I.l of the order. 16 

Onkyo requests that the-words "advertise, promote," be deleted 
from subparagraph I.l of the order to enable Onkyo to implement 
minimum advertised price programs as part of cooperative 
advertising arrangements. 17 Although Onkyo's Petition does not 
expressly discuss the reasons Onkyo believes these words should be 
deleted from the order, 18 presumably, Onkyo is concerned that even 
with the added cooperative advertising provision, the reference to 
advertising in subparagraph_ I.l of the order could be confusing and, 
consequently, could exert a chilling effect on Onkyo's ability to 
implement price-restrictive cooperative advertising and promotional 
programs. 

The language of the cooperative advertising proviso added to the 
order is sufficient to permit Onkyo to implement lawful price 
restrictive cooperative advertising programs. Deleting the words 
"advertise, promote" from subparagraph I.l, however, could be 
construed to allow agreements on advertised prices that go beyond 
such lawful cooperative advertising . programs. Onkyo has not 
requested or shown that it should be permitted to enter such 
agreements outside lawful · cooperative advertising programs. 
Accordingly, the request to delete the words "advertise, promote," 
from subparagraph I.l of the order is denied. 

3. · Onkyo's· request to delete the word "Requesting" from 
subparagraph I.2 and delete subparagraph 1.4 in its entirety.19 

Onkyo states that the prohibition on "requests" is inconsistent 
with Commission's removal ofthe prohibition on the use of suggested 

16 
Petition at 13, 25. Subparagraph I.l pr~hibits Onkyo from: "Fixing, establishing, controlling 

or maintaining, directly or indirectly, the resale price at which any dealer may advertise, P.romote, offer 
for sale or sell any product." 

17 . 
!d. at 13, 25. 

18 
On kyo requests that the words "advertise, promote," be deleted in the context of its discussion 

of wh{. the Commission should add the cooperative advertising provision to the order. 
9 

Subparagraph 1.2 prohibits Onkyo from: "Requesting, requiring or coercing, directly or 
indirectly, any dealer to maintain, adopt or adhere to any resale price." 

Subparagraph 1.4 prohibits Onkyo from: "Requesting or requiring that any dealer refrain from 
or discontinue selling or advertising any product at any resale price." 

In the alternative, Onkyo requests that the words "requesting, or" be deleted from subparagraph 
1.4 of the order and that the w_ords "where such requirement is imposed to fix, maintain, control or 
enforce the resale price at which any product is sold" be added to subparagraph I.4. Petition at 13. 
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.resale prices that was part of the order as originally proposed.20 It also 
argues that deletion of "Requesting" and subparagraph 1.4 in its 
entirety would be consistent with the recent Interco modification. In 
Interco, the Commis.sion deleted a restriction on "suggesting" that a 
reseller refrain from advertising products at a certain resale price.21 

Onkyo's request to delete the word "Requesting" from 
subparagraph 1.2 and to delete subparagraph 1.4 in its entirety, or, in 
the alternative, to delete the words~ "requesting, or" from 
subparagraph 1.4 of the order is denied. Allowing Onkyo to suggest 
resale prices to its dealers does not mean that Onkyo can enter into 
vertical agreements to fix resale prices with its dealers. Such 
agreements are per se unlawful. In lnterco, the Commission modified 
the order to permit the respondent only to suggest prices at which a 
reseller may wish to advertise a product without permitting the 
respondent to require a reseller to advertise products at a specified 
price. 22 Subparagraphs 1.2 and 1.4 of the order, which, among other 
things, bar Onkyo from requesting dealers to adhere to resale prices 
and from requesting dealers to discontinue selling or advertising any 
product at any resale. price, in essence prohibits Onkyo from directly 
or indirectly "inviting" its dealers to participate in a resale price 
maintenance scheme. 23 Requests, or any similar cooperative means 
of accomplishing the maintenance of resale prices fixed by Onkyo, in 
the context of its business relationship with its dealers, are analogous 
to threats to obtain dealer acquiescence in resale prices and thus are 
"plainly relevant and persuasive to a meeting of the minds. "24 

Although cooperation and coordination between Onkyo and its 
dealers "to assure that . their product will reach the consumer 
persuasively and efficiently" is not unlawful/5 cooperation (i.e.: a 
request by Onkyo and acquiescence by the dealer) to maintain resale 
prices clearly is unlawful. The language of the new paragraphs is 
sufficient to permit Onkyo to implement lawful pric.e restrictive 
cooperative advertising programs and makes it clear that Onkyo can 

20 
The Commission stated in this regard that: 

"In prohibiting Onkyo from restricting its dealers' prices, the Commission intends to prohi~Lt only 
those actions that are aimed at maintaining specific resale prices . . .. However, the order does not 
preclude Onkyo from initially selecting its dealers and establishing performance criteria that are 
otherwise reasonable under the antitrust laws." 100 FTC at 61. 

21 . 
See Interco, 5 Trade Reg. Rep. (CCH) ~ 23,791 at 23,541-42. 

nu . 
23 

In Lenox, the Commission denied a request to delete a provision that barred the respondent 
from requesting dealers to report any person who did not observe suggested resale prices. See ·Lenox, 
Inc., 111 FTC 612 (1989). 

24 
Monsanto, 465 U.S. at 765 and n.l 0. 

25 
Id. at 763-64. 
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take any lawful steps with respect to its cu&tomers' pricing practices, 
but leaves in place the core prohibitions prohibiting price fixing. 

4. Onkyo's request to delete subparagraph 1.3.26 

The first part of subparagraph 1.3 of the order is consistent with 
Monsanto and Sharp in which the Court said that vertical agreements 
to fix price are per se unlawful. The first part of subparagraph 1.3, 
which bars Onkyo from "requesting or requiring, directly or 
indirectly, any dealer to report the identity of any otheraealer who 
deviates from any resale price, "27 prohibits Onkyo from inviting its 
dealers to participate in a resale price maintenance scheme. 28 This 
provision does not bar dealers from complaining to Onkyo about 
price cutters. Instead, it bars Onkyo from seeking the dealers' 
participation in policing and maintaining resale prices. 

The second part of subparagraph I.3 prohibits Onkyo from "acting 
on any reports or information so obtained by threatening, 
intimidating, coercing or terminating said dealer. "29 As written, this 
provision applies only when Onkyo solicits and obtains the 
cooperation of its dealers in enforcing compliance with resale prices 
and acts on the information so obtained. 

In addition, temiination of a price cutting dealer is not lawful in 
all circumstances. For example, a manufacturer's threat to refuse to 
deal to obtain compliance with resale prices can evidence an 
invitation to an unlawful agreement on price.30 Nevertheless, as the 
Court explained in Monsanto, dealers "are an important source of 
information for manufacturers," dealer complaints about price cutters 
"arise in the normal course of business and do not indicate illegal 
concerted action" and a manufacturer's termination of a dealer 
following complaints from other dealers would not, by itself, support 
an inference of concerted action.31 To the extent that this second part 
of subparagraph 1.3. may· inhibit Onkyo from legitimate unilateral 
conduct it may cause competitive injury. Because any conduct that 

26 
This provision prohibits Onkyo from: "Requesting or requiring, directly or indirectly, any 

dealer to report the identity of any other dealer who deviates from any resale price; or acting on any 
reports or information sq obtained by threatening, intimidating, coercing or terminating said dealer." 
100 FTC at 63. 

In the alternative, 011kyo requests that the Commission modify this provision to read as follows: 
"Requiring any dealer to report the identity of any other dealer who deviates from any resale price, 
where such requirement is imposed to fix, maintain, control or enforce the resale price at which any 
product is sold." Petition, -Exhibit C. · 

27 
100 FTC at 63. . 

28 
See Monsanto, 465 U.S. at 764 n.9 and 765. 

29 100 FTC at 63. . 
30 . . 

Monsanto, 465 U.S. at 765. 
JI . Id. at 763-64. 
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would be unlawful under this part of subparagraph 1.3 would be 
prohibited by core provisions of the order, the reasons to set aside the 
second part of subparagraph I.3 outweigh any reasons to retain it.32 

5. Onkyo's request to delete subparagraphs 1.5, 1.4 and 1.6 in 
their entirety or, in the alternative, delete the words 
"advertising" and "or advertised" from subparagraphs 1.5, 1.4 
and 1.6.33 

With the addition of the cooperative advertising proviso to the 
order, the references to "advertising" in subparagraphs 1.5, 1.4 and I.6 
of the order are confusing and could, therefore, hinder Onkyo's ability 
to institute a lawful, price-restrictive cooperative advertising program. 
Deleting these words makes clear that Onkyo can impose price 
restrictions on its dealers in connection with·any lawful cooperative 
advertising program. · Price restrictions in cooperative advertising 
programs, standing alone, are not per se unlawful. See Statement of 
Policy Regarding Price Restrictions in Cooperative Advertising 
Programs -- Rescission, 6 Trade Reg. Rep. (CCH) ~ 39,057 (May 21 , 
1987). The request to delete the words "advertising" and "or 
advertised" from subparagraphs 1.5, 1.4 and 1.6 of the order is granted. 

Onkyo's request to delete subparagraph 1.5 in its entirety is 
denied. The prohibition against Onkyo's conducting surveillance 
programs to _determine dealers' resale prices for the purpose of fixing 
such prices should remain in place for the duration of the order. 
Threats to obtain dealer acquiescence in resale prices are "plainly 
relevant and persuasive to a meeting of the minds" that could result 
in an unlawful agreement to fix resale prices.34 Onkyo may, consistent 
with the order, as modified, announce in advance its intention to 
terminate any dealer who fails to adhere to its previously announced 
resale prices, and it may terminate any such dealer; but "it may not 
threaten a dealer to coerce compliance with or agreement to suggested 
retail prices. "35 

-

32 
This recommendation is consistent with the Conunission's detennination to set aside a similar 

order f:rovision in 1989. See Lenox, Inc., 111 FTC 612, 617-1 8 (1989). 
3 

Subparagraphs I.4 and 1.6 are discussed elsewhere. Subparagraph 1.5 prohibits Onkyo from: 
"Conducting any surveillance program to determine whether any dealer is advertising, offering for sale 
or selling any product at any resale price, where such surveillance program is conducted to fix, 
maintain, control or enforce the resale price at which any product is sold or advertised." 100 FTC at 
63. 

34 
See Monsanto Co. v. Spray-Rite Corporation, 465 U.S. 752, 765 and n. lO (1984); see also 

Len·o1 Inc. Ill FTC 612,617 (1989). 
5 

See In re Interco Incorporated, et al., Docket No. C-2929, Order Granting in Part and Denying 
in Part Request To Reopen and Modify Order Issued September 26, 1978 (March 27, 1995) at 10. 
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6. Onkyo's request to delete subparagraph I.6 in its entirety or, 
in the alternative, delete the word "Terminating" from 
subparagraph !.6.36 

Onkyo states that the word "Terminating" in subparagraph I.6 of 
the order is inconsistent with the new Colgate rights proviso and that 
the word "Terminating" has a chilling effect on Onkyo's ability 
unilaterally to terminate a dealer in response to price complaints by 
other dealers.37 

Onkyo's request to delete the word "Terminating" from 
.. subparagraph I.6 of the order is granted. Deleting this word is 
consistent with the Commission's action in Lenox, Inc., 111 FTC 612, 
617-18 & 620 (1989). In Lenox, the Commission modified the order 
by deleting the words "or acting on reports so obtained by refusing or 
threatening to refuse sales to the dealers so reported" from a provision 
barring Lenox from requesting its dealers to report any retailer that 
did not observe the resale prices suggested by Lenox. The conduct 
prohibited by the deleted words in Lenox includes termination of a 
dealer. Likewise, in Pioneer, the Commission deleted the word 
"terminating" from a similar order provision "as [that word] relates 
to advertising," and issued an Order to Show-Cause why the Pioneer 
order should not be "further modified to remove the restriction on 
Pioneer to unilaterally terminate a dealer for not following suggested 
resale prices. "38 Unilateral termination of a dealer for discounting is 
not in itselfunlawful.39 

The request to adopt Onkyo's proposed ·new language for 
subparagraph I.6 is denied. The proposed language is not consistent 
with similar provisions in other orders, and its prohibition on Onkyo's 
"preventing" the sale.of products because of a dealer's deviation from 
any resale price is narrow and vague. The language proposed by 
Onkyo for subparagraph I.6 implicitly would allow Onkyo to 
"restrict" or "limit" (conduct currently expressly prohibited by 
subparagraph I.6) the sale of products because of a dealer's deviation 

36 
Subparagraph 1.6 prohibits Onkyo from: "Terminating, coercing or taking any other action 

to restrict, prevent or limit the sale of any product by any dealer because of the resale price at which 
said dealer has sold or advertised, is selling or advertising, or is suspected of selling or advertising any 
product." I 00 FTC at 63. 

37 
See Monsanto v. Spray-Rite Service Corp., 465 U.S. 752, 763-764 (1984) (Court held that a 

per se unlawful agreement could not be inferred from nothing more than a dealer termination following 
competitors' complaints); Business Electronics Corp. v. Sharp Electronics Corp. , 485 U.S. 717 ( 1988) 
(vertical agreement to terminate a price-cutting dealer is not per se unlawful unless there is also an 
agreement on price or price levels). 

38 
U.S. Pioneer Electronics Corp., Docket No. C-2755, Order Reopeni~g and Modifying Order 

Issued October 24, 1975 (April 8, 1992) at 28-30. 
39 

See Interco Incorporated, Docket No. C-2929, Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part 
Request To Reopen and Modify Order Issued September 26, 1978 (March 27, 1995) at 10. 
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_from resale prices acceptable to Onkyo. Other than the teriTiination of 
t a dealer, subparagraph I.6 involves conduct that if engaged in with 

regard to resale prices could lead to or be used as part of a resale price 
maintenance scheme. Subparagraph 1.6 should be retained as written, 
with the exception of deletion of the word "Terminating." For clarity, 
the words "(other than termination)" should be added to subparagraph' 
I.6 following the word "action." 

7. Onkyo's request to delete subparagraph I.7 in its entirety.40 

In support of its request to delete subparagraph I. 7, Onkyo states 
that to the extent that the law would permit Onkyo to take steps to · 
prevent unauthorized dealers from using its trademarks, "Onkyo 
should be permitted, like its competitors, [to take] appropriate steps 
to prevent such use."41 Onkyo is concerned that unauthorized "free
riding" dealers have created a situation "in which authorized [Onkyo] 
dealers lose interest in carrying Onkyo products because they cannot 
profitably distribute such products. "42 Onkyo asserts that in the 
context of the order's broad definition of the term "dealer,"43 and 
unlike its competitors, it feels constrained in its ability to take action 
against authorized dealers who deviate from Onkyo's performance 
criteria and against dealers who sell Onkyo products but are not 
authorized by Onkyo to do so. According to Onkyo, "[t]rademark law 
itself provides protection for any dealer who lawfully utilizes the 
Onkyo trademark, "44 and dealers who "unlawfully or inappropriately" 
use the Onkyo trademark "and thereby InJUre Onkyo's 
competitiveness in the market or its image and reputation should not 
be shielded by the existing prohibition in the order. "45 

Onkyo's request to delete subparagraph I.7 from the order is 
denied. Given the two new order paragraphs allowing Onkyo to 
employ price restrictive cooperative advertising programs and to 
exercise Colgate rights, subparagraph I. 7 does not prevent Onkyo 
from taking lawful steps to prevent the unlawful use of its trademark 
by authorized and unauthorized Onkyo dealers. Subparagraph I. 7 
prohibits coercion or threats against discounting retailers, which may 

40 
Subparagraph L7 prohibits Onkyo from: "Taking any action to hinder or preclude the lawful 

use by any dealer of respondent's trademarks in conjunction with the sale or advertising of any 
product." 100 FTC at 63. 

41 
!d. at 16. 

42 /d. 
43 

The term "dealer" is defined to mean "any person·: partnership, corporation or firm which sells 
any product in the course of its business." 100 FTC at 63. · 

44 p . . 17 etttton at . 
45 !d. 
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form the basis of per se unlawful resale P!!Ce maintenance 
agreements.46 

A threat by Onkyo, to hinder or preclude a retailer from using the 
Onkyo trademark if the retailer did not stop discounting Onkyo 
products47 could result in an implicit, yet nonetheless per se unlawful, 

_resale price maintenance agreement. Onkyo will continue to be able 
to prevent the unauthorized use of its trademarks by any dealer. Of 
course, this provision also does not prohibit Onkyo from entering into 
and enforcing so-called transshipment bans. 

8. Onkyo's request with respect to its obligations under 
paragraphs II and IV of the order.48 

Onkyo states that these provisions of the order "have outlived 
their usefulness and are inconsistent with more recent FTC consent 
orders. "49 In addition, Onkyo asserts that its competitors are not 
subject to similar obligations and that Onkyo, unlike its competitors, 
incurs "a significant expenditure of employee time and management 
supervision, which cut into Onkyo's profitability"50 in connection 
with its perpetual compliance obligations under paragraphs II and IV 

46
· See, e.g., Isaksen v. Vennont Castings, Inc., 825 F.2d 1159 (7th Cir. 1987) (Posner, J.), cert. 

denied, 486 U.S. 1005 (1988), (manufacturer's threat to mix up a retailer's orders if the retailer did not 
raise P.rices to have resulted in an implicit, yet nonetheless per se unlawful, agreement). 

47 
Similarly, fixing advertised prices, entering into advertised price agreements with dealers, 

sanctioning dealers who fail to enter into advertising agreements and threatening, intimidating or 
coercing dealers that do not comply with suggested advertised prices are all conduct which, depending 
on the circumstances, could fall within the per se ban. See, e.g., Pioneer, Docket No. C-2755, Order 
Reopening and Modifying Order Issued October 25, 1975 (April 8, 1992) at 25-26. Although 
advertising price arrangements standing alone may not be per se unlawful, threats, or On kyo "taking 
any [other] action" to hinder or preclude the lawful use of its trademarks in conjunction with the sale 
of its products, may come dangerously close to or be used in conjunction with unlawful resale price 
maintenance activities. 

48 -
Paragraph II of the order reads as follows: 

It is further ordered, 1\lllt respondent shall clearly and conspicuously state the following on each 
page of any list, advertising, book, catalogue or promotional material where respondent has suggested 
any resale price to any dealer: 

THE RESALE PRICES QUOTED HEREIN ARE SUGGESTED ONLY. 
_ YOU ARE FREE TO DETERMINE YOUR OWN RESALE PRICES. 

I 00 FTC at 64. 
Paragraph IV of the order provides: · 
It is further ordered, That respondent shall forthwith distribute a copy of'this order to all 

operating divisions of said corporation, and to present and future personnel, agents or representatives 
having sales, advertising or policy responsibilities with respect to the subject matter of this order, and 
that respondent secure from each such person a signed statement acknowledging receipt of said order. 
!d. 

49 
Petition at 23. In support of its position, Onkyo cites the Commission's Policy Statement 

Regarding Duration of Competition Orders, 59 Fed. Reg. 45,286; 45,288 (September I, 1994) 
(supplemental provisions that impose affirmative obligations similar to those_imposed by paragraph 
II of the order terminate after three or five years). In addition, recent consent orders limited comparable 
relief to five years. See, e.g., Reebok, Docket No. C-3592, Keds, Docket No. C-3490, Nintendo of 
America, Inc., 114 FTC 702 (1991) and Kreepy Krau/y USA, Inc., 114 FTC 777 (1991). Similarly, 
fencing-in provisions similar to paragraph IV of the order usually expire within ten years. See 60 Fed. 
Reg. 42,569,42,571 (August 16, 1995). See also Reebok and Keds. 

50 
- Green Aff. ~~ 25-26. · 
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of the order. Onkyo's Petition, however, does not -include any 
information supporting its assertion that it incurs significant costs in 
connection with its . obligations under paragraphs II and IV of the 
order. 

Paragraph II restricts Onkyo's use of suggested resale ·prices. 
Specifically, Onkyo must clearly and conspicuously state on each 
page of any material on which such suggested price is stated that such 
price is suggested only and that dealers are free to determine their 
own resale prices. In Clinique51 the Commission concluded that .a 
similar provision addressed conduct (suggested prices) that may not 
be unlawful and was no longer necessary to ensure compliance with 
the law. Consistent with Clinique, paragraph II should be set aside. 

Onkyo's request . to delete the paragraph IV requirement to 
distribute a copy of the order to present and future employees having 
sales, advertising or policy responsibilities with respect to resale 
prices is denied. In support of its request, Onkyo states that it "has 
been in effect for 13 years and has outlived its usefulness."52 

Paragraph IV has not "outlived its usefulness." Onkyo's failure to 
comply with this provision may have contributed to the violation of 
the order alleged in the civil penalty complaint recently filed by the 
Commission against Onkyo. To help prevent future violations of the 
order by Onkyo, the order distribution requirement should be retained 
for two years after the date on which the modified Onkyo order 
becomes final, to familiarize Onkyo employees with the modified 
order and help ensure Onkyo's compliance with the order's core 
provisions. 

9. Onkyo's request that the Commission retain the order's 
original sunset date. · 

Onkyo requests that the Commission "exercise its discretion"53 to 
· provide for termination of the order consistent with Section 

3.72(b)(3)(i) of the Rules54 and with the Commission's Statement of 
Policy with Respect to Duration of Competition and Consumer 
Protection Orders. 55 Specifically, Onkyo reques~s the Commission to 
add a new paragraph to the order stating that: "It is further ordered, 

51 
Clinique Laboratories, Inc., Docket No. C-3027 (Feb. 8, 1993), reprinted in [1987-1993 

Transfer Binder] Trade Reg. Rep. (CCH) ~ 23,330. 
52 . . 24 Petition at . 
53 

Petition at 29. 
54 

Section 3.72(b)(3)(i) of the Rules states that "an ord~r issued by the.Commission before 
August 16, 1995, will be deemed, without further notice or proceedings, to tenninate 20 years from 
the date on which the order was first issued .. .. " 

55 
See Fed. Reg., Vol. 60, No. 158 (August 16, 1995) at 42,569. 
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That this order shall terminate on July 2, 2002. "56 In support of its 
request, Onkyo asserts that the "modest ... circumstances of the 
recent enforcement proceeding"57 justify "establishing the sunset date 
for the order as twenty ye_ars from its original entry. "58 

Onk:yo's request is denied. On July 25, 1995, the Commission 
brought a civil penalty action against Onk:yo because it had reason to 
believe the order had been violated. The usual presumption that 
Onk:yo should not remain subject to the order beyond twenty years 
does not apply and the Onkyo order should remain in effect until July 
25, 2015, consistent with Section 3.72(b)(3)(ii) of the Rules. 59 But 
for the filing of the complaint against Onkyo alleging the order 
violations, the order in this matter would have terminated on July 2, 
2002, pursuant to Section 3. 72(b )(3)(i) of the Rules. 

The Policy Statement and the Rules are clear on the duration of 
existing competition orders. Existing administrative orders 
automatically sunset twenty years after they were issued, unless the 
Commission or the Department of Justice has filed a complaint (with 
or without an accompanying consent decree) in federal court to 
enforce such order pursuant to Section 5(1) of the FTC Act during the 
twenty years preceding the adoption of the Policy Statement. In that 
event, "the order would run another twenty years from the date that 
the most recent complaint was filed with the court. "60 The 
Commission can adopt a different sunset period for core provisions 
"[ o ]nly in an exceptional case,"61 which has not been shown. 

The request to terminate the order twenty years from the date of 
its entry is denied. A new paragraph is added to the order stating that 
the order shall terminate on July25, 2015.62 

56 
Petition at 28-29. 

. 
57 

/d. at 29. According to OnkYo, it consented to settle charges involving only supplemental 
order provisions. In addition, Onkyo states that it was not charged with de novo violations and with 
conspiring with its dealers to enter into unlawful RPM schemes. ld. 

58 !d. -
59 

Section 3.72(b)(3)(ii) states that "where a complaint alleging a violation of the order was ... 
filed . .. in federal court by the United States or the Federal Trade Commission while the order remains 
in force . . . [the] order subject to this paragraph will terminate 20 years from the date ~m which a court 
complaint .. . was filed .... " 

60 
See Fed. Reg., Vol. 60, No. 158 (August 16, 1995) at 42,481. The filing of such a complaint, 

however, does not affect the duration of the order if the complaint is dismissed or the court rules that 
the respondent did not violate any provision of the order, and the dismissal or ruling is either not 
appealed or upheld on appeal. In the enforcement action against Onkyo, the complaint was not 
dismis-sed and there was no court ruling that Onkyo did not violate the order. 

61 -
!d. at 42,573 n .18. 

62 
Onkyo may file another petition to reopen and modify the order pursuant to Section 5(b) of 

the FTC Act, 15 U.S.C. 45(b), or Section 2.51 of the Rules, 16 CFR 2.51. IfOnkyo files such a petition 
requesting the Commission to terminate the order prior to its termination date, it would have to make 
a satisfactory showing that changed conditions oflaw or fact require reopening of the order or that the 
public interest so requires. 
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V. CONCLUSION 

Onkyo has shown that reopening the order is in the public interest 
and that the order should be modified as described above. 

Accordingly, It is ordered, That this matter be, and it hereby is, 
reopened and that the Commission's order in Docket No. C-3092 be, 
and it hereby is, modified, as of the effective date of this order, as 
follows: 

(a) By adding the following paragraphs at the end of the order: 
It is further ordered, That nothing in this order shall be construed 

to prohibit respondent from offering, establishing or maintaining 
cooperative advertising programs under which respondent will pay 
for certain dealer advertising of its products on conditions established 
by respondent, including conditions as to the prices at which 
respondent's products are offered in such dealer advertising. 

It is further ordered, That nothing in this order shall prohibit 
respondent from announcing any resale prices for any products in 
advance and unilaterally refusing to deal with or terminating any 
dealer who fails to advertise, offer for sale or sell such products at the 
announced prices. 

(b) Onkyo's request to delete the words "directly or indirectly," 
from the order's preamble is denied. 

(c) Onkyo's request to delete the words "advertise, promote," from 
subparagraph I.l is denied. 

(d) Subparagraphs I.l, 1.2 and 1.3 are modified by deleting the 
words "directly or indirectly,". 

(e) Onkyo's request to delete the word "Requesting" from 
subparagraph 1.2 is denied. 

(f) Onkyo's request to delete subparagraph 1.4, or, in the 
alternative, to delete the words "requesting, or" from subparagraph 1.4 
is denied; subparagraph 1.4 is modified to read as follows: 

_ Requesting or requiring that any dealer refrain from or 
discontinue selling any product at any resale price. 

(g) Onkyo's request to delete subparagraph 1.3 is denied; 
subparagraph 1.3 is modified to read as follows: 

Requesting or requiring any dealer to report the identity of any 
other dealer who deviates from any resale price. 

(h) Onkyo's request to delete subparagraph 1.5 is denied; 
subparagraph 1.5 is modified to read as follows: 
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. . 
Conducting any surveillance program to determine whether any 

dealer is offering for sale or selling any product at any resale price, 
where such surveillance program is conducted to fix, maintain, · 
control or enforce the resale price at which any product is sold. 

(i) Onkyo's request to delete subparagraph !.6 is denied; 
subparagraph I.6 is modified to read as follows: 

Coercing, or taking any action (other than termination) to restrict, 
prevent or limit the sale of any product by any dealer because of the 
resale price at which said dealer has sold, is selling or is suspected of 
selling any product. 

(j) Onkyo's request to delete subparagraph !.7 is denied. 
(k) Paragraph II of the order is set aside. 
(l) Onkyo's request to delete paragraph IV is denied; paragraph IV 

is modified to read as follows: 
It is further ordered, That for a period ending two (2) years from 

the date this order becomes fmal, the respondent shall forthwith 
distribute a copy of the July 2, 1982, order in Docket No. C-3092, as 

. modified, to all operating divisions of said corporation, and to present 
and future personnel, agents or representatives having sales, 

· advertising or policy responsibilities with respect to the subject 
matter of the order in Docket No. C~3092, and that respondent secure 
from each such person a signed statement acknowledging receipt of 
said order. 

(m) Onkyo's request to terminate the order on July 2, 2002 is 
denied; the order is modified by adding the following paragraph: 

It is further ordered, That the order in Docket No. C-3092, as 
modified, shall terminate on July 25, 2015. 

Commissioner Starek concurring in the result only. 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

GREY ADVERTISING, INC. 

CONSENT ORDER, ETC., IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF 
SEC. 5 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT 

Docket C-3690. Complaint, Oct. 30, 1996--Decision, Oct. 30, 1996 

This consent order prohibits, among other things, the New York-based advertising 
agency, that handled the Hasbo, Inc., paint-sprayer toy account, from using 
deceptive demonstrations or otherwise misrepresenting the performance of any 
toy. 

Appearances 

For the Commission: Rosemary Rosso and Michael Ostheimer. 
For the respondent: Leonard Orkin, Kay, Collyer & Boose, New 

York, N.Y. 

COMPLAINT 

The Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that 
Grey Advertising, Inc., a corporation ("respondent"), has violated the 
provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and it appearing to 
the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be 
in the public interest, alleges: 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Grey Advertising, Inc. is a New 
York corporation, with its principal office or place of business at 777 
Third Avenue, New York, N~w York. 

PAR. 2. Respondent, at all times relevant to this complaint, ·was 
an advertising agency ofHasbro, Inc., and prepared and disseminated 
advertisements to promote the sale of Colorblaster Design Toys, 
spray painting toys. 

PAR. 3. The acts and practices of respondent alleged in this 
complaint have been in or affecting commerce, as "commerce" is 
defined in Section 4 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. 

PAR. 4. The Colorblaster Design Toy consists of a plastic 
drawing tray with an oblong plastic air tank underneath. An attached 
handle is used to pump up pressure inside the air tank. Special color 
pens are inserted into a sprayer connec~ed to a hose attached to the air 
tank. Several sets of stencils, four color. pens and blank paper are 
included with the toy. The enclosed instructions state: "Fully extend 
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handle and pump it quickly 50 strokes .. . The more you pump, the 
more you spray:" . 

PAR. 5. Respondent has disseminated or has caused to be 
disseminated advertisements for the Colorblaster Design Toy 
("Colorblaster"), in~luding but not necessarily limited to the attached 
Exhibits A and B. These advertisements contain the following 
statements and depictions: 

A. VIDEO 

Children playing with a Colorblaster. 
Tight shot of hand spraying stencil and 
removing it to reveal a picture of a car 
followed by a scene of children using 
the Colorblaster. · 
Hand pumping toy four times. 
Several scenes of the Colorblaster 
spraying stencils and quickly creating 
multi-colored pictures. 
Girl pumping toy twice. 
Red spray filling screen. 
(Exhibit A, television advertisement). 

B. VIDEO 

Hand pumping toy four times. 
~: FEEL 
~:REAL 

Close-up of the Colorblaster 
Tight shot of hand spraying car stencil 
and removing stencil to reveal multi
colored picture of car followed by shot 
of boy free spraying the car picture. 
Split-screen image of hand pumping 
toy four times. 
Several scenes of the Colorblaster 
spraying stencils and quickly creating 
multi-colored pictures. 
Hand pumping toy three times. 
~:FEEL 

~:REAL 
The Colorblaster. 
(Exhibit B, television advertisement). 

AUDIO 

~: It's a blast! 
Sung: Something hip just blew into 
town spraying art .with a blast of air. 
It's the Colorblaster. 
Girl: Nothing like it anywhere! 
~: It's a blast! 
Song: PPPump, pump ... 
Song: Spray. Blast away. Spray':ri 
stencils. Hot designs. Spray cool 
colors.' Pictures so fine. 
~:Wild! 
Song: It's the Colorblaster. 
Spraying art with a blast of air. 

AUDIO 

Announcer: Get the feel... 

Announcer: of the real... 
Announcer: Colorblaster. 
Song: The super hot way to spray 
with a blast of air. 
~:Wow! 

·Song: Pump, pump. Spray. 
Sung: Blast away. The real 
Col orb laster. 

Announcer: Get the feel... 
Announcer: Of the real... 
Announcer: Colorblaster. 

PAR. 6. T.hrough the use of .the statements and depictions 
contained m the advertisements referred to in paragraph five, 
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including but not necessarily limited to the advertisements attached 
as Exhibits A and B, respondent has represented, directly or by 
implic3:tion, that the demonstrations in the television advertisements 
of the operation of the Colorblaster Design Toy were unaltered and 
that the results shown accurately represent the performance of actual, 
unaltered Colorblaster Design Toys under the depiCted conditions. 

PAR. 7. In truth and in fact, the demonstrations in the television 
advertisements of the operation of the Colorblaster Design Toy were 
not unaltered and the results shown do not accurately represent the 
performance of actual, unaltered _Colorblaster Design Toys under the 
depicted conditions .-. Among other things, the Colorblaster Design 
Toy depicted in the ·advertisements was not manually pumped to 
provide the air pressure necessary to operate the paint sprayer. 
Instead, a motorized air·compressor was attached to the Colorblaster 
Design Toy to provide the air pressure necessary to operate the paint 
sprayer, making it appear that children can operate the Colorblaster 
Design Toy and complete multi-part stencils with a small amount of 
pumping and little effort. Therefore, the representations set forth in 
paragraph six were, and are; false and misleading. 

PAR.. 8. Through the use of the statements and depictions 
contained in the advertisements referred to in paragraph five, 
including but not necessarily limited to the advertisements attached 
as Exhibits A and B, respondent has represented, directly or by 
implication, that children can operate the Colorblaster Design Toy 
and complete multi-part stencils with a small amount of pumping and 
little effort. 

PAR. 9. In truth and in fact, children cannot operate the 
Colorblaster Design Toy and complete multi-part stencils with a 
small amount of pumping and little effort. To operate the Colorblaster 
Design Toy and complete multi-part stencils, children must engage 
in substantial pumping and significant manual effort. Therefore, the 
representation set forth in paragraph eight was, and is, false and 
misleading. 

PAR. 10. Respondent knew or should have known that the 
representations set forth in paragraphs six and eight were, and are, 
false and misleading. 

PAR. 11 . The acts and practices of the respondent as alleged in 
this complaint constitute unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or 
affecting commerce in violation of Section 5(a) of the Federal Trade 
Commission Act. 
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BOY: 11'1 a blast! 

CHORUS: lt'sthe'Colorbluterl 
GIRl: Nothing like it anywhere I 
BOY'S VOICE: It's a blast I 

BOY: Wildl 

AN NCR: ElCira pens ond stencils 
sold separately. 

Complaint 

EXHIBIT A 

PRODUCT 
TITLE· 
PROGRAM 
STATION. 

~ENNER COlORBlAS TER 
' SOMETHING HIP' 
MUPPET BABIES 
WNYW 

MAN SINGS: Something hip just 
blew into town, spraying 

MAN: Pump, pump spray. blast 
away, 

CHORUS: It's the Colorblasterl 

BOY'S VOICE: Colorblasterl 

ExhibH A 
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art wi th a blast of air. 

\ 

MAN SINGS: Spray 'n stenci ls hot 
designs. spray cool colors. o~cr~,r~s 
so fine! 

MAN SINGS: Spraying an w •th ' 
blast of 3ir. 
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blast away. 
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EXHIBITB 

PRODUCT 
TITLE: 
PROGRAM 
STATION 

KENNER COLOR BU.STEi< 

STATION BREAK 
WP\X 

ANNCR: Get the feel of the reel 
Color Blaster! CHORUS: The super 
hotwev 

CHORUS: The real Color Blaster. 
AN NCR: Extra pel)s and hot new 
stencils sold separately, 

Exhiblt 8 
.\1.10 AV&U.A8LI IN COLOa VIDIO~t&PI CAIIIf'l 
~ t-6. rtt...,.., ......, .. trW! ..... lV'Wf., ..,.,.,., .... ., ................... ,. W\lllll:ft .... .... 
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DECISION AND ORDER 

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation 
of certain acts and practices of the respondent named in the caption 
hereof, and the respondent having been furnished thereafter with a 
copy of a draft complaint which the Bureau of Consumer Protection 
proposed to present to the Commission for its consideration and 
which, if issued by the Commission, would charge respondent with 
violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and 

The respondent, its attorney, and counsel for the Commission 
having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order, 
an admission by the respondent of all the jurisdictional facts set forth 
in the aforesaid draft complaint, a statement that the signing of the 
agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an 
admission by respondent that the law has been violated as alleged in 
such complaint, and waivers and other provisions as required by the 
Commission's Rules; and 

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and 
having determined that it had reason to believe that the respondent 
has violated the Act, and that complaint should issue stating its 
charges in that respect, and having thereupon accepted the executed 
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record 
for a period of sixty ( 60) days, now in further conformity with the 
procedure prescribed in Section 2.34 of its Rules, the Commission 
hereby issues its complaint, makes the following jurisdictional 
findings, and enters the following order: 

1. Respondent Grey Advertising, Inc. is a-corporation organized, 
existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the 
State ofNew York with its principal office or !}lace of business at 777 
Third Avenue, New York, New York. 

2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject · 
matter_of this proceeding and of the respondent, and the proceeding 
is in the public interest. 
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ORDER 

I. 

It is ordered, That respondent Grey Advertising, Inc., a 
corporation, its successors and assigns, and its officers, agents, 
representatives and employees, directly or through any corporation, 
subsidiary, division or other device, in connection with the 
advertising, promotion, offering for sale, sale, or distribution of any 
toy in or affecting commerce, as "commerce" is defmed in the Federal 
Trade Commission Act, do forthwith cease and desist from: 

A. In connection with any advertisement depicting a 
demonstration, experiment or test, making any representation, 
directly or by implication, that the demonstration, experiment, or test 
depicted in the advertisement proves, demonstrates, or confirms any 
material quality, feature, or merit of any toy when such 
demonstration, experiment, or test does not prove, demonstrate, or 
confirm the representation for any reason, including but not limited 
to : 

1. The undisclosed use or substitution of a material mock-up or 
prop; 

2. The undisclosed material alteration in a material characteristic 
of the advertised toy or any other matep.al prop or device depicted in 
the advertisement; or 

3. The undisclosed use of a visual perspective or camera, film, 
audio, or video technique; 

that, in the context of the advertisement as a whole, materially 
misrepresents a material characteristic of the advertised toy or any 
other material aspect of the demonstration or depiction. 

Provided, however, that notwithstanding. the foregoing, nothing 
in this order shall be deemed to otherwise preclude the· use of fantasy 
segments or prototypes which use otherwise is not deceptive. 

Provided further, however, that it shall be a defense hereunder 
that respondent neither knew nor had reason to know that the 
demonstration, experiment or test did not prove, demonstrate or 
confirm the representation. 
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B. Misrepresenting, in any manner, directly or by implication, any 
performance characteristic of any Colorblaster Design Toy or any 
other toy. 

n. 

It is further ordered, That respondent shall notify the Commission 
at least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in the 
respondent such as a dissolution, assignment, or sale resulting in the 
emergence of a successor corporation, the creation or dissolution of 
subsidiaries, or any other change in the respondent which may affect 
compliance obligations arising under this order. · 

III. 

It is further ordered, That respondent shall, within thirty (30) days 
· after service of this order, distribute a copy ofthis order to each of its 
operating divisions and to each of its officers, agents, representatives, 
or employees engaged in the preparation or placement of 
advertisements or other materials covered by this order. 

IV. 

It is further ordered, That for five (5) years after the last date of 
dissemination of any representation covered by this order, 
respondent, or its successors and assigns, shall maintain and upon 
request make available to the Federal Trade Commission for 
inspection and copying: 

1. All materials that were relied upon in disseminating such 
representation; 

2. All tests, reports, studies, surveys, demonstrations, or other 
evidence in its possession or control that contradict, qualify, or call 
into question such representation, or the, basis relied upon for such 
representation, including complaints from consumers, and complaints 
or inquiries from governmental organizations; and 

3. Any and all affidavits or certificates submitted by an employee, 
agent, or representative of respondent to a television network or to 
any -other individual or entity, other than counsel for respondent, 
which affidavit or certification affirms the accuracy or integrity of a 
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demonstration or demonstration techniques contained m a toy 
advertisement. 

v. 

This order will terminate on October 30, 2016, or twenty years 
from the most recent date that the United States or the Federal Trade -
Commission files a complaint (with or without an accompanying 
consent decree) in federal court alleging any violation of the order, 
whichever comes later; provided, however, that the filing of such a. 
complaint will not affect the duration of: 

A. Any paragraph in this order that terminates in less than twenty 
years; 

B. This order's application to any respondent that is not named as 
a defendant in such complaint; and 

C. This order if such complaint is filed after the order has 
terminated pursuant to this paragraph. 

Provided further, that if such complaint is dismissed or a federal court 
rules that the respondent did not violate any provision of the order, 
and the dismissal or ruling is either not appealed or upheld on appeal, 
then the order will terminate according to this paragraph as though 
the complaint was ~ever filed, except that the order will not terminate 
between the date such complaint is filed and the later of the deadline 

· for appealing such dismissal or ruling and the date such dismissal or 
ruling is upheld on appeal. 

VI. 

It is further ordered, That respondent shall, within sixty ( 60) days 
after service of this order, and at such other times as the Commission 
may require, file with the Commission a report, in writing, setting 
forth in detail the manner and form in which it has complied with this 
order. 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

GREY ADVERTISING, INC. 

CONSENT ORDER, ETC., IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF 
SECS. 5 AND 12 OF THE FEDERAL .TRADE COMMISSION ACT 

' 
Docket C-3691. Complaint, Oct. 30, 7996--Decision, Oct. 30, 1996 

This consent order prohibits, among other things, the New York-based advertising 
agency, that handled The Dannon Company's Pure Indulgence frozen yogurt 
account, from misrepresenting the fat, saturated fat, cholesterol, or calories in 
any frozen yogurt, frozen sorbet, and most ice cream products. 

Appearances 

For the Commission: Rosemary Rosso and Michael Ostheimer. 
For the respondent: Leonard Orkin, Kay, Collyer & Boose, New 

York, N.Y. 

COMPLAINT 

The Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that 
Grey Advertising, Inc., a corporation ("respondent"), has violated the 
provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and it appearing to 
the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be 
in the public interest, alleges: 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Grey Advertising, Inc. is a New 
York corporation; with its principal office or place of business at 777 
Third A venue, New York, New York. 

PAR. 2. Respondent, at all times relevant to this complaint, was 
an advertising agency of The Dannon Company, Inc., and prepared 
and disseminated advertisements to promote the sale ofD@llon Pure 
Indulgence frozen yogurt, a "food" within the meaning of Sections 12 
and 15 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. 

PAR. 3. The acts and practices of respondent alleged in this 
complaint have been in or affecting commerce, as "commerce" is 
defined in Section 4 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. 

PAR. 4. Respondent has disseminated or has caused to be 
disseminated advertisements for Dannon Pure Indulgence frozen 
yogurt ("DPI"), including but not necessarily limited to the attached 
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Exhibit A. This advertisement contains the following statements and 
depictions: 

VIDEO 

Super: BEWARE: THE· 
FOLLOWING GRAPHIC IMAGES . 
MAY PROMPT FEELINGS OF 
GUILT AMONG VIEWERS. 
Close-ups of frozen dessert. 
~:HEY 
~:IT'S OK 
Man with frozen dessert container. 
Scoops of frozen dessert falling into 
dish. · 
~: It's FROZEN YOGURT 
Close-up of container ofDPI. 
Woman eating DPI. ~: It's Pure 
Heaven 
Scoops of DPI variously identified in 
supers as caramel pecan, heath bar 
crunch, and cookies n cream. 
Containers of DPI. ~: New 
Dannon · Pure Indulgence Frozen 
Yogurt 
Scoops of DPI. ~: PROCEED 
WIWOUT CAUTION . 
(Exhibit A, television adverti'sement). 

AUDIO 

· Announcer: TP.e following graphic 
images may prompt feelings of guild 
among viewers. 

Announcer: New Dannon Pure 
Indulgence Frozen Yogurt. 

Announcer: Very well.. . Proceed 
without caution. 

PAR . . 5. Through the use of the statements and depictions 
contained in the advertisements referred to in paragraph four, 
~eluding but not necess.arily limited to the advertisement attached as 
Exhibit A, respondent has represented, directly or by implication, that 
Dannon Pure Indulgence frozen yogurt is low in fat, low in· calories, 
and lower in fat than ice creani. 

PAR. 6. In truth and in fact, at the time the advertisements were 
disseminated, certain flavors of Dannon Pure Indulgence frozen 
yogurt were not low in fat, not_ low in calories, and not lower in fat 
than many ice creams. Therefore, the representations set forth in 
paragraph five were false and misleading. · . 

PAR. 7. Respondent knew or should have· known that the 
representations set forth in paragraph five were false and misleading. 

PAR. 8. The acts and practices ofthe respondent as alleged in this 
complaint constitute unfair or deceptive acts or practices and the 
making of false advertisements in or affecting comrp.erce in violation 
of Sections 5(a) and 12 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. 
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DECISION AND ORDER 

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation 
of certain acts and practices of the respondent named in the caption 
hereof, and the respondent having been furnished thereafter with a 
copy of a draft complaint which the Bureau of Consumer Protection 
proposed to present to the Commission for its consideration and 
which, if issued by the Commission, would charge respondent with 
violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and . 

The respondent, its attorney, and counsel for the Commission 
having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order, 
an admission by the respondent of all the jurisdictional facts set 'forth 
in the aforesaid draft complaint, a statement that the sigiling of the 
agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an 
admission by respondent that the law has been violated as alleged in 
such complaint, and waivers and other provisions as required by the 
Commission's Rules; and 

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and 
having determined that it had reason to believe that the respondent 
has violated the Act, and that complaint should issue stating -its 
charges in that respect, and having thereupon accepted the executed 
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record 
for a period of sixty (60) days, now in further conformity with the 
procedure prescribed in Section 2.34 of its Rules, the Commission 
hereby issues its complaint, makes the following jurisdictional 
findings, and enters the following order: 

1. Respondent Grey Advertising, Iric. is a corporation organized, 
existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the 
State ofNew York with its principal office or place ofbusiness at 777 
Third Avenue, New York, New York. 

2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject 
matter of this proceeding and of the respondent, and the proceeding 
is in the public interest. 
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ORDER 

I. 

It is ordered, That respondent Grey Advertising, Inc., a 
corporation, its successors and assigns, and its officers, agents, 
representatives and employees, directly or through any corporation, 
subsidiary, division or other device, in connection with the 
advertising, promotion, offering for sale, sale, or distribution of any 
frozen yogurt, frozen sorbet or ice cream pro~uct (excluding all other 
food or confection products in which ice cream is an ingredient 
comprising less than fifty percent of the total weight of the involved 
product) in or affecting commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the 
Federal Trade Commission Act, do forthwith cease and desist from 
misrepresenting, in any manner, directly or by implication, through 
numerical or descriptive terms or any other means, the existence or 
amount of fat, saturated fat, cholesterol, or calories in any such 
product. If any representation covered by this Part either directly or 
by implication conveys any nutrient content claim defmed (for 
purposes of labeling) by any regulation promulgated by the Food and 
Drug Administration, compliance with this Part shall be governed by 
the qualifying amount for such defined claim as set forth in that 
regulation. 

II. 

Nothing in this order shall prohibit respondent from making any 
representation that is specifically permitted in labeling for any frozen 
yogurt, frozen sorbet or ice cream by regulations promulgated by the 
Food and Drug Administration plirsuant to the Nutrition Labeling and 
Education Act of 1990. 

III. 

It is further ordered, That respondent sh~ll notify the Commission 
at least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in the 
respondent such as a dissolution,. assignment, or sale resulting in the 
emergence of a successor corporation, the creation or dissolution of 
subsidiaries, or any other change in the respondent which may affect 
compliance obligations arising under this order. 
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IV. 

It is further ordered, That respondent shall, within thirty (30) days 
after service of this order, distribute a copy of this order to each of its 
operating divisions and to each of its officers, agents, representatives, 
or employees engaged in the preparation or placement of 
advertisements or other materials covered by this order. 

v. 

It is further ordered, That for five (5) years after the last date of 
dissemination of any representation covered by this order, 
respondent, or its successors and assigns, shall maintain and upon 
request make available to the Federal Trade Commission for 
inspection and copying: 

1. All materials that were relied upon in disseminating such 
representation; and 

2. All tests, reports, studies, surveys, demonstrations, or other 
evidence in its possession or control that contradict, qualify, or call 
into question such representation, or the basis relied upon for such 
representation, including complaints from consumers, and complaints 
or inquiries from governmental organizations. 

VI. 

This order will terminate on October 30, 2016, or twenty years 
from the most recent date that the United States or the Federal Trade 
Commission files a complaint' (with or without an accompanying 
consent decree) in federal court alleging any violation of the order, 
whichever comes later; provided, however, that the filing of such a 
complaint will not affect the duration of: 

A. Any paragraph in this order that terminates in less than twenty 
years; 

B. This order's application to any respondent that is not named as 
a defendant in such complaint; and 

C. This order if such complaint is · filed after the order has 
terminated pursuant to this paragraph. 
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Provided further, that if such complaint is dismissed or a federal court 
rules that the respondent did not violate any provision of the order, 
and the dismissal or ruling is either not appealed or upheld on appeal, 
then the order will terminate according to this paragraph as though 
the complaint was never filed, except that the order will not terminate 
between the date such complaint is filed and the later of the deadline 
for appealing such dismissal~r ruling and the date such dismissal or 
ruling is upheld on appeal. 

VII. 

It is further ordered, That respondent shall, within sixty (60) days 
after service of this order, and at such other times as the Commission 
may require, file with the Commission a report, in writing, setting 
forth in detail the manner and form in which it has complied with this 
order. 
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IN THE MA ITER OF 

RUSTEV ADER CORPORATION, ET AL. 

CONSENT ORDER, ETC., IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF 
THE MAGNUSON-MOSS WARRANTY ACT AND SEC. 5 OF THE 

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT 

Docket 9274. Complaint, Aug. 30, 1995--Decision, Oct. 30, 1996 

This consent order prohibits, among other things, David F. McCready, a 
Pennsylvania-based former owner and officer of RustEvader Corporation, 
from representing that the products he markets are effective in preventing or 
substantially reducing corrosion in motor vehicle bodies or making any 
representation concerning the performance, efficacy .nr attributes of such 
products, unless such representations are true and the respondent possesses 
competent and reliable evidence to substantiate such claims, and from . 
misrepresenting the existence or results of any test or study. In addition, ·the 
consent order requires the respondent to pay $200,000 in consumer redress. 

Appearances 

For the Commission: Michael Milgram, John Mendenhall, 
Brinley H. Williams and Dana C. Barragate. 

For the respondents: Keith Whann and Jay McKirahan, Whann & 
Associates, Dublin, OH. Mark Wendekier, Patton, PA. 

COMPLAINT 

The Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that 
RustEvader Corporation, and David F. McCready, individually and 
as an officer of RustEvader Corporation (referred to collectively 
herein as "respondents), have violated the provisions of the Federal 
Trade Commission Act, and it appearing to the Commission that a 
proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest, 
alleges: 

PARAGRAPH 1. -Respondent RustEvader Corporation a/k/a Rust 
Evader Corporation, sometimes d/b/a REC Technologies ("REC") is 
a Pennsylvania corporation with its office and principal place of 
business located at 1513 Eleventh A venue, Altoona, Pennsylvania. 

At times material to the allegations of this complaint, respondent 
David F. McCready ("McCready") has been the president and an 
owner and director ofREC. His business address is the same as that 
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of REC. Individually, or in concert with others, McCready has 
directed, formulated and controlled the acts and practices of REC, 
including the acts and practices alleged in this complaint. 

PAR. 2. Respondents manufacture, ~abel, advertise, offer for sale, 
sell, and distribute an electronic corrosion control device for use on 
automobiles, trucks and vans (hereinafter "motor vehicles.") under the 
names Rust Evader, Rust Buster,, Electro-Image, Eco-Guard and 
others (referred to collectively herein as "Rust Evader"). 

PAR. 3. The acts and practices of respondents alleged in this 
complaint have been in or affecting commerce, as "coinmerce" is 
defmed in Section 4 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. 

PAR. 4. Respondents have disseminated, or have caused to be 
disseminated, advertisements and promotional materials for the Rust 
Evader including, but not necessarily limited to, the attached Exhibits 
A through E. These advertisements and promotional materials 
contain the following statements: 

(a) Rust Buster Electronic Corrosion Control 
This is the original multi-patented Electronic Corrosion .Control for. automobiles. 
Over a decade of test market experience and Consumer satisfaction guarantees our 
product as the best in today's hi-tech market. · : 
MOST COMMONLY ASKED QUESTIONS 

What can I expect from this product? Corrosion rate is reduced and auto· body life 
is extended. 

The Rust Buster C.D.O.I. interferes with the rusting process. Since the rusting 
process is gradual, the amount of energy consumed is very small. Rust Buster 
C.D.O.I. effectively reduces corrosion rate. 

Rust Buster C.D. 0 .I. provides a source of free electrons that interfere with coupling 
of ferrous metal electrons with oxygen -- reducing the corrosion rate. 

. . . complete interference in the rusting process cannot be expected, but rust 
retardation is dramatically demonstrated. 

You want your car to look good while you're driving it, when you are ready to sell 
or trade it and particularly if you decide to give the car a major overhaul. If you 
lease a car, you are ~esponsible to maintain a certain cosmetic standard or pay a 
penalty. Rust Buster C.D.O.I. wants your car to last and maintain its maximum 
value. 

Over a decade of proven effectiveness. Thousands of satisfied customers. Inside
out & outside-in corrosion reduction. (Exhibit A) 

(b) The invisible shield of protection for your vehicle! 
The invisible shield of protection used worldwide! 
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Protect your car, truck or van 24 hours a day -- rain or shine -- with the world 
leader in electronic automotive rust control! The RustEvader * system retards rust 
and corrosion, and protects your vehicle with a lifetime guarantee. Common nicks, 
scratches and abrasions won't deteriorate into rust-through damage from the outside 
in -- or inside out. The RustEvader* system safeguards your investment. .. 

helps increase your car's value at trade-in time 
protection against rust-through damage as result of stone chips, abrasions, salt, 
snow, sleet and sea-spray 
the original multi-patented electronic corrosion control device 
over 10 years of consumer satisfaction 

Your best investment in your vehicle's future value! 
*See printed warranty for exact description of warranty coverage and exclusions! 
(Exhibit B) 

(c) Rust Evader 
ELECTRONIC CORROSION CONTROL 

The RustEvader interferes with rusting process. Electro-chemists have made great 
progress in irnderstanding corrosion. RustEvader Corp: has applied the results of 
this progress in developing the RustEvader Automotive Corrosion Control System 
and since the rusting process is gradual, the amount of energy consumed is very 
small -- RustEvader reduces the corrosion rate. 
RustEvader Electronic Corrosion Control gives you unmatched protection from 

. salt, snow, sleet and s.ea spray corrosion. Rust perforation (rust-through) from 
either side of the sheet metal is warranted not to occur on your vehicle. 

THE INTELLIGENT APPROACH TO PRESERVING AUTOMOTIVE APPEARANCE 

* Established track record in reducing corrosion -- documented by users. 
* Recapture your investment at trade-in time ... for New and Used cars. (Exhibit 

C) 
(d) NOW!! ELECTRONIC CORROSION CONTROL 

Rust Evader Automotive Corrosion Control 

The Rust Evader interferes with the rusting process .. . . Environmental conditions 
that promote rusting also prompt a counter response from the RustEvader system. 
Energy for the electron bath is provided by the car's battery and since the rusting 
process is gradual, the amount of energy consumed is very small -- RustEvader 
reduces the corrosion rate. "The Logical Choice for Controlling Rust" (Exhibit D, 
reduced copy of dealer display board) 

(e) The Rust Buster system Beats Rust! 
The Rust Buster system keeps your car, truck or van beautiful for years! Common 
nicks, scratches and road salt won't deteriorate into rust-through damage, so you'll 
save on costly autobody repairs and preserve your investment! 
The Rust Buster system also offers unmatched protection! Unlike traditional 
undercoatings, it protects hard to reach, corrosively vulnerable areas by irripressing 
electrons throughout the metal body panels of the vehicle and interferring [sic] with 
oxygen's natural ability to couple with these ferrous metals. (Exhibit E, reduced 
copy of dealer display board) 
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PAR. 5. Through the use of the _trade names "Rust Evader" and 
"Rust Buster" and the statements and depictions contained in the 
advertisements and promotional materials referred to in paragraph 
four, including but not necessarily limited to the promotional 
materials attached as Exhibits A-E, respondents have represented, 
directly or by implication, that the Rust Evader is effective in · 
substantially reducing corrosion in motor vehicle bodies. 

PAR. 6. In truth and in fact, the Rust Evader is not effective in 
substantially reducing corrosion in motor vehicle bodies. Therefore, 
respondents' representation set forth in paragraph five was, and is, 
false and misleading. · 

PAR. 7. Through the use of the trade names "Rust Evader" and 
"Rust Buster" and the statements contained in the advertisements and 
promotional materials referred to in paragraph four, including but not 
necessarily limited to the promotional materials attached as Exhibits 
A-E, respondents have represented, directly or by implication, that at 
the time they made the representation set forth in paragraph five, 
respondents possessed and relied upon a reasonable basis that 
substantiated such representation. 

PAR. 8. . In truth and in fact, at the time they made the 
representation set forth in paragraph five, respondents did not possess 
and rely upon a reasonable basis that substantiated such 
representation. Therefore, the representation set forth in paragraph 
seven was, and is, false and misleading. 

PAR. 9. In connection with the promotion and sale of the Rust 
Evader, respondents have disseminated or caused to be disseminated 
to distributors and dealers materials to conduct a demonstration of the 
efficacy of the Rust Evader. Respondents have also ~isseminated 
depictions of the same demonstration, of which Exhibit G, .attached 
hereto, is an example. The demonstration places two pieces of metal 
in a transparent tank containing salt water. One piece of metal is 
connected to a Rust Evader and the other is not. In connection with 
this demonstration, respondents make, and instruct the distributors 
and dealers to make the following (or similar) statements: 

This Laboratory Test provides the "worst case scenario" to test RustEvader · 
Technology. Two (2) identical pieces of sheet steel are suspended in salt bath. The 
RustEvader protects Sample "A" while Sample "B" rusts severely. (Exhibit G) . 

PAR. 10. Through the use of the depictions, materials and . 
statements set forth in paragraph nine; respondents have represented, 
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. directly or by implication, that the demonstration described in 
paragraph nine accurately represents how the Rust Evader protects 
motor vehicle bodies from corrosion. 

PAR. 11. In truth and in fact, the demonstration described in 
paragraph nine does not accurately represent how the Rust Evader 
protects a motor vehicle body from corrosion. The process utilized in 
the demonstration -- impressed current cathodic protection -- is much 
more effective under water than under conditions that a motor vehicle 
would normally encounter. Therefore, respondents' representation set 
forth in paragraph ten was; and is, false and misleading. 

P AR.12. In connection with the promotion and sale of Rust 
Evader, respondents have disseminated or have caused to be 
disseminated, to distributors and dealers, reports of labor;:1tory and 
other tests performed on the Rust Evader. Some of these reports 
represent, directly or by implication, that the reported test constitutes 
scientific proof that Rust Evader is effective in substantially reducing 
corrosion in · motor vehicle bodies. In addition, respondents have 
represented orally, directly or by implication, that these tests 
constitute scientific proof that the Rust Evader is effecti:ve in 
substantially reducing corrosion in motor vehicle bodies. 

PAR. 13. In truth and in fact, such tests do not constitute 
scientific proof that the Rust Evader is effective in substantially 
reducing corrosion in motor vehicle bodies. Therefore, respondents' 
representation set forth in paragraph twelve was, and is, fals~ and 
misleading. 

PAR. 14. In connection with the sale of the Rust Evader, 
respondents have provided purchasers with a limited warranty in the 
form attached hereto as Exhibit F. That warranty contains the 
following provision: 

INSPECTIONS REQUIRED: The vehicle musfbe inspected every 24 months within 30 
days of anniversary of installation date, by an authorized Rust Evader Dealer who 
may charge his current labor rate up to one hour for the inspection. FAILURE TO 
HAVE VEHICLE INSPECTED AS REQUIRED VOIDS THEW ARRANTY. 

PAR. 15. The warranty provision described in paragraph fourteen 
is in violation of Section 1 02( c) of the Magnuson-Moss Warranty-
. Federal Trade Commission Improvement Act (15 U.S.C. 2302(c)) 
because it conditions a warranty pertaining to a consumer product 
actually costing the consumer more than $5 on-the consumer's use of 
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a service (other than a service provided without charge) which is 
identified by brand, trade, or corporate name. 

PAR. 16. In providing advertisements, promotional materials and 
product demonstrations, such as those referred to in paragraphs four 
through thirteen, to their distributors and dealers, respondents have 
furnished the ·means and instrumentalities to those distributors and 
dealers to engage in _!he acts and practices alleged in paragraphs five 
through thirteen. · 

PAR. 17. The acts and practices of respondents as alleged in this 
l complaint constitute unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or 
l affecting commerce in violation of Section 5(a) of the Federal Trade 
1 Commission Act. 

l 
I 
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I 
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THE I:"<TELLIGENT APPROACH TO 
PRESERVING AUTOMOTIVE APPEARANCE 

(n~st Auster$ 
ELECTRONIC CORROSION CONTRol.."' 

365 

Technology ThO! Works. 
Benefits You'll •ppreciale. 

• 

o-a dtade o( pn>\'C4 etfcctiveoeu: ·.~r;;t, 
1boallllds of lllidiod cwtomen. 
bidt>out .t: OUI:Iidc>-io carosioa noduaioo 
Trmdanble 10 a oec:oad automobile. 

-·- ..:.-·· 

No iottrfCRDCe witb your vehicle'' IDIIIufaC!wa-. • > ' ' •0. -~~~:. 
'WIU'ftlll)'. . '• .i~· , t•-~ • ••• ~-1: :' '. ,,: ,L~ {).Q.: 

u..,.leu powerdwl tbe car's clock. 
No boles driJicd - autobody integrity is preserved. 
Safe - DO hiDnlou5 c:bemicals. .. ; :.. . ." ~ , • .. " ){ ( If;• . ~· 
UabiUry W arnaties: A comptdlensivc $1 milliou · · ( 1 :. ::'. 

doUar prod!Kt liabiUry policy is undetwrillcll by major 
insuraDcc companies. 
S..ld around tbe world. . 

EASY INSTALLATION - INSTALLS UNDER THE 
HOOD IN JUSf lO MINUTES. 

DISTRIBUTED BY -----. 

•ltJur BKII<,.. iJ a R<rist<,..d Trr>&tmart of 
RMn EWMI<,. U.rp., Alroona. PA. 

~J~!i ' 

. TIW is tlw '"ilinal rnJJJi-~<d ~a,,.,...;;.:.~ . 
for -ilu. Ov<r a <kcadt of l<lf """*<~ Dp<rimc< arvJ 
eo.u-r SGJiJ{octiota JIIDIUIII<<S ""'" pro<lw:t tu 1M IH.sr in· 
roday's lti-u ch IIIQri<f. 

MOST COMMONLY ASKED QUESllONS 

Wha1 (J:l I cJ.pccl from thi~ produca? D.Jrrosion rtJJe is 
r<dw:<d and auto body lift is ut<Nkd. 

Wi111h1~ produc1 dfcct any other etecuical componen11n my 
vehicle ~ If prop<rly insroJJ<d. No! 

If my c.u has been chemically ruslproo(ed. IS ahi!i produc1 
comp:wbic \&. llh Ru~l Bu!-lt:r '', Yts. 

Since lnl\ product consumes a small amount or clcctncal 
cner.!~ · h\·\~ long \\Ould 11 u t...c 10 d ram my baUCI) be"Jo..., 
stamn~ ;"'Wcr., UptoJOdays. 

Ho" lor.,£ ·~ this produ'' :uu~mccd ·~ It is guarQIUud for as 
long as>""'"""' it. Rtpl4curtDtl • Fret of charrt. · 

Ellfirt conrutU u.pyr;11u"' 1991, RKII £Wuk,. U.rp .. Ab""""' PA. 

What t.dnd of \chidu c:.an ~nelil from this produc t? 

aMt<>mobilt lriDNI/Gen~r<d aft.r 1980, and mosr/ighr rruci:s 
4fUJ VCIIIJ'. 

AU RJrhu Rnuwd 
"RIUt BIISI<,. . zyll<tn U.S. P.u<ltb 14,647.)51, H ,828,66S, 

114.91S.IJ08, 114,92l.S88. 14,950.]72. and #5.102,514. 
For~ign Paultls P~tt.dint 

Js It u·;~,, .. :·ernbk from ':.h1c!c lo ''chicle'? Yts, however :~~< 
purcluJ.u of a r~instal/c..tiOtt lit is twc~ssary. 

Do ~ou ..... ~ e c~"h'mcr .!H: .u lC< .! \ ;ul.3bl< ~ Yn, thruu.~tr. ; 
narionwidt WATTS twmbtr. /-800-458·34U. 

Ol!R PRIDE IS CUSTOMER SATISFACTJO:-. 
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EXHIBIT A 

The Rust 8usteJ<' C.O.O.I. interferes wiln the tvsting process. Since me rustmg process ts gtlduil. IM 
imount of energy consumed is very srru/1. RustSusw, C.O.O.I. elfecttvely tetJuces corroston me. 

The most common ll"ay of preventing 
automotive corrosion is to apply a barrier 
between oxygen and the metal. This is why we 
paint automobiles . The paint is a suitable barrier. 
When the metal loses paint or is incomple tely 
painted. corrosion begins and continues until all 
of ihe metal is convened to an oxide or rust. 
Extra bamers have been developed such as 
undercoatings. rustproofing and paint sealants; 
but they are effecuve only as long as they 
insulate the metal from oxygen. Paint. 
rustproofing and sealants are known as 
di-electrics (not perm ining electro n transfer). As 
long as these di-electncs are tn place without any 
small breaks. cracks. or crevices. nicks. scratches 
or stone chtps. ;he automouve body has a fa ir 
chan:e of survtving the en·:ironment. Howe ver. 
tn the real world. a ~onstar.t attack is underwav 
to break down these bamers. Once broken. th~ 
bamers permit the migration of electrons from 
tron to ox v2en - the result is rust and corrosion. 
Rust Bust~;<!; C.D.O.I. provides a source of free 
electrons that interfere with coupling of ferrous 
metal electrons with oxygen - reducing the 
corrosion rate . 

Capacith·e Discharge Oxida tion Interference 
"COOl" 
Since automobiles are produced essemiall~· totally 
coated with a di-electric barrier of patnt and 
rustproofing. the need to protect breaks in these 
barriers is of significant imponance. The Rust 
Buster® C.D.O.I. forces electrons to escape or exit~ : 
the very site where the barrier has oroken down or 
worn away "COOl" effect. Compromises had to be 
considered in the Rust Buster® C.D.O.l. design. 
Therefore. complete interference in the rusting 
process cannot be expected. bui rust retardation is 
dramatically demonstrated. 

You want your car 10 look good whi le you're 
driving it. when you are ready to sell or trade it and 
panicularly if you dec tde to ~pve the c:~r a major 
overhaul. If you lease a car. you are responsible to 
maintain a cenain cosmeuc sta"'dard or pay a penal:~ . 
Rust Buster® C.D.O.l. wants your car to last and 
maintain i1s maximum value. 
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EXHIBITB 

Distributed By: 

U,'orld H(adquanm: 

Rus1Evader Corporauon 

15ij I hh Ave .. Ahoona.PA 1660i. USA 

800,~)8·3-!~J • 8i ~J'l.:.!. Si00 • fu : 81 ~fl.:i·375: 

The 
invisible 
shield of 

protection 
for your 
vehicle~ 

367 
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EXHIBITB 

The invisible shield 
of protection used 

worldwide! 

Protect your car. truck or van 24 hours a 

day - rain or shine- with the world 
leader in electronic automotive rust 

control~ The RustEvader '"' system 

retards rust and corrosion. and protects 
your vehicle with a lifetime guarantee. 
Common nicks. scratches and abrasions 
won ' t deteriorate into rust-through 

damage from the outside in -or inside . 
out. The RustEvader~• system 

safeguards your investment - and helps 

preserve the ~nvironment! 

•M~: printed w:.rranly ror ~uri descri 
· €> 199% • .. RuSIEwad~ft is palrnled and trad 

·.··... • .. . ~ i. , ... ·' E'l' ··· 
-: .. ~ ·.· .. . 

. ':. -~ ~- =;, •.. ;:~ .. . ·· .· ··. 

elec:lrmlic. ledmalagy . · .. ..... 
by RustEvade~* ·. ::> 

The emironmental/y intelligent · < 
· approaclz to protecting your ... .,: . 

automotive investment! . ·· :. :;,~ 
. · .. · . ·~ · ·· 

• helps increase your car's value at !rade-in time 
• protection against rust-through damage as a 

result of stone chips. abrasions. sail. snow. sleet 
and sea-spray 

• the ongin~l multi-patented electroniC 
corro"on-cont rol de"ice 
,,, cr I Cl yc:.1r' 01' .:nn!-uma ' ai i'\1J('l!On 

nc:~rly one mtllron inst:llkd worldwrde 
limited transien.ble lifetime new vehicle 
w~rranty• and used vehicle warranues• 
~vailable 

insured by major international underwnters 
won 't invalidate your vehtcle's waiT3tlties 
won't interfere with vehicle electrical system~ 
made in the L'SA~ 

. . . . ., • . - .... ":. -""'i ·.• 

·.; . · .. : ~ Y~~r~t·i~~es~~ ;ir ~~~~. ;;~~ 
.· ~ .. · ... ¥elzide.sf~v.a_Iue .. : .. :.-;.·H,. 

·. ': . ' : ; ·.- ·. - ..... ·. . . . ~- ? , 

lialrof warr.~nty cm~nd 6dmioas! , .. ·. ·. · ·:·.•.J 
b' Rust F. wader Corpar.dioa. Alloona. PA. ·•. ~ 
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EXHIBITC 

R USTEVADER@ ET ~EXTENDED TECHNOLOGY" 

II• 
. -. --
~ 
~ 

RustEvader® Wants Your Car To Last 
RUJtEvader<! producu wert deStgne"d for people who <M" about their 
cu and undenu.nd the value of c.t~ful m&inccnanc:e and effect on 
thcH pockclbook. RwtEvaderfl wanu your ur to last and mainu.in 
it's maxamum n.luc. 

Ask your deoler •bout RIUtEvlde,. 
.. PtJnt Protector • R.a.d..IJtor Proc.cctar 
• F1bnc Protector • Engme Oil Addiave 

DISC.I.AlHEJI 
The warnnry dlKus.sed tn U\ls broc::hur\1!: I.S lor anfor. 
m.abonaJ puzpos.a only Y04.1t warn.my apphc.aaon 
Pf"'V'\de:s lht dtuul.s ot the warranty P~ rud 11 
thoroughly 

Rust£ vader Corp 15/J lith A•<n•< P.O Box 151 
AltooM. PA 16601 81• ·94.1~7()() 

I 800-45~-1<7• 

·t- c-.. c-~ ,..., -u.~.-c- ..._. ' " .. u -·~"'" •• _._, 
•....c-_. A.LL• -,-~,_.,.. ~"''--"--'"~-c .. 

•-t_... s.-c.: J , __ •: J., • fJO J~. ,-~,_.,..,...,_,..u.s ,_ 

Evader· 

.\lade in Ute l' .S.A. 

The World's Leading Electroruc 
Rust Control System 

EXHIBIT 

369 
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EXHIBITC 

' 
•• • •• .• •• • • • •• ~·---; •• :·.: :. • ... 1_ • .. •• • - ..... • ••••• :·; 

Ru.tt Evader" 
B.ECTRONIC CORROSION CONTROL 

1'bc •Ruu.fv~ !AcafctCS Wteh IWWll pnxx:u. ~Ga¥C 
I:IIMk: ~ pii"'CC":U Ln lmCkrSUodU\C c::otn:"'JOa. R.i.tRE'f'~ u.,. tias 
•ppltOCI Uw ~ulu of lhu ~ "' 6c¥Ciopta& the RUA.E~ 
A~omouYC Com:1010n ConD"'I Syu.cm &nd 11ncx ctw NSOJ'IC PfCICI!U ts 

snd"""· lb( &mOUnl o( C.r'ICI'JY COIU/oUtW.iiO u "'U"t nrWt--kwlf"_,. 
ruJIIC'CI lhr CDmMIOn 1'11U: • 

RuscEv~ EJc.cli'OfiiC COI'n)1. .ofl Control trvu !IOU I&I'UNld'lcd pro-
(C'CirO~ (rom u.h. sno'*' . steer 1nd lc.t 'orn cotTouon lhu1 
pcrfonlion IN.Y·IJ'\n)!.IJfLI (rom C!IDM $!d( of•Dc 1h£i1 rrcnltj WVftniCd 
not 10 «~ron :tQUC ¥ChKIC. t su fUIWDI -orrolt/'¥ for t/(ttJtlJI 

Th~ II l.hc ont•n.U muhi~\C'd Ekctroruc (omH.iMI c~ fot 
•utomoark! Over 10 yun o( cons.umcr s.~usC..cuon 1M ~ nar\.c'1 
u~cncc- fUlnntC"Ci :rout dahnc ~~oru.n U\c ba4 ll'l4 w1Ut the fCS9CCt o( 

tl'lc tNitt!piACC 

THE INTELLIGENT APPROACH TO 
PRESERVING AUTOMOTIVE APPEARANCE 

* RustEvader• empb~izes: customer satisfaction 
thow.aads in ~<'< worldwide. 

* E.subtisbed lnlck reconi ia reduciDc coiTOSion 
dOQUI!C!I!cd by..J~¥~S, 

* Reap!Un! your inv-at tnd...CO lime..Jor Ne" 
Used~ 

* Used c:u warranry available depeoclilig opon age o( ve 
:and aUie:oge. 

* Umiccd UCeruue new car wunacy, lnii:S(enbleco a ..,. 
OW"nel'. 

* RustEvadere wvrancs dUll should !be sheer m<bl of 
vd>ide be perforaced widllby rust. we will fix !he bo 

11' Consul! RustEvadere Wllt'l'ancy App~cacion (or r 
description o( covence and esdwioas. 

* l.nsuN:d by major insUnooe com~ 
* RustEvadere is cramfcnble £rom ear co car. 

* Limited lifetime n~ c:u wa.rnncy available in !he 
and Clll12da. · 

• Option21 10 year lilniled a~ c:u watnJI!y avai 
worldwide. 

-- ~--
Sample "B". ~ ·~· 

This Ltboncory T esc• provides tbe ""worst ~ase sc:.:nar 
to test RustEvadere Technology. Two (2) idena 
paeces of s heet steel are suspeoded tn salt bath. 1 
RustEvadere protectS Sample~ A" while Sampae • 
rusts severely. 
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EXHIBITD 

- ·---··· · · - -- __ ..;_ :._~ ::.:...~,!.......:....-.:;_. __ 

Till' HJ I II i.II:Ffl I f. J'rnr,.M~JI I" 

r!l r; ~En'JI:J < ; '' " J(•:,l•.l iJI!F. Arrr:llnMJI F 

~· ". . .... •• 1\;, .. •: ...... :.--. • · ·:· • ... •;·;·• • ·.1 ...... ·-:~ • • • •• 

!l'h ,''••~tt,•t'f 'II , :t'\'l'h ':'.tl:,:_ 'li t' iltt"! C: ~.lo lt'f ' •\l :!,o.., •''l 'o\' 

( . ....... ,. ,. , , . .,. , . .. - · . .... " ' ! .. ,;;, .. ·1 · •.• \1···. -"·:···-....... ~-· 

0.:\'r" .H'tl•!", :o•. •.:l';t:' ,, t:h ll·:····J~ ="'l' ! o\lc !:...,,-,r••!"'l:-f' l't,tl 
:,,111.f:!l'•ns rh,tl f""'''/11••1(' !'U ~IIr.c ,li"it• !'t,.r.l!'l ,l .:o1U<'~ll'1 
rt<J'''""'~' r;••m !:•t• ft •;...tFv Old,· • ' "'"<l~·m En t> fl: \' ,,,. tlu• 

-:i('~ ·~···~ :'olf'':" :•· ,,,,k,: r-. l!u, ;,l''i l;o,tlfl.•f\ ,1:11 <= •'·C' '!\f 
ru..,r :n;: ~tl"t'C'~' . ., ~fohk:.1 : !!'\(' ,\"!:h•Unl u( •.'nt'"":\ 't:r.,:tn•(':! 

"' .t·~~ "'"'·'': - :Clu c=i-\ .t~h•r' •t>.!uco:< !1•" '''~"'"'h'r' ·.lh' 

'' '-• t . . · ; 
. "' .. r ·. 

• Rt•\'.1r·~·rr ·····.:~ '""'"'~tMC'~: ol! t·,~h.'·lf'l :. tn~· 
!C•t 't'' .; r.d L St'd ,,,:s 

• ·~: . .. •! • . ·.1~-· . ....... "·'': ,. ~ ..... : ..... , ...... ::~1 :,:;.•: · 
lhll\t t,li 0 .J'- ill C('t\'1((' \\' t othl\\llf.,_• 

• lut'lll'l! h •,·! u' l•; ,,,.,, o',l~ I\.H!',111!\ H~l•<~i~·r,lt•lo..• :o• .1 

t~· !•f"d " ""'"''' 

• !,.s,•J ,.u h ,;arr,\UI\' ,1\,Hl.•H,· dt·t.' \'ttJ nll;; ..,~,. ,,. ol!O.l' ~·: 

'~"'·.;h,• .md n••lc.-·sr 
• lnsurrd ~~ ,1 n•.-111r H'l"iura ncc <••mr.lny 
• nu ... t£ 1,\dl•r ' ' !hi.' IICISir'loll f'oll('nt ('d r mtec:nu• 

• ~:• •t tC:tt•n ~T"u ::' :lt' k tt~· ,, :•d !.ll..t ~' 1:h you :, he n 
~'11\J sril ~nu r CM 
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____ \ 

\ 

-REJ;ra~;t~r-* · 
WORLD'S LEADING AUTOMOTIVE 

ELECTRONIC RUST CONTROL SYSTEM 
\~;;::===:::c-_ _,_ _____ ____ 

The Rust Buster® System Beats Rust! 
' ' T":r P.u\: R.\~ct • •·- u~:n ~tt~t ;oou~ -:ar. 1rud, nr ; ,~:\ 

~-~ :.~ ~~~~- ~~--:,~~~::·.;:~7.7~~-~~:~~,~~~:!~:~1:~~~ \~~~: 
'\.'· u~~ ;r: :,.,, _., ;a ¥···?·•0\ rtr"''\ lf'l:! :-~ ~,:~\!: ~:1:.. • 

·-..,., -:- ·-~ :::: .... Rc•• · · • \,\f(::"'Jo"nol)(ic•c "A:n.l•:x~ rrNt:t•-·r· 

---->• -- ·· c•r.,..J• . •·•.lJmtcrc:'lll!'l;\ :1 :-r•nccl\nlr•l:'-

/ I 

I 
i 
I 

• rlom•:tJIU C"r .,CeO f.)f Olhct COlli!' fUJINOOfii'IJ ~C!hoJt 

• w\U 1en b au cn ro ... cr t:<ol1n ~our nr'1 dxk 
• ... ,.. · '"• l•-~·'''!' '"u' ~ch•.:lc·, ... a r1.111t•n 
• ltH':I:Ca~lt h) l \C::~I'I.: ··:ll!CIC 

• :-•o•r:~s ~11n .~· 11'1•1'\C 
• '"u' lit .,, }0 ~.nw:u 

• •-.ll•tlt.cc-,.,rJo<"trlc:,·oc": 
• ,...:ttc~oC.lll -.:n .. r t:n:-1 

\ 
' i 

. ·- . _j ... . ~.-\ 
/ 

122 F.T.C. 
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EXHIBITF 

RLST E\".-\DER · 
Electronic Corrosion Control 

:-~ 
I 

1
!0 I~GUIOIUU. 

,,., ... ",....,.,."' 

LIMITED WA;:;RAIHY 

EXHIBIT 

0 ... 10,~::\' · 

"illHI.S .L.'ft c:N:t~:·:s :rw h •"' .;,.., .. .,,f"', ="tt::."t •:J'I !vee" f«t•~t"~CCo""""t .... ,.,. .ftfl\1111!-'"" ' "' l:t."or:-e-: 11vs1 f•tct t CtJ•r' =" , •• • 
...... !(1. J1 t usto •~t U •t'"" lt'il'l~." !I~K'I.!'f ¥t"..rt110f!'l''.o!ll •I~'V l"'fltl)f"'.,....~'\ftiiJIIf'l'll l't !t.,.eofW'It """" :f"J • ... rlllfrrt .;-N.,•11':7" U .u: 
<t1•Ul':ff."'U" I ''o,.._-!111"'1'' 1"'Y'J 

r..r~ac~e::••~Sti:ft :)~ttPOtiJ!41! li~o<lf!.-Htt :;ro .,.,~, :~W:fltAV~~ ("'""'f"«VM~tto<raPU::_.,otU....._,.,"' ... udrd.,. , .,....t:f :11 ... ~,: .··: 
#tNC'f 11 Gf'tctr~O " " ' ,, ''" '''"' 't'tC'I .ft ~!'ffttl ,r.; •01•"~~t~lfl·t ~,. 'l«nu..,. Ml "'".,rH ..t!I0\.1 """' tr .1!111: hl<Ct l CM 

'ff'*VU•tC:..£ :){fflii!ICN '"""':-c" .. ,..... ..tWII ..,,IN"""K:P .. ....,. ,, ~ti .... Gitt .. $1S • tnt1'!'¥ tN:IIIUI SOO~tl, ltwt• ~1'\11 ":"" f: ··= 
s '"'' :t•t'J :o •:o:.c"';INI~"""" '" IS~:""'' :•n Sw.:, """<ett 'NY N•""""",., 41..,..,.... 

·:it:,!..-:..:--.::;:: •t:-t•; a .1f1."t:"o(.t 1 ~"J"V'x-JI'ifC """'-""') rtJa :t ~tGiftOIII'f.l •at•tii!YU4Ait •S"~ 1Wt1 lt 'M' Of'':lor\&l-,d~1 til !:··~·-· 
~'~'l-''fll'll ~ "l t.C' 4 •t"'C't ,, ,... •U 'l'1, ·t11 l'f\¥t)f~rt'\l foll to'ltft~T: ·IIWftH ,ut ••., .,...,, .,., .. ~ lt•mtlltl: ~::t! .u·~ : · 
,_., ,tiii :Otf'•ttntr1 ": -I """Y)t •tH1111ttiO")nn5 

·,..,&n ::r.'f~(: ·;~:-z;r "14rS .,.,...,.m:"o ,..., ,..... """ ~tcncf'IMII ,...fol'l., ~-"rW.atviW ..,_,. "" tMartln ;. .. , ,..., .. 1 , rov :· :·~ 
•,.:~ 1t 1·(111110 t rtn ,r ~"Vtf~OC~ ''" ltO"C WWich.'ltiG tfiOOO"l.lftl _,...llwWII,fll'lf'/C1ffl . ..CWWIGO'Ilflt ....... to7t~fii'IOW!bl'(.tflt!ott ---· ... """*""' ~w;•r.:~•~,...,~ ~''"'*'ll'l.f"l. Mtti"'lll'ftt.. C'I"""tf ..., ................ ,....,,,,_.,I\M<ftUWf'l)l'f(~I.IU•d«lt-f &~1t-:. 
:~Mit""C...O"f-..r.'Jt".., ·~t'"'9f1Mt tll.-....a""~et't<ICI,~-~·~ ........ IIrloii_,.,.,"'"'Mft.ll ftO*lllff<'tf'VIfftfltttlfltltl. 'IUelo;~·:·.1; 
I"'CC "'1)\lf\1.,.~ UUl'IINt ,.0 ,,..,. 14,..11·' JoOflf"'l nu-.:~ t...OO'<td U 1t ..... ".......,1, '""" IrON lf'fldft W\Ht flllt"' Mt~ ~11~ tOI"Ofl\ef'"l 1''• "1:• 
;U t f"',f' :=-:U '"-"'~ ' !,11114 ~,.f U U"')'on "'!'1.'7~ ~111\fO :1011 OOtlllftd M toi'IIIIIW IIIC!Wif tNJ "'"'ft "WC"""'Jftt tv!',.n. •nt lfl't':Cf 1\tft< t~tt' • • i 
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EXHIBITG 

Tnts Laboratory rest prov1des the "worst cdse scenar1o" to test RustEvader recnnotogy. Two(2 ) 
identiCal p1ece.< ol sheet steel are suspended in salt bath. The RustEvader protects Sampie "A'' 
while Sample "B" rusts severely. 

4~ gallons of 10'!6 NaCI Solution. 700 F 

. - . . . . . ... . ~:: .... 
~ l . • ~,:-.._ 

·. ~~~- ~~·.-.. . , :_:r~o:_ 
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Sample. "A " is made cathodic (-J No Rust 

·. ~ -. 
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FlustEvader 
protected and 

corrosion. FREE 
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EXHIBITG 

For Your Information! 

How do you jud~ iln automotive v.olut!!? Ask those m me 
ndUS11y and they will tell you mar condi/Jon and appearance are 
:>aramOUnt in the evaluation. 11 you are purchasing a new car, its 
r.JJue several years down the road is important, so condition 
Jnd IIIJpearance dictate lhe value of the car at any point beyond 
·· dq it was manufactured. A RustEvader and good main· 
' lMlC8 wit pay off by increasing the proiected value of your 
:.or by reducing the rate of corrosion and relaid rusting. The 
~us/Evader was designed specifically to retard cosmetic cor· 
nsiorl. " ·• normal imperfections in the paint llfong with small 
:cratche iliclc; and scars are tess susceptible to cancerous 
>ody corrosion, Of' that ugly, scabby ap,;earance. It is hard to 
mgine lhllt your new car is so Vlllnerable but i :ntlook at any 
:ar ltlil is two or lhtee years old and you can s.ee lhe de vas· 
alion that has already begun. 

t It eay to undenUnd how hidden cornen, bends 811d 
napes of Sheet metal body parts ;ue consumed by a hostile 
·nllirontl16nt Abrasions from sand, stone and salt and freezing 
nd thawing of water activate microscopic corrosion sites and 
•ores in the paint that rapidly advance into body pane/failure. 
·ven"galvaniled sections that have been welded or bent in the 
ICtory·lorming process are open to attack. 

lust •nd corrosion occur wht!!n the three essential in· 
·redients interact: oxygen. metal and mo1swre, (H20). The 
>eta/ prollides lhe electrons to sa&sly oxygen's cralling for 
lectrons. Moisture is needed to provide tht!! pathway of efec· 
on lnlnsfer from iron to oxygen. The most common way of 
revenbi1g automotive corrosion is to apply a barrier between 
xygen and the metal. Th1s is why we paint automobiles. The 
amt is a suitable barrier. When the metal loses paint or is 
·completely pamted corrosion begins and continues unril all of 
•e metal is converted to an qxide or rust. Extra barriers have 
een develOped such as undercoa&ngs. rustprooling and paint 
~alants; but they are effec11ve only as long as they insulatt~the 
eta/ from oxygen and water. Paint, rustproofing and sealants 
·e known as dH!Iectncs (not permitting electron rranslet; . As 
ng as these di-elecrncs are on place wrthout any small breaks, 
ack.s or crev1ces. mcks. scratches or stone chtps, Ctle auto· 
oove body has a fa, chance of survrving the envtronmenr. 
)Wever, in the real world, a constant attack is underway to 
·eak down these barners. Once broken. the bamers perrmt 
e migration ol electrons /rom lfOn over a mots/ pathway to 
ygen- the result is rust and corrOSton. Rust Evader provides 
source of free electrons tl'lat interleres wrth the migrahon ana 
•upling ol ferrous metal electrons wtrh oxygen -reducmg the 
'rrOS/on rate. 
•p•citive Discharge Oxidation Interference "COOl" 
~ce automobiles are produced essenually totally coated wrth 
01-electnc bamer of pamr and rustprooling. rhe need to 
otect breaks m these bamers 1s of s1gmfrcanr tmponance. The 
tstEvaaer forces the 1mpressed electrons to escape or exit ar 

the very s11e wnere me bamerhas broken downorwom awi! 
"COOl" effect. AustEvaaer only worl<s wnere and wnen 
needed. Th1s is accomplished by pump1ng excess electron: 
ro the car body creating a condenser effect (when the 
elecllic is essentJally intact) between the car body ana 
RustEvaaer anodes. Electrons repel each other resultmc 
their desire to retum to a rnDrT: positive home (anodes ~ 
atmosphere). In tl'leir escape from the automotive body t 
breaks or pores in the di-electric coatings, these impres! 
electrons interlere with the rusting process and retard 
rusting at local corrosion sites. There are variables that ell 
this interlering process: the oomposition of f!le· metal, the I) 
and concentration of the electrolyte, temperature and hiJmia 

Generally speaking, increases in humidity and moisture 
creases the rate and quantity of electron escape. Howev 
even when the relative humidity is very low electrons will Ire. 
escape into the atmosphere. The impressed electrons esc a 
in rwo wa)IS: by displacing otller e1«t1ons ana by direct m 
vidual movement. If a continuous electro/yfe exists (suctl 
complete submersion in salt water) between rhe breaks in r 
coating on the car body and anodes, displacing electrons •· 
move from the negative car body to the posittve anode. In r: 
condition the greatest ttJSI retardation effect will exist. Ru 
Evader worl<s best where and when it is needed most, unc 
mild conditions. ~promises ·had to be considered m t 
RustEvader design. Therefore, complete interference or. t 
rusting process cannot be ·expected but rust retardaoor. 
dramatically demonstrated. 

Unlbody construction and modem autobody panel desigr 
extremely vulnerable to corrosion: therefore, they are natur< 
presented to the consumer for use in a totally coated (pamte 
form. RustEvader has been designed to assist in the care 
mamtenance program by retardinp corrosion at breaks in t 
coating. The smaller the break, the more concentrated r 
RustEvader effect. Most of /he protection is provided at : 
penmeter (interlace) of the paint and the abrasion. Therelc 
components such as exhaust systems ana suspens1on cc 
ponenrs, whtch are normally not coated, are nor protectt 
Body panel abrasions are not normally neglecteC! Dy lh 
owners and are repainted (coated) soon alter a braided. tne 
fore. the AustEvader was designed to assist the owner wr.c 
consc1ous of careful maintenance. 

You w~nt your ur to took good while you·re dnvmg tl. wr. 
you are ready to sell or trade it arid paroculany if you dec1ae 
g1ve the car a major ovemaul. II you lease a car. you • 
responsible to maintain a cerTain cosmeuc standard or pa _. 
penalty. 

RusiEv~der was designea tor people who care aoour tr 
car and understand the value of careful maintenance and eli 
on their pocketbook. RustEvader wants your car to tast 2 

mamtain its maxrmum value. 

Rutt Evader· 
CDOf '• RustEvader Corp. 

1513 11th Avenue P.O. Box 351 
Altoona, PA 16603 

800·458.·3474 in PA 814-944·8700 
Copyright 1989 Rus/Evader Corp. Exhibit G Pa~c: ,: : 
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DECISION AND ORDER 

The Commission having heretofore issued its complaint charging 
David F. McCready (hereinafter "respondent") and RustEvader 
Corporation with violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade 
Commission Act, as amended, and respondent having been served 
with a copy of tha.t complaint, together with a notice of contemplated 
relief; -and 

· Respondent, his attorney, and counsel for the Commission having 
thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order, an 
admission by the respondent of all the jurisdictional facts set forth in 
the complaint, a statement that the signing of said agreement is for 
settlement .purposes only and does not constitute an admission by 
respondent that the law has been violated as alleged in such 
complaint, or that the facts alleged in such complaint, other than · 
jurisdictional facts; are true, and waivers and other provisions as 
required by the Commission's Rules; and 

The Secretary of the Commission having thereafter withdrawn 
this matter from adjudication in accordance with Section 3.25(c) of 
its Rules; and 

The Commission having considered the matter and having 
thereupon accepted the executed consent agreement and placed such 
agreement on the pub~ic record for a period of sixty (60) days, and 
having duly considered the comments received, now in further 
conformity with the procedure prescribed in Section 3.25(f) of its 
Rules, the Commission hereby makes the following jurisdictional 
findings and enters the following order: 

. . 

1. RustEvader Corporation, alk/a Rust Evader Corporation, 
sometimes d/b/a REC Technologies(REC)is a corporation organized, 
existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the _ 
State of Pennsylvania, with its office and principal place of business 
located at 1513 Eleventh A venue, Altoona, Pennsylvania. · 

Respondent David F. McCready has been an owner, officer and 
director of said corporation. At times material to the complaint 
herein, he · formulated, directed, and controlled the policies, acts, and 
practices of said corporation. His address is RD 4 Box 92 B, Altoona, 
Pennsylvania. 

2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject 
matter of this proceeding and of the respondent, and the proceeding 
is -in the public interest. 
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ORDER 

DEFINITIONS 

For the purposes of this order, the following definitions shall . 
apply: . · 

A. "Electronic corrosion control device" shall mean any device 
or mechanism that is intended, through the use of electricity, static or 
current, to control, retard, inhibit or reduce corrosion in motor 
vehicles. 

B. :"Rust Evader" shall mean the electronic corrosion control 
--device sold under the trade names Ru~t Evader, Rust Buster, Electro
Image, Eco-Guard, and any other substantially similar product sold 
under any trade name. 

C. "Competent and reliable scientific evidence" shall mean tests, 
analyses, research, studies, or other evidence, based on the expertise 
of professionals in the relevant area, that has. been conducted and 
evaluated in an objective manner by persons qualified to do so, using 
procedures generally accepted in the profession to yield accurate and 
reliable results. 

I. 

It is ordered, That respondent David F. McCready, individually 
and as an officer ofRus.tEvader Corporation, directly or through any 
corporation, subsidiary, division or other device, in connection with. 
the manufacturing, packaging, labeling, advertising, promotion, 
offering for sale, sale, or distribution of the Rust Evader, in or 
affecting commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade 
Commission Act, shall forthwith cease and desist from representing, 
in any manner, directly or by implication, that suqh product is 
effective in preventing or substantially reducing corrosion in motor 
vehicle bodies. 

II. 

It is further ordered, That respondent David F. McCready, 
individually and as an officer ofRustEvader Corporation, directly or 
through any corporation, subsidiary, division or other device, in 
connection with the manufacturing, packaging, labeling, advertising, 
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promotion, offering for sale, sale, or distribution of any product for 
use in motor vehicles in or affecting commerce, as "commerce" is 

. defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, shall forthwith cease 
and desist from making any representation, directly or by implication, 
concerning the perfonnance, efficacy or attributes of such product 
unless such representation is true and, at the time such representation 

· is made, respondent possesses and relies upon competent and reliable 
. evidence, which, when appropriate, must be competent and reliable 
scientific evidence, that substantiates the representation. 

III. 

It is further ordered, That respondent David F. McCready, 
individually and as an officer ofRustEvader Corporation, directly or 
through any corporation, subsidiary, division or other device, in 
connection·with the manufacturing, packaging, labeling, advertising, 
promotion, offering for sale, sale, or distribution of any product for 
use in motor vehicles in or affecting commerce, as "commerce" is 
defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, shall forthwith cease 
and desist from misrepresenting, in any manner, directly or by 
implication, the existence, contents, validity, results, conclusions, 
interpretations or purpose of any test, study, or survey. 

IV. 

It is further ordered, That respondent David F. McCready, 
individually and as an officer ofRustEvader Corporation, directly or 
through any corporation, subsidiary, division or other device, in 
connection with the manufacturing, packaging, labeling, advertising, 
promotion, offering for sale, sale, or distribution of any product for 
use in motor vehicles in or affecting commerce, as "commerce" is 
defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, shall forthwith cease 
. and desist from misrepresenting, in any manner, directly or by 
implication, that any demonstration, picture, exp_eriment or test 
proves, demonstrates or confirms any material quality, feature or 
merit of such product. 

v. 

It is further ordered, That respondent David F. McCready, 
individually and as an officer ofRustEvader Corporation, directly or 
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through any corporation, subsidiary, division or other device, in 
connection with the manufacturing, packaging, labeling, advertising, 
promotion, offering for sale, sale, or distribution of the Rust Evader 
in or affecting commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal 
Trade Commission Act, shall forthwith cease and desist from 
employing the terms Rust Evader or Rust Buster in conjunction with 
or as part of the name for such product or the product logo. 

VI. 

It is further ordered, That respondent David F. McCready, 
individually and as an officer ofRustEvader Corporation, directly or 
through any corporation, subsidiary, division or other device, in 
connection with the manufacturing, packaging, labeling, advertising, 
promotion, offering for sale, sale, or distribution of any consumer 
product in or affecting commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the 
Federal Trade Commission Act and actually costing the consumer 
more than five dollars ($5.00), shall forthwith cease and desist from 
conditioning any written or implied warranty of such product on the 
consumer's purchase or use, in connection with such product, of any 
article or service (other than ~rticle or service provided without 
charge under the terms of the warranty) which is identified by brand, 
trade, or corporate name. 

VII. 

It is further ordered, That · respondent David F. McCready, 
individually and as an officer of RustEvader Corporation, his 
successors and assigns, shall be. liable for consumer redress in the 
amount of two hundred thousand dollars ($200,000.00) as provided 
herein: 

A. Not later than five (5) days from the date this order becomes 
final, respondent shall deposit into an escrow account to be 
established by the Commission for the purpose of receiving payment 
due under this order ("Commission escrow account"), the sum of two 
hundred thousand dollars ($200,000.00). 

B. Provided however, that if, at the time this order becomes fmal, 
respondent has not completed the sale of respondent's property known 
as RD 4 Box 92B, Altoona, Pennsylvania, then respondent shall 
deposit, into the Commission escrow account, not later · than five 
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(5)days from the date this order becomes final, the sum of forty 
thousand dollars ($40,000.00). Respondent shall deposit the 
remaining one hundred sixty thousand dollars ($160,000.00) into the 
Commission escrow account upon the sale of respondent's property 
known as RD 4 Box 92B, Altoona, Pennsylvania at the time of the 
sale of said property or six months from the date that this order 
becomes final, whichever first occurs. Respondent shall provide 
security for the one hundred sixty thousand dollars ($160,000-.-00) by 
means of a mortgage on the property known as RD 4 Box 92B, 
Altoona, Pennsylvania. Such mortgage shall be in a form, and shall 
be entered into by such date as agreed to by the parties, but no later 
than five ( 5) days from the date this order becomes final. 

C. In the event of any default in payment to the Commission 
escrow account, which default continues for more than ten (10) days 
beyond the date of payment, respondent shall also pay interest as 
computed under 28 U.S.C. 1961, which shall accrue on the unpaid 
balance from the date of default until the date the balance is fully 
paid. 

D. The funds deposited by respondent in the Commission escrow 
account, together with accrued interest, shall, in the discretion of the 
Commission, be used by the Commission to provide direct redress to 
purchasers of the Rust Evader in connection with the acts or practices 
alleged in the complaint, and to pay any attendant costs of 
administration. If the Commission determines, in its sole discretion, 
that redress to purchasers of this product is wholly or partially 
impracticable or is otherwise unwarranted, any funds not so used 
shall be paid to the United States Treasury. Respondent shall be 
notified as to how the funds are distributed, but shall have no right to 
contest the manner of distribution ·chosen by the Commission. No 
portion of the payment as herein provided shall be deemed a payment 
of any fine, penalty, or punitive assessment. 

E. At any time after this order becomes final, the Commission 
may direct the agent for the Commission escrow account to transfer 
funds from . the escrow account, including accrued interest, to the 
Commission to be distributed as herein provided. The Commission, 
or its representative, shall, in its sole discretion, select the escrow 
agent. 

F. Respondent relinquishes all dominion, control and title to the 
funds paid into the Commission escrow· account, and all leg.al and 
equitable title to the funds vests in the Treasurer of the United States 
and in the designated consumers. Respondent shall make no claim to 
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or demand for return of the funds, directly or indirectly, through 
counsel or otherwise; and in the event of bankruptcy of respondent, 
respondent acknowledges that the funds are not part of the debtor's 
estate, nor does the estate have any claim or interest therein. 

VIII. 

It is further ordered, That for five (5) years after the last date of 
dissemination of any representation covered by this order, respondent 
David F. McCready, or his successors and assigns, shall maintain and 
upon request make available to the Federal Trade Commission for 
inspection and copying: 

- . 

A. All materials that were relied upon in disseminating such 
representation; and · 

B. All tests, reports, studies, surveys, demonstrations or other 
evidence in their possession or control that contradict, qualifY, or call 
into question such representation, or the basis relied upon for such 
representation, including complaints from consumers. 

IX. 

It is further ordered, That respondent David F. McCready shall, 
for a period of ten (1 0) years from the date of issuance of this order, 
notify the Federal Trade Commission within thirty (30) days of the 
discontinuance of his present business or employment and of his 
affiliatiot:I with any new business or employment. Each notice of 
affiliation with any new business or employment shall include the 
respondent's riew business address and telephone number, current 
home address, and a statement describing the nature of the business 
or employment and his duties and responsibilities. 

X. 

It is further ordered, That this order will terminate on October 30, 
2016, or twenty (20) years from the most recent date that the United 
States or the Federal Trade Commission files a complaint (with or -
without an accomp~ying consent decree) in federal court alleging 
any violatio'n of the order, whichever comes later; provided, howe'\ler, 
that the filing of such complaint will not affect the duration of: 
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A. Any paragraph in this order that terminates in less than twenty 
(20) years; 

B. This order's application to any respondent that is not named as 
a defendant in such complaint; and 

C. This order if such complaint is filed after the order has 
terminated pursuant to this paragraph. 

Provided further, that if such complaint is dismiss~d or a federal court 
rules that the respondent did not violate any provision of the order, 
and the dismissal or ruling is either not appealed or upheld on appeal, 
then the order will terminate according to this paragraph as though 
the complaint was never filed, except that the order will not terminate 
between the date such complaint is filed and the later of the deadline 
for appealing such dismissal or ruling and the date such dismissal or 
ruling__is upheld on appeal. 

XL 

It is further ordered, That respondent David F. McCready shall, 
within sixty (60) days after the date of service of this order, file with 
the Commission a report, in writing, setting forth in detail the manner 
and form in which he has complied with this order. 
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IN THE MA TIER OF 

DEL MONTE FOODS COMPANY, ET AL. 

MODIFYING ORDER IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF 
SEC. 7 OF THECLA YTON ACT AND SEC. 5 OF THE 

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT 

383 

Docket C-3569. Consent Order, April11, 1995--Modifying Order, Oct. 31, 1996 

This order reopens a 1995 consent order-- that required the Del Monte Corporation 
and Pacific Coast Producers to terminate the purchase option agreement and 
certain provisions of the supply agreement, and also required respondents to 
obtain Commission approval before acquiring any stocks or assets of a U.S. 
canned fruit manufacturer and before entering into agreements with 
competitor~ -- and this order modifies the consent order by ending DeLMonte's 
obligation to obtain Commission approval before making certain acquisitions 
or entering into certain marketing agreements and co-pack arrangements. The 
Conunission substituted the prior-approval requirement with a requirement 
that Del Monte provide to the Commission prior notice of the specified 
transactions. 

ORDER REOPENING AND MODIFYING ORDER 

On May 24, 1996, Del Monte Foods Company and its wholly
owned subsidiary Del Monte Corporation ("Del Monte"), respondents 
named in the consent order issued by the Commission on April 11, 
1995, in Docket No. C-3569 ("order"), filed a Petition To Reopen and 
Modify Consent Order ("Petition") in this matter: On October 3, 
1996, Pacific Coast Producers ("PCP"), a respondent subject to the 
requirements of paragraphs VII and VIII of the order, · filed a 
Statement In Support of Petition to Reopen and Modify Consent 
Order ("Statement"). Del Monte and PCP ("respondents"), in their 
Petition and Statement, respectively, ask that the Commission reopen 
and modify the order pursuant to Section 5(b) of the Federal Trade 
Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. 45(b), and Section 2:51 of the 
Commission's Rules of Practice and Procedure, 16 CFR 2.51, and 
consistent with the Statement of Federal Trade Commission Policy 
Concerning Prior Approval And Prior Notice Provisions, issued on 
June 21, 1995 ("Prior Approval Policy Statement").1 Del Monte's 
Petition requests that the Commission reopen and modify the order 
to remove the prior approval requirements and replace them with 
prior notice requirements by deleting paragraphs III, VI.A and VII in 

1 ' 
60 Fed. Reg. 39,745-47 (Aug. 3, 1995); 4 Trade Reg. Rep. (CCH) ~ 13,241. 
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their entirety, substituting the phrase "without providing advance 
written notification" for the prior approval requirement in paragraph 
V, and modifying the current advance written notification 
requirement in paragraph VI.B of the order by replacing the phrase 
"for a period beginning-on the fifth anniversary of the date this order 
becomes final until ten years from the date this order becomes final" 
with the phrase "for a period often (10) years from the date this order 
becomes final. "2 The thirty-day public comment period on the 
Petition ended on July 1, 1996. No comments were received. For the 
reasons discussed below,' the Commission has determined to grant the 
Petition in part and modify the order as set forth herein. 

The Commission, in its Prior Approval Policy ·Statement, 
"concluded that a general policy of requiring prior approval is no 
lotiger needed," citing the availability of the premerger notification 
and waiting period requirements of Section 7 A of the Clayton Act, 
commonly referred to as the Hart-Scott-Rodino ("HSR") Act, 15 
U.S.C. 18a, to protect the public interest in effective merger law 
enforcement. 3 The · Cominission announced that it will "henceforth 
rely on the HSR process as its principal means of learning about and 
reviewing mergers by companies as to which the Commission had 
previously found a reason to believe that the companies had engaged 
or attempted to engage in an illegal merger." As a general matter, 
"Commission orders in such cases will not include prior approval or 
prior notification requirements. "4 

The Commission stated that it will continue to fashion remedies 
as needed in the public interest, including ordering narrow prior 
approval or· prior notification requirements in certain limited 
circumstances. The Commission said in its Prior Approval Policy 
Statement that "a narrow prior approval pro_vision may be used where 
there is a credible risk that a company that engaged or attempted to 
engage in an artticompetitive merger would, but for the provision, 
attempt the same or approximately the same merger. 'i The 
Commission also said that "a narrow prior notification provision may 
be used whete there is a credible risk that a company that engaged or 
attempted to engage in an anticompetitive merger would, but for an 
order, engage in an otherwise unreportable anticompetitive merger. "5 

2 
Petition at 2. In its Statement, PCP requests that paragraph VII be modified by replacing the 

prior approval requirement with the phrase "without providing advance written notification to the 
Commission," or otherwise in a manner consistent with the Prior _Approval Policy Statement. 
Statement at I . 

3 
Prior Approval Policy Statement at 2. 

4 /d. 
5 

!d. at 3. 
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As explained in. the Prior Approval Policy Statement, the need for a 
prior notification requirement will depend on circumstances such· as 
the structural characteristics of the relevant markets, the size and 
other characteristics of the market participants, and other relevant . 
factors. · 

,The Commission also announced, in its Prior _Approval Policy 
Statement, its intention "to initiate a process for reviewing the 
retention or modification of these existing requirements" and invited 
respondents subject to such requirements "to submit a request to 
reopen the order. "6 The Commission determined that, "when a 
petition is filed to reopen and modify ~n order pursuant to ... [the 
Prior Approval Policy Statement], the Commission will apply a 
rebuttable presUmption that the public interest requires reopening of 
the order and modification of the prior approval requirement 
consistent with the policy announced" in the Statement.7 

The presumption is tl;lat setting aside the general prior approval 
requirement in this order is in the public interest. No facts have been 
presented that overcome this presumption, and nothing in the record 
suggests that respondents woul~ engage in the same transaction as 
alleged in the complaint but for the existence of the prior approval 
provision. Accordingly, the Commission has determined to reopen 
the proceedings and modify the order by deleting the prior approval 
provisions and by substituting prior notification provisions pursuant 
to the exception set out in the Prior Approval Policy Statement. 

The record in this case evidences a credible risk that respondents 
could engage in future anticompetitive transactions that would not be 
repo,rtable under the HSR Act. Among other things, the challenged 
transactions that led to issuance of the complaint and orde~ in this 
matter were not subject to the premerger notification and waiting 
period requirements of the HSR Act. The complaint ·in this case 
charged that Del Monte's supply agreement with PCP, pursuant to 
which PCP was to provide to Del Monte virtually all ofPCP's output 
of capned fruit, and pel Monte's option agreement with PCP, 
pursuant to which Del Monte acquired an irrevocable and exclusive 
option to purchase certain rights in, and title to, certain assets of PCP, 
including long term contracts with growers, substantially lessened 
competition in the manufacture and sale of canned fruit. in the United 
States ·in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act 
and Section 7 of the Clayton Act. There has been no showing that the 

6 
!d. at 4. 

7 !d. 
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competitive conditions that gave rise to the complaint and the order 
no longer exist. Accordingly, pul-suant to the Prior Approval Policy 
Statement, the Commission has determined to modify paragraphs III, 
V, VI. A and VII of the order to substitute a prior notification 
requirement for the prior approval requirement in those provisions. 

. Del Monte's Petition requests that the prior approval requirements 
ofthe order be removed, and prior notice requirements substituted, by 
deleting paragraphs III, VI.A and VII in their entirety, replacing the 
prior approval requirements in paragraph V with an advance written 
notification requirement, and modifying the current advance written 
notification requirement in paragraph VI.B of the order. PCP's 
Statement alternatively requests that paragraph VII be modified by 
rep.lacing the prior approval requirement with the phrase "without 
providing advance written notification to the Commission." 
However, Del Monte's request that paragraph III be deleted In its 
entirety does not, for example, address the credible risk that future 
transactions now covered only by paragraph III. A of the order could 
be anti competitive but would not be reportable under the HSR Act. 
In addition, advance written notification, the form of prior notice 
which respondents propose to substitute for the order's prior approval 
requirements, is· significantly different from the HSR-like prior 
notification which the Prior Approval Policy Statement states may be 
used in circumstances where narrow prior notification is appropriate. 8 

There has been no showing that a deviation from this form of prior 
notification, which has been employed in all . previous order 
modifications granted pursuant to the Prior Approval Policy 
Statement, is warranted in this case. Finally, Del Monte requests that 
the Commission modify the advance written notifica~ion provision in 
paragraph VI.B by replacing the phrase "for a period beginning on the 
fifth anniversary of the date this order becomes final until ten years 
from the date this order becomes fmal" with the phrase "for a period 
of ten (1 0) years from the date this order becomes final." The Prior 
Approval Policy Statement provides that: 

No presumption will apply to existing prior notice requirements, which have been 
adopted on a case-by-case basis and will continue to be considered on a case-by
case basis under the policy announced in this statement.9 

Thus, Del Monte may not rely on the Statement in seeking such a 
modification. Furthermore, Del Monte has not all_eged that changed 

8 
Id. at 3 n.4. 

9 
Jd. at 4-5. 
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conditions of law or fact or the public interest requires the 
Commission to reopen this provision of the order. The Commission 
has determined that, consistent with the Prior Approval Policy 
Statement, the order's prior approval requirements will be set aside 
and HSR-like prior notification substituted for acquisitions not 
otherwise reportable under the HSR Act Respondents' requested 
modifications inconsistent with this determination are therefore 
denied. 10 

Finally, the Commission has determined to correct a 
typographical error in paragraph VIII of the order by, changing the 
incorrect cross-reference to paragraph VI_in that provision to a correct 
cross-reference to paragraph VII. Respondents have consented to t~is 
modification. 

Accordingly, It is ordered, That this matter be, and it hereby is, 
reopened; . . 

It is further ordered, That paragraphs I, III, IV, V, VI.A., VII and 
VITI of the Commission's order issued on Aprill1, 1995, be, and they 
hereby are, modified, as of the effective date of this order, to read ·as 
follows: 

I. 

It is ordered, That, as used in this order, the following definitions 
shall apply: 

* * * 
K. "Prior Notification" means the Prior Notifications required by 

paragraphs III, V, VI.A and VII of this order shall be given on the 
' Notification and Report. Form set forth in the Appendix to Part 803 
of Title 16 of the Code of Federal Regulations, · as amended . . 

(hereinafter referred to as "the Notification"), and shall be prepared 
and transmitted in accordance with the requirements of that part, 
except that no filing fee will be required for any such notification, 
notification shall be filed with the Secretary of the Commission, 
notification need not be made to· the United States Department of 
Justice, and notification is required only of respondents and not of 
any other party to the transaction. Respon~ents shall provide the 

10 
Del Monte's Petition does not explicitly seek the precise modifications which the Commission 

l:las determined to grant. However, because Del Monte seeks reopening of the order pursuant to the 
Prior Approval Policy Statement, it has invoked the Commission's authority to modify the order 
consistent with the Statement. PCP's Statement expressly requests, as an alternative to the specific 
modification sought, modification "in a manner consistent with the Prior Approval Policy Statement." 
Statement at l . 
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Notification to the Commission at least thirty days prior to 
consummating any such transaction (hereinafter referred to as the 
i'first waiting period"). If, within the first waiting period, 
representatives of the Commission make a written request for 
additional information, respondents shall not consummate the 
transaction until twenty days after substantially complying with such 
request for additional information. Early termination of the waiting 
periods pursuant to the required Prior Notifications may be requested 
and, where appropriate, granted by letter from the Bureau of 
Competition. Notwithstanding the foregoing, Prior Notification shall 
not be required for a transaction for which notification is required to 
be made, and has been made, pursuant to Section 7 A of the Clayton 
Act, 15 U.S.C. 18a. 

* * * 

III. 

It is further ordered, That, for a period of ten ( 1 0) years from the 
date this order becomes final, Del Monte shall not, without Prior 
Notification to the Commission, directly or indirectly, through 
subsidiaries, partnerships, or otherwise: 

A. Acquire any stock, share capital, equity, or other interest in any 
concern, corporate or non-corporate, engaged, at the time of such 
acquisition or within the two years preceding such acquisition, in the 
manufacture of any type of Canned Fruit in the United States; 
provided, however, that an acquisition shall be exempt from the 
requirements of this paragraph if it is solely for the purpose of 
investment and DelMonte will not hold more than one percent of the 
shares of any publicly traded class of security; or 

B. Acquire any assets, other than in the ordinary course of 
business, used for or used anytime within the two years preceding 
such acquisition (and still suitable for use for) the manufacture of any 
type of Canned Fruit in the United States; provided, however, that an 
acquisition of assets will be exempt from the requirements of this 
paragraph if the purchase price of the assets-to-be-acquired is less 
than $1 ,500,000.00, and the purchase price of all assets used for, or 
previously used for (and still suitable for use for) the manufacture of 
any type of Canned Fruit in the United States that Del Monte has 
acquired from the same person (as that term is defmed in the 
premerger notification rules, 16 CFR 80 1.1( a)(1 )) in the twelve-month 
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period preceding the proposed acquisition, when aggregated with the 
purchase price of the to-be-acquired assets, does not exceed 
$1,500,000. 

IV. 

It isfurthe~ordered, That, for a period often (10) years from the 
date this order becomes final, unless Del Monte is required to give 
Prior Notification to the Commission pursuant to paragraph III, and 
unless Del Monte has given such Prior Notification, Del Monte shall 
not, without providing advance written notification to the 
Commission, directly or indirectly, through subsidiaries, partnerships, 
or otherwise, acquire any assets other than in the ordinary course of 
business, used for or used anytime within the two years preceding 
such acquisition for (and still suitable for use for) the manufacture of 
any type of Canned Fruit in the United States. 

* * * 

v. 

It is further ordered, That, for a period often (10) years from the 
date this order becomes final, Del Monte shall not, without Prior 
Notification to the Commission, directly or indirectly, through 
subsidiaries, partnerships, or otherwise: 

A. Except with respect to agreem.ents covered by paragraphs VII 
and VIII, enter into any agreement or other arrangement to purchase 
or market any type of Canned Fruit with any corporate or non
corporate entity, engaged, at the time of entering into such agreement 
or other arrangement or within two years preceding entering into such 
agreement or other arrangement, in the manufacture of any type of 
Canned Fruit in the United States; provided, however, that entering. 
into such an agreement or other arrangement will be exempt from the 

· requirements of this paragraph if the agreement or other arrangement 
is for the purchase of Canned Fruit on the Spot Market; or 

B. Enter into any agreement or other arrangement with Tri Valley 
.. Growers to have any type of Canned Fruit manufactured on Del 

Monte's ·behalf. 
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VI. 

It is further ordered, That, 

A . For a period of five (5) years from the date this order becomes 
final, Del Monte shall not, without Prior Notification to the 
Commission, directly O! indirectly, through subsidiaries, partnerships, 
or otherwise, except with respect to agreements covered by 
paragraphs V, Vll, and VIII, enter into any agreement or other 
arrangement to have Canned Fruit manufactured on Del Monte's 
behalf ("co-pack agreement") with any corporate or non-corporate 
entity, engaged, at the time of entering into such co-pack agreement 
or within the two years preceding entering into such co-pack 
agreement, in the manufacture of any type of Canned Fruit in the 
United States; 

* * * 

VII. 

It is further ordered, That, for a period of ten (1 0) years from the 
date this order becomes final, respondents shall not, without Prior 
Notification to the Commission, directly or .indirectly, through 
subsidiaries, partnerships, or otherwise, enter into an agreement 
requiring PCP to manufacture any type of Canned Fruit on behalf of 
Del Monte ("co-pack agreement"); provided, however, that such a co
pack agreement between Del Monte and PCP will be exempt from the 
requirements of this paragraph if the aggregate of all co-pack 
agreements entered into in any calendar year meet all of the following 
criteria: 1) the amount of retail sizes (net weight under two pounds) · 
does not exceed ten percent of PCP's output of Canned Fruit~ 

measured in basic cases (24 2 112 can sizes), manufactured in the 
same year as the Canned Fruit manufactured pursuant to the co-pack 
agreements; 2) the amount of peaches grown by PCP used for the co
pack agreements does not exceed 8,000 tons in any year and none of 
PCP's peaches is used for retail sizes manufactured pursuant to the 
co-pack agreements; and 3) the total amount of the Canned Fruit 
manufactured pursuant to the co-pack agreements a) in each of the 
years 1995 and 1996 constitutes forty percent or less ofPCP's output 
of Canned Fruit manufactured in each of those years, measured in 
basic cases; and b) in each year thereafter constitutes thirty percent or 
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less of PCP's output of Canned Fruit manufactured in that year, 
measured in basic cases. 

VIII. 

It is further ordered, That, for a period of ten (1 0) years from the 
date this order becomes final, unless_respondents are required to give 
Prior Notification to the Commission pursuant to paragraph VII, and 
unless respondents have given such Prior Notification, respondents 
shall not, without providing advance written notification to the 
Commission, directly or indirectly, through subsidiaries, partnerships, 
or otherwise, enter into a co-pack agreement with each other. Said 
notification shall be provided to the Commission by PCP on or before 
March 1 of each year in which Del Monte and PCP plan to enter into 
a co-pack agreement. Said notification shall include a copy of the 
proposed, co-pack agreement, all schedules and attachments, the 
amount of the planned co-pack stated in bas~c cases (24 2 1/2 can 
sizes) and the amount, stated in basic cases, for PCP's planned 
production of Canned Fruit for the same year. 
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IN THE MA TIER OF 

GEORGETOWN PUBLISHING HOUSE LIMITED PARTNERSHIP, ET AL. 

CONSENT ORDER, ETC., IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF 
SEC. 5 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT 

Docket C-3692. Complaint, Nov. 19, 1996--Decision, Nov. 19, 1996 

This consent order prohibits, among other things, the Washington, D.C.-based 
publishing firms from misrepresenting that any advertisement ts an 
independent review or article, or that it is not a paid advertisement. 

Appearances 

For the Commission: Joel Winston and Lesley Anne Fair. 
For the respondents: Prose, Washington, D.C. 

COMPLAINT 

The Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that 
Ge~rgetown Publishing House Limited .Partnership, a limited 
partnership, Georgetown Publishing House, Inc., a corporation, and 
Daniel Levinas, an officer of said corporation ("respondents"), have 
violated the provisions ofth_e Federal Trade Commission Act, and· it 
appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect 
thereof would be in the public interest, alleges:· 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Georgetown Publishing House 
Limited Partnership is a District of Columbia limited partnership with 
its principal office or place of business at 1101 30th Street, N.W., 
Washington, D.C. 

Respondent Georgetown Publishing House, Inc., is a District of 
Columbia corporation with its principal office or place of business at 

· 1101 30th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. Georgetown Publismng 
House, Inc., is General Partner of Georgetown Publishing House 
Limited Partnership. 

Respondent Daniel Levinas is an officer of Georgetown 
Publishing House, Inc. Individually or . in concert with others, he 
formulates, directs, and controls the policies, acts and practices of 
Georgetown Publishing House, Inc., including the acts and practices 
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alleged in this complaint. His principal office or place of business is 
1101 30th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 

PAR. 2. Respondents have advertised, offered for sale, sold, and 
distributed books, including "The American Speaker: Your Guide to 
Successful Speaking," to the public. 

PAR. 3. The acts and practices of respondents alleged in this 
.complaint have been in or affecting commerce, as "commerce: is 
defined in Section 4 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. 

PAR. 4. Respondents have disseminated or have caused to be 
disseminated advertisements and promotional materials for "The 
American Speaker: Your Guide to Successful Speaking," including 
but not necessarily limited. to the attached Exhibit A, entitled 
"Applause, Applause." Exhibit A, a print advertisement, was 
disseminated by respondents via direct mail to consumers. It appears 
to be a ·review of the book "The American Speaker: Your Guide to 
Successful Speaking.". The advertisement is printed on glossy stock 
that has been ripped along the left edge. The page is headed with the 
word "REVIEW" and includes the byline "By Leah Thayer." On the 
bottom of the page is the date "NOVEMBER 1994." The advertisement 
bears the page numbers 17 and 18. On the reverse side of the page is 
the carry-over conclusion of an unrelated article that begins 
"(continued from page 12)." Affixed to the advertisement is a small 
stick-on paper with the handwritten note: 

[Recipient's name], 
Try this 
It works! 

J. 

PAR. 5. Through the use of the statements and depictions 
contained in the advertisem~nts referred to in paragraph four, 
including but not necessarily limited to the advertisement attached as 

- Exhibit A, respondents have represented, directly or by implication, 
that · "Applause, Applause" is a book review written by an 
independent journalist or reviewer, containing the independent 
opinions of the journalist or reviewer, and was disseminated in a 
magazine or· other independent publication. 

PAR. 6. In truth and in fact, "Applause, Applause" is not a book 
review written by an independe!lt journalist or reviewer, does not 
contain the independent opinions of a journalist or revi~w~t:, and was 
not disseminated in a magazine or other independent publication. 
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"Applause, Applause" is an advertisement written and disseminated 
by respondents for the purpose of selling the book, "The American 
Speaker: Your Guide to Successful Speaking." Therefore, the 
representation set forth in paragraph five was, and is, false and 
misleading. 

PAR. 7. The acts and practices of respondents as alleged in this 
complaint constitute unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or _ 
affecting commerce in violation of Section S(a) of the Federal Trade 
Commission Act. 
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EXHIBIT A 

·;, 'lJ ;J \' .:mJ ~"'w \ 'VU 5-a\' It """til J~h!rmm~ hvw ~'-\f'l~: (v:tlu· 
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SOVE.' 
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DECISION AND ORDER 

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation 
of certain acts and practices of the respondents named in the caption 
hereof, and the respondents having been furnished thereafter with a 
copy of a draft of complaint which the Bureau of Consumer 
Protection proposed to present to the Commission for its 
consideration and which, if issued by the Commission, would charge 
respondents with violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and 

The respondents and counsel for the Commission having 
thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order, an 
admission by the respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set forth 
in the aforesaid draft of complaint, a statement that the signing of said 
agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an 
admission by respondents that the law has been violated as alleged in 
such complaint, or that the facts as alleged in such complaint, other 
that jurisdictional facts, are true and waivers and other provisions as 
required by the Commission's Rules; and 

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and 
having determined that it had reason to believe that the respondents 
have violated the said Act, and that a complaint should issue stating 
its charges in that respect, and having thereupon accepted the 
executed consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public 
record for a period of sixty (60) days, and having duly considered the 
commen~s received, now in further conformity with the procedure 
prescribed in Section 2.34 of its Rules, the Commission hereby issues 
its complaint, makes the following jurisdictional findings .and enters 
the following order: 

_ 1. Respondent Georgetown Publishing House Limited Partnership 
is a limited partnership organized, existing and doing business under 

; and by virtue of the laws of the District of Columbia, with its office 
and principal place of business at 1101" 30th Street, N.W., 
Washington, D.C. 

Respondent Georgetown Publishing House, Inc., is a corporation 
organized, existing and doing business under and by virtue of the 
laws of the District of Columbia, with its office and principal place 
ofbusiness at 1101 30th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 

Respondent Daniel Levinas is an officer of Georgetown · 
Publishing House, Inc. He formulates, directs, and controls the 
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policies, acts and practices of said corporation, and his office and 
principal place of business is located at the above stated address. 

2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject 
matter of this proceeding and of the respondents, and the proceeding 
is in the public interest. 

ORDER 

I. 

It is ordered, That respondents Georgetown Publishing House 
Limited Partnership, a limited partnership, and its successors and 
assigns; Georgetown Publishing House, a corporation, its successors 
and assigns, and its officers; and Daniel Levinas, individually and as 
an officer of . said corporation; and respondents' agents, 
representatives, and employees, directly or through any corporation, 
subsidiary, division or other device, in connection with the 
advertising, promotion, offering for sale, sale, or distribution of any 
product in or affecting commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the 
Federal Trade Commission Act, do forthwith cease and desist from: 

A. Misrepresenting, directly or indirectly, that such product has 
been independently reviewed or evaluated; 

B. Misrepresenting, directly or indirectly, that an advertisement 
is an independent review or article or is not a paid advertisement. 

II. 

It is further ordered, That respondents Georgetown Publishing 
House Limited Partnership and Georgetown Publishing House, Inc., 
their successors and assigns, shall for a period of five (5) years from 
the date of entry of this order maintain and ma~e available to the 
Federal Trade Commission, within seven (7) business days of the date 
of the receipt of a written request, business records demonstrating 
compliance with the terms and provisions of this order. 

III. 

It is further ordered, That respondents Georgetown Publishing 
House Limited Partnership and Georgetown Publishing House, Inc., 
their s~ccessors and assigns, shall: 

.· 
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A. Within thirty (30) days after service of this order, provide a 
copy of this order to each of its current principals, officers, directors, 
and managers, and to all personnel, agents, and representatives having 
sales, advertising, or policy responsibility with respect to the subject 
matter of this order; and 

B. For a period often (10) years from the date of entry of this 
order, provide a copy of this order to each of its future principals, 
officers, directors, and managers, and to all personnel, agents, and 
representatives having sales, advertising, or policy responsibility with 
respect to the subject matter of this order within three (3) days after 
the person commences his or her responsibilities. 

IV. 

It is further ordered, That respondents Georgetown Publishing 
House Limited Partnership and Georgetown Publishing House, Inc., 
their successors and assigns, shall notify the Federal Trade 
Commission at least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in 
structure, including but not limited to dissolution, assignment, or sale 
resulting in the emergence of a successor corporation or partnership, 
the creation or dissolution of subsidiaries or affiliates, the planned 
filing of a banlauptcy petition, or any other change in the corporation 
or partnership that may affect compliance.obligations arising out of 
this order. 

v. 

It is further ordered, That respondent Daniel Levinas shall, for a 
period of five (5) years from the date of entry of this order, notify the 
Commission within thirty (30~ days of the discontinuance of his 
present business or employment and of his affiliation with any new 
business or employment which involves the sale of consumer 
products. Each notice of affiliation with arty new business or 
employment shall include the respondent's new business address1 and 
telephone number, current home address, and a statement describing 
the nature of the business or employment and his duties and 
responsibilities. 
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VI. 

It is further ordered, That this order will terminate on November 
19, 2016, or twenty years from the most recent date that the United 
States or the Federal Trade Commission files a complaint (with or 
without an accompanying consent decree) in federal court alleging 
any violation of the order, whichever comes later; provided, however, 
that the filing of such a complaint will not affect the duration of: 

A. Any paragraph in this order that terminates in less than twenty 
years; 

B. This order's application to any respondent that is not named as 
a defendant in such complaint; and 

C. This order if such complaint is filed after the order has 
terminated pursuant to this paragraph. 

Provided, further, that if such complaint is dismissed or a federal 
court rules that the respondent did not violate any provision of the 
order, and the dismissal or ruling is either not appealed or upheld on 
appeal, then the order will terminate according to this paragraph as 
though the complaint was never filed, except that the order will not 
terminate between the date such complaint is filed and the later of the 
deadline for appealing such dismissal or ruling and the date such 
dismissal or ruling is upheld on appeal. 

VII. 

It is further ordered, That respondents shall, within sixty (60) 
days after service of this order, and at such other times as the Federal 
Trade CoJ1llllission may require, file with _the Commission a report, 
in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which they 
have complied with this order. 
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IN THE. MA ITER OF 

HALE PRODUCTS, INC. 

CONSENT ORDER, ETC., IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF 
SEC. 5 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT 

Docket C-3694. Complaint, Nov. 22, 1996--Decision, Nov. 22, 1996 

This consent order prohibits, among other things, the Pennsylvania-based 
manufacturer of fire truck-mounted fire pumps from entering into, continuing 
or enforcing any requirement that fire truck manufacturers refrain from 
purchasing mid-ship mounted fire pumps from any company, or that any 
purchaser sell only the relevant respondent's pumps. In addition, the 
respondent is required to send a specifically-worded notice to fire truck 
manufacturers stating that it has entered into an agreement with the 
Commission concerning the sale and installation of fire pumps. 

Appearances 

For the Commission: William Baer and Mark Whitener. 
· For the respondent: James F. Rill, Collier, Shannon, Rill & Scott, 

Washington, D. C. 

COMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 
as amended, 15 U.S.C. 41 et seq., and by virtue of the authority 
vested in it by said Act, the Federal Trade Commission, having 
reason to believe that Hale Products, Inc. (sometimes referred to as 
"Hale Products" or "respondent"), has violated Section 5 of the 
Federal Trade Commission Act, as amended, 15 U.S. C. 45, and that 
a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest, 
hereby issues this complaint stating its charges as follows: 

1. Eor the purposes of this complaint, the following 
definitions shall apply: 

a. "Mid-Ship Mounted Fire Pumps" are truck mounted fire pumps 
that meet the National Fire Protection Association Standard for 
Pumper Fire Apparatus known as "NFPA 1901." 

b. "GEM's" [sic] are original equipment manufacturers who buy 
and install Mid-Ship Mounted Fire Pumps, as well as many other 
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components, into a final fire truck. OEM's then sell the trucks to fire 
departments in the United States. 

RESPONDENT 

2. Respondent Hale Products, Inc., is a corporation organized, 
existing and ~oing business under and by virtue of the laws of the 
state of Pennsylvania with its principal place of business located at 
700 Spring Mill Avenue, Conshohocken, Pennsylvania. Respondent 
Hale Products manufactures and sells Mid.:Ship Mounted Fire Pumps 
in the United States, and in 1993 accounted for approximately 50 
percent of Mid-Ship Mounted Fire Pump sales in the United States. 

JURISDICTION 

3. Respondent Hale Products sells and ships Mid-Ship Mounted 
Fire Pumps from its production facility located in Pennsylvania to 
customers · located throughout the United States. Respondent 
maintains and has maintained a substantial course of business, 
including the acts and practices herein alleged, which are · in or 
affecting commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade 
Commission Act. 

MID-SHIP MOUNTED FIRE PUMP INDUSTRY 

4. The market for Mid-Ship Mounted Fire Pumps in the United 
States includes three.principal competitors. In addition to respondent 
Hale Products, two other companies sell Mid-Ship Mounted Fire 
Pumps to OEM's in the United States, Waterous Company, Inc. 
(sometimes referred to as "Waterous"), and W:S.·Darley & Company, 
Inc. (sometimes referred to as "Darley"). These three firms have each 
sold fire pllinps in the United States for over 50 years, and in that 
time there has been little if any attempted de novo entry into the 
United States market. Respondent Hale Products and Waterous are 
the two largest manufacturers and together account for close to or 
more than 90 per~ent ofMid-Ship ·Mounted Fire Pump sales in the 
United States. 

EXCLUSIVE DEALING PRACTICES 

5. For over 50 years, and until approximately 1991, respondent 
Hale Products sold Mid-Ship Mounted Fire Pumps through a network 
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of exclusive OEM's. Respondent Hale Products sold or contracted for 
the sale of such pumps to OEM's with the understanding that those 
OEM's would commit to selling only Hale Mid-Ship Mounted Fire 
Pumps. Waterous also sold on an exclusive basis, but to a different 
group of OEM's. Thus, prior to approximately .1991, few if any 
OEM's offered Mid-Ship Mounted Fire Pumps manufactured by more 
than one fire pump manufacturer, and fire truck buyers were able to 
choose between Mid-Ship Mounted Fire Pumps manufactured by 
different firms only by considering different OEM's. 

6. Respondent Hale Products believed that continued adherence 
to the exclusive sales policy by both itself and Waterous would 
exclude or tend to exclude other competitors and would tend to 
reduce competition between manufacturers of Mid-Ship Mounted 
Fire Pumps over price and over non-price terms such as quality 
differences and delivery times. 

7. During the 1980's and until approximately 1991, respondent 
Hale ProduCts continued to adhere to its exclusive dealing policy. 
Hale Products solicited new OEM's on the condition that they deal in 
Mid-Ship Mounted Fire Pumps manufactured by Hale Products 
exclusively. Hale Products told prospective OEM's that they must 
deal exclusively in Mid-Ship Mounted Fire Pumps manufactured by 
Hale Products, asked newly approved . OEM's to sign written 
acknowledgments· of the exclusive term, and threatened to terminate 
OEM's who failed to honor the exclusive term. 

ANTICOMPETITIVE EFFECTS 

8. The acts, practices; and methods of competition of respondent 
Hale Products, as alleged in paragraphs five through seven, were and 
are substantially to the injury of the public in the following ways, 
among others: 

a. By substantially lessening oompetition in the sale and 
marketing of Mid-Ship Mounted Fire Pumps, or by excluding or 
tending to exclude other actual or potential pump manufacturers from 
selling Mid-Ship Mounted Fire Pumps to a substantial number of 
OEM's· and 

' 
b. By facilitating an alloc~tion of customers between respondent 

Hale Products and Waterous. 
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VIOLATION OF LAW 

9. Therefore, the acts, practices and methods of competition of 
respondent Hale Products, as herein alleged, were and are all to the 
prejudice and injury of the public and constitute unfair methods of 
competition in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade 
Commission Act, as amended2 15 U.S.C. 45. The acts practices and 
methods of competition of respondent, as herein alleged, or the. 
effects thereof, are continuing or could recur in the absence of the 
.relief herein requested. 

Commissioners Azcuenaga and Starek dissenting. 

DECISION AND ORDER 

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation 
of certain acts and practices of the respondent named in the caption 
hereof, and the respondent having been "furnished thereafter with a 
copy of a draft of complaint which the . Bureau of Competition 
proposed to present to the Commission for its consideration and 
which, if issued by the Commission, would charge respondent with 
violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and 

The respondent, its attorney and counsel for the Commission 
having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order, 
an admission by the respondent of all the jurisdictional facts set forth 
in the aforesaid draft of complaint, a statement that the signing of said 
agreement is for settlement purpos~s only and does not constitute an 
admission by respondent that the law has been violated as alleged in 
such complaint, or that the facts as alleged in such complaint, other 
than jurisdictional facts, are true and waivers and other provisions as 
required by the Commission's Rules; and 

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and 
having determined that it had reason to believe th~t the respondent 
had violated the said Act, and that a complaint should issue stating its 
charges in that respect, and having thereupon accepted the executed 
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record 
for a period of sixty ( 60) days, and having duly considered the 
comments filed thereafter by interested persons pursuant to Section 
2.34 of its Rules, now in further conformity with the procedure 
prescribed in Section 2.3"4. of its Rules, the Commission hereby issues 
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its complaint, makes the· following jurisdictional findings and enters 
the following order: 

1. Respondent Hale Products is a corporation organized, existing 
and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the 
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, with its principal place of business 
at 700 Spring Mill Avenue, Conshohocken, Pennsylvania. 

2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject 
matter of this proceeding and of the respondent, and the proceeding 
is in the public interest. 

ORDER 

I. 

It is ordered, That, as used in this order, the following definitions 
shall apply: 

(a) "Respondent Hale Products" means (1) Hale Products, Inc.; 
(2) its predecessors, subsidiaries, divisions, and groups and affiliates 
controlled by Hale Products, Inc., and their successors and assigns; 
(3) all companies or entities that any parent of Hale Products, Inc., 
creates in the future and that engage in the manufacture or sale of 
Mid-Ship Mounted Fire Pumps, or Hale's parent if it engages in the 
manufacture or sale of Mid-Ship Mounted Fire Pumps; ( 4) the 
respective directors, officers, employees, agents and representatives 
of any of the entities described in subparagraphs (1 ), (2) and (3) 
above. 

(b) ''Mid-Ship Mounted Fire Pumps" [sic] are truck mounted fire 
pumps that meet the National Fire Protection Association Standard 
for Pumper Fire Apparatus known as "NFP A 1901." 

(c) "Commission" means the Federal Trade Commission. 
(d) "GEM's" [sic] are original equipment manufacturers who buy 

and install Mid-Ship Mounted Fire Pumps, as well as many ~ther 
components, into a final fire truck. OEM's then sell the trucks to fire 
departments in the United States. 

n. 

It is further ordered, That respondent Hale Products, directly or 
through any corporation, subsidiary, division, ot other device, 
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· including franchisees or licensees, in connection with the offering for 
sale or sale of any Mid-Ship Mounted Fire Pump in or affecting 
commerce, ·as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade 

· Commission Act, does forthwith cease and desist from entering into, 
continuing, or enforcing any condition, agreement or understanding 
with any OEM that such OEM will refrain from the purchase or sale 
of 'Mid-Ship Mounted Fire Pumps of any ·manufact!!fer, or will 
purchase or sell Mid-Ship Mounted Fire Pumps of only respondent 
Hale Products; provided however, that nothing in this order shall 
prohibit any· price differentials that make only due allowance for 
differences in the cost of manufacture, sale, or delivery resulting from 
the dif~ering methods or quantities in which Mid-Ship Mounted Fire 
Pumps are sold or delivered, or that are otherwise lawful under the 
provisions of the Robinson-Patman Act, 15 U.S.C. 13. 

\ 

III. 

It is further ordered, That respondent Hale Products shall provide 
a copy of this order with the attached complaint, and a copy of the 
notice set out in Appendix A: 

(a) Within thirty (30) pays after the date this order becomes final, 
one notice to each OEM· to whom it sold a Mid-Ship Mounted Fire 
Pump at any time during the two (2) years prior to the date this order 
becomes final; and 

(b) For a period of three (3) years after the date this order 
becomes final, to each OEM not covered by subparagraph (a) above 
to whom it provides a price list for or a price quotation on a Mid-Ship 
Mounted Fire Pump. Such notice shall accompany the price list or 
price quotation, or in the case of telephone quotations shall be 
delivered as soon as practical after such quotation, and need only be 
provided once to each OEM not covered by subparagraph (a) ab~ve. 

IV. 

It is further ordered, That respondent Hale Products shall file 
with the Commission within sixty (60) days after the date this order 
becomes final, and annually on the anniversary of the date this order 
becomes fmal for each of the three (3) years thereafter, a report, in 
writing; signed by the respondent, setting forth in detail the manner 
and form in which it has complied and is complying with this order. 
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v. 

It is further ordered, That respondent shall notify the Commission 
at least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in the corporate 
respondent, such as dissolution, assignment or sale resulting in the 
emergence of a successor corporation, or the creation or dissolution 
of subsidiaries or any other change in the corporation that may affect 
compliance obligations arising out of this order. Such notification -
shall be at least thirty (30) days in cases not subject to the notification 
provisions of the Hart-Scott-Rodino Antitrust Improvements Act of 
1976, 15 U.S.C. 18a, and at least ten (10) days in the case of 
transactions subject to the notification provisions of the Hart-Scott
Rodino Act. 

VI. 

It is further ordered, That this order shall terminate on November 
22, 2016. 

Commissioners ~cuenaga and Starek dissenting. 

APPENDIX A 

[Hale Products' Letterhead] 

PLEASE READ THIS 

Enclosed with this notice is a copy of a Consent Order agreed to between the 
Federal Trade Commission and Hale Products, Inc. In the order, Hale has agreed 
that it will not refuse to sell, or refuse to contract to sell, Mid-Ship Mounted Fire 
Pumps on the grounds that an OEM refuses to sell Hale pumps exclusively. The 
order does not prohibit OEMs from purchasing only Hale Mid-Ship Mounted Fire 
Pumps if, in the OEM's sole discretion, it deems it advisable. Moreover, Hale 
retains the right to refuse to sell Mid-Ship Mounted Fire Pumps to any OEM for 
lawful reasons. THE TYPE OF PUMP YOU USE IS YOUR BUSINESS, AND 
YOU ARE FREE TO OFFER AND INSTALL COMPETING PUMPS AS 
ALTERNATIVES TO HALE PUMPS. 

##### 

SEPARATE STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN PITOFSKY, AND 
COMMISSIONERS VARNEY AND STEIGER 

( 

We write separately to respond to some of the concerns raised in 
Commissioner Starek's dissent. 

First, we cannot concur with Commissioner Starek's suggestion 
that, for customer allocation of a component product to work,-the 
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participants must be able to allocate the ultimate customers of the 
finished product (p.l). There will be situations where downstream 
competition will undermine a customer allocation scheme of a 
component of a final good. For example, that might be the case where 
the component is a significant part of the cost of the final product, or 
'Yhere the ultimate consumers have a much stronger preference for 
the component than the ultimate good. 

None of those conditions was present in this case. Fire truck 
buyers make purchase decisions primarily on the basis of truck brand, 
the pump price is only a small part of the final purchase price, and 
pump features are only a small part of the entire truck package. 
Evidence of relatively high profits at the component level supports 
this interpretation. . 

Second, Commissioner Starek suggests that these exclusive 
dealing arrangements would not increase the likelihood of successful 
collusion because of the difficulty of detecting cheating. (p.2) We 
agree that maintaining collusion requires the ability to detect and 
discipline cheating. But here that methodology was simple: if a fire 
engine manufacturer used an alternative piunp it would be readily 
identified. Moreover, the fact that the customer allocation through 
exclusive dealing was maintained over almost five decades suggests 
that there was an effective method for enforcing the exclusive dealing 
arrangements. 

Third, Commissioner Starek observes that instability at the truck 
manufacturing stage (i.e., changes in market share) may lead to the 
demise of any customer allocation agreement with respect to a 
component. We agree that might be the case· where a very large 
portion of a pump manufacturer's sales were tied to a single truck 
manufacturer. Here, however, th~ arrangements were durable; the fact 
is that instability among truck manufacturers did. not deter the 
effectiveness of these agreements. 

Finally, Commissioner Starek suggests that the arrangements did 
not foreclose new entry because they were not really exclusive. He 
relies on the fact that some OEMs were willing to install the pumps 
of a third manufacturer at customers' request. (p.3) The fact that the 
exclusive policy was not perfect and that some truck manufacturers 
may have offered the pumps of a third pump manufacturer, 
accounting for a very ~mall share of pump sales, did not have a 
significant effect on competition at the pump level. The key to 
competition in this market was the competitive positions of Hale and 
W aterous, which together account for more than 90% of the market. 
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The evidence establishes that Hale and Waterous understood that as 
long as both firms maintained the exclusive dealing arrangements, 
competition between them would be diminished, prices would be 
·higher and entry would be more difficult. That is in fact how things 
worked in this industry for several decades, and those are the 
anticompetitive effects that the Commission's orders are intended to 
address. 

DISSENTING STATEMENT OF COMMISSIONER MARY L. AZCUENAGA 

I generally endorse the views expressed by Commissioner Starek 
in his dissenting statement. The evidence does not in my view suggest 
a market in which competition has been unlawfully restrained, and I 
·do not find reason to believe that the law has been violated. 

DISSENTING STATEMENT OF COMMISSIONER ROSCOE B. STAREK, III 

I respectfully dissent from the Commission's decision to issue 
complaints and fmal consent orders against Waterous Company, Inc., 
and Hale Products, Inc., two producers of midship-mounted pumps 
for fire trucks. The complaints claim anticompetitive effects arising 
from alleged exclusive dealing arrangements between each 
respondent and its direct customers, the original equipment 
manufacturers of fire trucks ("OEMs"), in violation of SectioJ?. 5 of 
the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. 45. I remain 
unpersuaded that the arrangements between respondents and their 
customers can be characterized accurately as "exclusive." More 
important, however, there is no sound theoretical or empirical basis 
for believing that these r~lationships, ~ven if exclusive, harmed 
competition; in fact, there are good reasons to believe the contrary. In 
any event, even if one assumes arguendo the validity of the theories 
of anticompetitive effects, the orders issued today are unlikely to 
remedy those alleged effects. 

The complaints allege, inter alia, that the arrangements between 
W aterous, Hale, and their OEM customers reduce competition in two 
ways -- by facilitating an allocation. of customers· between Waterous 
and Hale, and by creating a barrier to. the entry of new pump 
manufacturers. The first theory posits that Waterous and Hale wish 
to set the prices of their fire pumps collusively but find themselves 
unable to reach· and maintain a direct agreement on price. Under this 
hypothesis, in order to achieve collusive pricing without a direct 
agreement on prices, W aterous and Hale have entered into a de facto 
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agreement to allocate fire truck OEMs between themselves. That 
agreement, combined with an agreement not to bid for each other's 
OEM business, makes each pump maker a monopolist with respect 
to its OEMs. As monopolists, it is argued, the pump manufacturers 
are able to set supracompetitive prices. 

This theory is fatally flawed. For a customer allocation scheme 
to allow Waterous and Hale to set suprac.ompetitive prices, it 
necessarily must entail the allocation of the final customers -- the fire 
departments -- between the two pump makers. Absent such an 
allocation, an exclusive dealing contract between a pump maker and 
one or more OEMs -- or even outright vertical integration between 
the pump producer and one or more OEMs -- does not allow the 
pump producer to raise prices anticompetitively. Under the 

· Commission's theory of competitive harm, Waterous and Hale 
"allocate customers" in lieu of trying to enter into direct pump price 
agreements that presumably would break down under each party's 
incentives to undercut the collusive price. In other words, the pump 
makers' "customer allocation" scheme solves this instability problem. 
However, unless Waterous and Hale also agree not to compete 
against one another for the patronage of the fire departments-- i.e., 
Unless they collusively allocate fire departments between themselves 
-- each pump maker retains its incentive to take business from its 
rival through price cuts. Absent allocation of fire .department 
customers, one should expect the same sort of "cheating," with the 
equivalent competitive result, that the Commission believes frustrated 
direct collusion between Waterous and Hale.1 

Thus, it is implausible that "exclusive dealing" arrangements 
between respondents and their OEMs increase the likelihood of 
successful collusion between Waterous and Hale. Indeed, there ary 
compelling reasons why such an arrangement might actually reduce 
this likelihood. Maintaining collusion requires the reasonably 
accurate identification and punishment of cheating.2 IfWaterous and 
Hale bid directly and repeatedly for OEM business, cheating might 
be inferable from one firm's loss of a pump sale to its rival. On the 
other hand, when W aterous and Hale compete indirectly -- i.e., when, 
as here, their affiliated OEMs submit bids to a fire department 

1 
The majority's assertion that pump prices and pump brands are relatively unimportant to final 

consumers (i.e., fire departments) is inconsistent with the events that triggered this investigation-
namely, complaints from OEMs that they suffered significant competitive harm from their alleged 
inability to offer multiple pump brands. It is hard to reconcile those complaints with the majority's 
claimed end-user indifference to pump brands. 

2 
See, e.g., Stigler, "A Theory of Oligopoly," 72 J. Pol. Econ. 44 (1964), reprinted in THE 

ORGANIZATION OF INDUSTRY, ch. 5 (1968). . 
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incorporating not merely the pump price but rather the prices of all of 
the truck's components -- it will be more difficult for a pump maker 
to determine whether a loss of business is attributable to price-cutting 
by the rival pump maker or to reductions in the prices of other 
components. 3 

The difficulty of maintaining coordinatjon is exacerbated if there 
is substantial market share volatility among the affiliated customers 
for reasons unrelated to the pumps. Such volatility makes it difficult 
for a pump maker to infer whether a sales loss stems from secret 
pump price concessions-or from some other cause. Moreover, if the 
fortunes ofbuyers (here, fire truck OEMs) are expected to differ over 
time -- some flagging, others flourishing -- the utility of customer 
allocation as a long-run aid to collusion appears questionable. The 
pump producer with the misfortune to have affiliated with 
unsuccessful buyers will have still greater incentives to depart from 
the collusive scheme. In this regard, the fire truck OEM market 
witnessed substantial turnover during the period in _which Waterous 
and Hale allegedly maintained exclusive distribution agreements.4 

Thus, even if one could overcome the defects in the Commission's 
collusion theory, these other factors would continue to cast 
substantial doubt upon this theory's applicability. 5 

The Commission's second theory of harm alleges that exclusive 
arrangements between pump makers and OEMs have created a barrier 
to the entry of new pump manufacturers, thereby allowing the 
incumbent pump sellers to set and maintain supracompetitive prices. 
Although the vertical section of the 1984 ·Merger Guidelines6 is not 

3 
The majority appears to have tnisunder~tood my point with regard to the detection of cheating. 

By "cheating," I am not referring to an effort by, say, Hale to sell to Waterous OEMs (or vice-versa). 
Rather, I refer to Hale's hidden reduction in pump prices to its own customers, which consequently 
allows those customers to take business from OEMs affiliated with the rival pump brand. This form 
of cheating is extremely difficult to detect, because an OEM's capture of sales from a rival OEM could 
be attributable to many reasons other than a reduced pump price. -

4 
For example, just since 1990, at least four major OEMs -- Grumman, Mack, FMC, and Beck-

have exited the market. This period also witnessed entry by such OEMs as Firewolf and Becker. As 
discussed below, substantial entry into and exit from the OEM market also bear on the applicability 
of the complaints' second theory of competitive harm (entry deterrence). 

5 
With regard to the pump makers' ostensibly hi&h accounting profits, antitrust economists no 

longer consider accounting profits as a reliable indicator of high economic profits (which can 
themselves be as consistent with superior efficiency as with collusion). Fisher and McGowan, "On the 
Misuse of Accounting Rates of Return to Infer Monopoly Profits," 73 Am. Econ. Rev. 82 (1983). 
Moreover, concerning the longevity of the arrangements between pump makers and OEMs, that factor 
testifies only to their profitability; it does not distinguish between anticompetitive and procompetitive 
(or competitively neutral) explanations for their use. Indeed, the asserted instability ofOEMs' market 
shares lends greater credence to an efficiency explanation: one would not expect the parties to an 
efficient exclusive dealing arrangement to abandon it simply because a customer loses market share, 
while Jas I have explained above) the same cannot be said of an anticompetitive arrangement. 

U.S. Department of Justice, Merger Guidelines, 4.2 (1984),4 Trade Reg. Rep. (CCH) ~ 13,103. 
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cited explicitly, the theory here appears to have been drawn from 
those Guidelines. That analysis focuses on a market in which, but for 
ease of entry, conditions are favorable to the exercise of market 
power, and asks whether a vertical merger (or, in the current case, 
vertical integration through contract) might reduce entry so that 
market power could be exercised.7 

Although this effect might occur in some settings, in this case I 
find the evidence to support invoking this theory tenuous at best. The 
Commission's complaints apparently rest on the difficulty allegedly 
experienced by another pump maker in obtaining the patronage of 
OEMs. 8 An alternative explanation for that firm's failure to achieve 
a larger market share is that fire departments find its pumps 
significantly less attractive than those of Hale and Waterous for 
reasons unrelated to the pump makers' distribution policies. The 
evidence adduced by the staff is far from sufficient to establish that 
this firm, or any other actual or potential competitor, was 
anticompetitively excluded from selling pumps to OEMs.9 

In addition to the weaknesses in the anticompetitive theories 
outlined above, a factual problem plagues this case: evidence 
gathered in the investigation calls into question whether Waterous's , 
and Hale's relationships with their respective OEM customers can 
even be characterized as "exclusive." Although many OEMs have 
tended to deal principally with only one pump maker -- a fact, I note 
in passing, that is as consistent with an efficiency rationale for 
exclusivity as it is with an anticompetitive theory -- several larger 
OEMs affili';lted with Waterous and Hale have expressed a 
willingness to install another manufacturer's pumps at customers' 
request. Indeed, several OEMs -- including at least one of the largest 

7 
The 1984 Merger Guidelines ( 4.21) identify three necessary but not sufficient conditions for 

this problem to exist. First, the market in which power would be exercised (the "primary" market) must 
be sufficiently conducive to anticompetitive behavior that the impact of vertical integration in reducing 
entry would allow such behavior to occur. Second, the degree of vertical integration subsequent to the 
merger must be so extensive that an entrant into the primary market would also have to enter the other 
market (the "secondary" market). If substantial unintegrated capacity remains in the secondary market 
after the vertical merger, it is less likely that the merger will facilitate an anticompetitive outcome. 
Third, the requirement that a firm enter both the primary and secondary markets --rather than just the 
primary market-- must make entry into the primary market significantly more difficult and therefore 
less likely to occur. 4 Trade Reg. Rep. (CCH) ~ 13,103 at 20,565-66; see also Blair and Kaserman, 
LAW AND ECONOMICS OF VERTICAL INTEGRATION AND CONTROL !52 (1983). 

8 
The evidence supporting the Commission's entry-deterrence theory appears to consist of that 

producer's experience in trying to erode OEMs' preferences for Waterous and Hale pumps. 
9 

The majority's assertion with respect to the entry-deterring effects ofthe arrangements is simply 
that -- an assertion. All of the evidence gathered in this investigation is easily reconciled with an 
efficiency rationale for the challenged arrangements between pump makers and OEMs. In this market, 
as in any other, superior efficiency on the part of incumbents is a powerful entry -deterrent. It is not an 
antitrust violation. 
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ones affiliated with Hale -- have installed another competitor's 
pumps, and this investigation produced no evidence to suggest that 
any dealer was terminated for selling that firm's pumps. In any case, 
however, even if OEM exclusivity could be convincingly 
demonstrated, it should be clear from the discussion above that a 
great deal more is required to prove that the exclusive arrangements 
had anti competitive effects. 10 The evidence on the competitive effects 
of existing arrangements between pump makers and O~Ms is as 
consistent with the view that the arrangements induce greater 
efficiency in the production and marketing of pumps as it is with a 
market power theory. 

I am therefore unpersuaded that respondents' distribution policies 
have harmed competition in any relevant market. Even had I 
concluded otherwise, however, I would not endorse the consent 
orders, which require each respondent to cease and desist from 
requiring OEM exclusivity as a condition of sale. As I have noted 
elsewhere, 11 the problems with remedies of this sort are significant. 12 

A formal ban on exclusive dealing accomplishes little if respondents 
have alternative means available to achieve the same end. One readily 
available method in this case, fully consistent with the terms of the 
orders, would be to establish a set of quantity discounts providing a 
customer with substantial financial incentives. to procure all of its 
pumps from a single seller. Moreover, nothing in the orders would 
prevent a pump manufacturer from unilaterally refusing to sell to ~n 
OEM so long as the refusal was not conditioned on a promise of 
exclusivity. Another possible method would be to give exclusive 
OEMs better service (e.g., faster delivery times) than their non
exclusive rivals receive. 

I cannot endorse an ineffective remedy for a nonexistent harm. 

10
.Cf Continental T.V., Inc. v. GTE Sylvania Inc., 433 U.S. 36,58-59 (1977) (plaintiff must 

demonstrate anticompetitive effects and defendant's market power when challenging vertical 
restraints). 

11 
Dissenting Statement of Commissioner Roscoe B. Starek, III, in Silicon Graphics, Inc., Docket 

No. C-3626. 
12 

For a discussion of why nondiscrimination remedies are problematic, see Brennan, "Why 
regulated firms should be kept out of unregulated markets: understanding the divestiture in United 
States v. AT&T," 32 Antitrust Bull. 741 (1987). 
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IN THE MA TIER OF 

WATEROUS COMPANY, INC. 

CONSENT ORDER, ETC., IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF 
SEC. 5 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT 

Docket C-3693. Complaint, Nov. 22, 1996--Decision, Nov. 22, 1996 

·This consent order prohibits, among other things, the Minnesota-based 
manufacturer of fire truck-mounted fire pumps from entering into, continuing 
or enforcing any requirement that fire truck manufacturers refrain from 
purchasing mid-ship mounted fire pumps from any company, or that any 
purchaser sell only the relevant respondent's pumps. ·In addition, the 
respondent is required to send a specifically-worded notice to fire truck 
manufacturers stating that it has entered into an agreement with the 
Commission concerning the sale and installation of fire pumps. 

Appearances 

For the Commission: William Baer and Mark Whitener. 
For the respondent: Gary M London, Burr & Forman, 

Birmingham, AL. 

COMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 
as amended, 15 U.S.C. 41 et seq., and by virtue of the authority 
vested in it by said Act, the Federal Trade Commission, having 
reason to believe that W aterous Company Inc. (sometimes referred to 
as "Waterous" or "respondent"), has violated Section 5 of the Federal 
Trade Commission Act, as amended, 15 U.S.C. 45, and that a 
proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest, 
hereby issues this complaint stating its charges as follows: 

I. For the purposes of this complaint, the following definitions 
shall apply: 

a. "Mid-Ship Mounted Fire Pumps" are truck mounted fire pumps 
that · meet the National Fire Protection Association Standard for 
Pumper Fire Apparatus known as "NFP A 1901." 

b. "OEM's" [sic] are original equipment manufacturers who buy 
and install Mid-Ship Mounted Fire Pumps, as well as many other 
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components, into a final fire truck. OEM's then sell the trucks to fire 
departments in the United States. 

RESPONDENT 

2. Respondent Waterous Company, Inc., is a corporation 
organ~ed, existing and doing business under and by virtue .of the 
laws of the state of Minnesota with its principal place of business 
located at 300 John E. Carroll Avenue East, South Saint Paul, 
Minnesota. Waterous manufactures and sells Mid-Ship Mounted Fire 
Pumps in the United States. In 1993, Waterous accounted for more 
than 40 percent of U.S. Mid-Ship Mounted Fire Pump sales. 

JURISDICTION 

3. Respondent Waterous sells and ships Mid-Ship Mounted Fire 
Pumps from its production facility located in Minnesota to customers 
located throughout the United States. Respondent maintains and has 
maintained a substantial coillse of business, including the acts and 
practices herein alleged, which are in ·Or affecting commerce, as 
"commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act. 

MID-SHIP MOUNTED FIRE PUMP INDUSTRY 

4. The market for Mid-Ship Mounted Fire Pumps in the United 
States includes three principal competitors. In addition to respondent 
W aterous, two other companies sell Mid-Ship Mounted Fire Pumps 
to OEM's in the United States, Hale Products, Inc. (sometimes 
referred to as "Hale Products"), and W.S. Darley & Company, Inc. 
(sometimes referred to as "Darley"). These three firms have each sold 
fire pumps in the United States for over 50 years, and in that time 
there has been little if any attempted de novo entry into the United 
States market. Respondent W aterous and Hale Products are the two 
largest manufacturers and together account for close to or more than 
90 percent of Mid-Ship Mounted Fire Pump sales in the United 
States. 

5. For over 50 years, and until approximately 1991, respondent 
Waterous sold Mid-Ship Mounted Fire Pumps through a network of 
exclusive OEM's. Respondent Waterous sold or contract~d for the 
sale of such pumps to OEM's with the understanding that those 

--GEM's would commit to selling only Waterous Mid-Ship Mounted 
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Fire Pumps. Hale Products also sold on an exclusive basis; but to a 
different group of OEM's. Thus, prior to approximately 1991, few if 
any OEM's offered Mid-Ship Mounted Fire Pumps manufactured by 
more than one fire pump manufacturer, and fire truck buyers were 
able to choose between Mid-Ship Mounted Fire Pumps manufactured 
by different firms only by ~onsidering different OEM's. 

6. Respondent.}\' aterous believed that continued adherence to the 
exclusive sales policy by both itself and Hale Products would exclude 
or tend to exClude other competitors and would tend to reduce 
competition · between manufacturers of Mid-Ship Mounted Fire 
Pumps over price and over non-price terms such as quality 
differences and delivery times. 

7. During the 1980's and until approximately 1991, respondent 
Waterous continued to adhere to its exclusive dealing policy. 
Waterous teirninated or threatened to ter1ninate OEM's that resold 
Mid-Ship Mounted Fire Ptimps manufactured by Waterous Company 
to OEM's outside of Waterous Company's exclusive OEM network, 
or delayed or threatened to delay shipments to such OEM's. · · 

ANTICOMPETITIVE EFFECTS 

8. The acts, practices, and methods of competition of respondent 
Waterous as alleged in paragraphs five through seven, were and are 
substantially to the injury of the public in the following ways, among 
others: · 

a. By .substantially lessening competition in the sale and 
marketing of Mid-Ship Mounted Fire Pumps, or by excluding or 
tending to· exclude other actual or potential pump manufacturers from 
selling Mid-Ship Mounted· Fire Pumps to a substantial number of 
OEM's; and 

b. By facilitating an allocation of customers between respondent 
W aterous and Hale Products. 

VIOLATION OF LAW 

9: Therefore, the acts, practices and methods of competition of 
respondent W aterous, as herein alleged, were and are all to the 
prejudice and injury of the public and constitute unfair methods of 
competition in violation of Section 5 of the ·Federal Trade 
Commission·Act, as amended, 15 U.S.C. 45. The acts practices and 
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methods of competition of respondent, as herein alleged, or the 
effects thereof, are continuing or could reGur in the absence of the 
relief herein requested. 

Commissioners Azcuenaga and Starek dissenting. 

DECISION AND ORDER . . 

The Federal Trade Commission having i~tiated an investigation 
of certain acts anq practices of the respondent named in the caption 
hereof, and the respondent having been furnished · thereafter wi_th a 
copy . of a draft of complaint which the Bureau of Competition 
proposed to present to the Commission for its consideration and 
which, if issued by the Commission, would charge respondent with 
violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and 

The ~espondent, its attom~y and counsel for the Cotbmission 
having thereafter execut~d an agreement containing a consent order, 
an. admission by the respondent of all the jurisdictional facts set forth 
in the aforesaid draft of complaint, a statement that the signing of said 
agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an 
admission by respondent that the law has been violated as alleged in 
such complaint, or that the facts as alleged in such complaint, other 
than jurisdictional facts, are true and waivers and other provisions as 
required by the Commission's Rules; and · . 

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and 
having determined that it had reason to·believe that the respondent 
had violated the said Act, and that a complaint should issue stating its 
charges. in *at respect, and having thereupon accepted the executed 
consent agreement and pla~ed such agreement on the public record 
for a period of sixty (60) days, and having duly considered the 
comments filed thereafter by interested persons pursuant to Section 
2.34 of its Rules, now _in further conformity with the . procedure 
prescribed in Section 2.34 of its Rules, the Commission hereby i~sues 
its complaint, makes the following jurisdictional findings and enters 
the following order: 

1. Respondent W aterous is a corporation organized, existing and 
doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of 
Minnesota, with its principal place ofbusiness at 3QO_ John E. Carroll 
A venue East, South Saint Paul, ·Minnesota. 
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2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject 
_matter of_ this proceeding and of the respondent, and the proceeding 
is in the public interest. 

ORDER 

I. 

It is ordered, That, as used in this order, the following definitions 
shall apply: 

.(a) "Respondent Waterous" means (1) Waterous Company, Inc.; 
(2) its predecessors, subsidiaries, divisions, and groups and affiliates 
controlled by Waterous Company, Inc., and their successors and 
assigns; (3) all companies or entities ·that any parent of Waterous 
Company, Inc.', creates in the future and that engage in the 
manufacture or sale of Mid-Ship Mounted Fire Pumps, or Waterous' 
parent if it engages in the manufacture or sale ofMid-Ship Mounted 
Fire Pumps; ( 4) the respective directors, officers, employees, agents 
and representatives of any of the entities described in subparagraphs 
(1), (2) and (3) above. 

(b) "Afid-Ship MQunted Fire Pumps" are truck mounted fire 
pumps that meet the National Fire Protection Association Standard 
for Pumper Fire Apparatus known as "NFP A 1901." 

(c) "Commission" means the Federal Trade Commission. 
(d) "GEM's" [sic] are original equipment manufacturers who buy 

and install Mid-Ship Mounted Fire Pumps, as well as many other 
components, into a final fire truck. OEM's then sell the trucks to fire 
departments in the United States. ·· 

II. 

It is further ordered, That respondent W aterous, directly or 
through any corporation, subsidiary, division, or other device, 
including franchisees or licensees, in connection with the offering for 
sale or sale of any Mid-Ship Mounted Fire Pump in or affecting 
commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade 
Commission Act, does forthwith cease and desist from entering into, 
continuing, or enforcing any condition, agreement or understanding 
with any OEM that such OEM will refrain from the purchase or sale 
of Mid-Ship Mounted Fire Pumps of any manufacturer, or will 
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purchase or sell Mid-Ship Mounted Fire Pumps of only respondent 
Waterous; provided however, that nothing in this order shall prohibit 
any price differentials that make only due allowance for differences 
in the cost of manufacture, sale, or delivery resulting from the 
differing methods or quantities in which Mid-Ship Mounted Fire 
Pumps are sold or delivered, or that are othetwise lawful under the 
provisions of the Robinson-Patman Act, 15 U.S.C. 13. 

III. 

It is further ordered, That respondent W aterous shall provide a 
copy of this order with the attached complaint, and a copy of the 
notice set out in Appendix A: 

(a) Within thirty (30) days after the date this order becomes final, 
one notice to each OEM to whom it sold a Mid-Ship mounted fire 
pump at any time during the two (2) years prior to the date this order 
becomes final; and · 

(b) For a period of three (3) years after the date this order 
becomes fmal, to each OEM not covered by subparagraph (a) above 
to whom it provides a price list for or a price quotation on a Mid-Ship 
mounted fire pump. Such notice shall accompany the price list or 
price quotation, or in the case of telephone quotations shall be 
delivered as soon as practical after such quotation, and need only be 
provided once to each OEM not covered by subparagraph (a) above. 

IV. 

. . 

It is further ordered, That respondent Waterous shall file with the 
Commission within sixty ( 60) days after the date this order becomes 
final, and annually on the anniversary of the date this order becomes 
final for each of the three (3) years thereafter, a report, in writing, 
signed by the respondent, setting forth in detail the manner and form 
in which it has complied and is complying with this order. · 

v. 

It is further ordered,. That respondent shall notify the Commission 
at least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed charige in the corporate 
respondent, such as dissolution, assignment or sale resulting in the 
emergence of a successor corporation, or the creation or dissolution 
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of subsidiaries or any other change in the corporation that may affect 
compliance obligations arising out of this order. Such notification 
shall be at least thirty (30) days in cases not subject to the notification 
provisions of the Hart-Scott-Rodino Antitrust Improvements Act of 
1976, 15 U.S.C. 18a, and at least ten (10) days in the case of 
transactions subject to the notification provisions of the Hart-Scott
Rodino Act. 

VI. 

It is further ordered, That this order shall terminate on November 
22, 2016. 

Commissioners Azcuenaga and Starek dissenting. 

APPENDIX A 

[W aterous' Letterhead] 

PLEASE READ THIS 

Enclosed with this notice is a copy of a Consent Order agreed to between the 
Federat'Trade Corrunission and Waterous Company, Inc. In the order, Waterous 
has agreed that it will not refuse to sell, or refuse to contract to sell, Mid-Ship 
mounted fire pumps on the grounds that an OEM refuses to sell Waterous pumps 
exclusively. The order does not prohibit OEMs from purchasing only Waterous 
Mid-Ship mounted fire pumps if, in the OEM's sole discretion, it deems it 
advisable. Moreover, Waterous retains the right to refuse to sell Mid-Ship mounted 
fire pumps to any OEM for lawful reasons. THE TYPE OF PUMP YOU USE IS YOUR 

BUSINESS, AND YOU ARE FREE TO OFFER AND INSTALL COMPETING PUMPS AS 

ALTERNATIVES TO W ATEROUS PUMPS. 

## .### 

SEPARATE STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN PITOFSKY, AND 
COMMISSIONERS VARNEY AND STEIGER 

We write separately to respond to some of the concerns raised in 
Commissioner Starek's dissent. 

First, we cannot concur with Commissioner Starek's suggestion 
that, for customer allocation of a component product to work, the 
participants must be able to allocate the ultimate customers of the 
finished product (p.1). There will be situations where downstream 
competition will undermine a customer allocation scheme of a 
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component of a final good. For example, that might be the case where 
the component is a significant part of the cost of the final product, or 
where the ultimate consumers have a much stronger preference for 
the component than the ultimate good. 

None of those conditions was present in this case. Fire truck 
buyers make purchase decisions primarily on the basis of truck brand, 
the pump price is only a small part of the final purchase price, and 
pump features are only a small part of the entire truck package. 
Evidence of relatively high profits at the component level supports 
this interpretation. 

Second, Commissioner Starek suggests that these exclusive 
dealing arrangements would not increase the likelihood of successful 
collusion because of the difficulty of detecting cheating. (p.2) We 
agree that maintaining collusion requires the ability to detect and 
discipline cheating. But here that methodology was simple: if a fire 
engine manufacturer used an alternative pump it would be readily 
identified. Moreover, the fact that the customer allocation through 
exclusive dealing was maintained over almost five decades suggests 
that there was an effective method for enforcing the exclusive dealing 
arrangements. 

Third, Commissioner Starek observes that instability at the truck 
manufacturing stage ({e., changes in market share) may lead to the 
demise of any customer allocation agreement with respect to a 
component. We agree that might be the case where a very large 
portion of a pump manufacturer's sales were tied to a single truck 
manufacturer. Here, however, the arrangements were durable; the fact 
is that instability among truck manufacturers did not deter the 
effectiveness of these agreements. 

Finally, Commissioner Starek suggests that the arrangements did 
not foreclose new entry because they were not really exclusive. He 
relies on the fact that some OEMs were willing to install the pumps 
of a third manufacturer at customers' request. (p.3) The fact that the 
exclusive policy was not perfect andthat some truck manufacturers 
may have offered the pumps of a third pump manufacturer, 
accounting for a very small share of ·pump sales, did not have a 
significant effect on competition at the pump level. The key to 
competition in this market was the competitive positions of Hale and 
Waterous, which together account for more than 90% of the market. 
The evidence establishes that Hale and W aterous understood that as 
long as both firms maintained the exclusive dealing arrangements, 
competition between them would be diminished, prices would be 
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higher and entry would be more difficult. That is in fact how things 
worked in this industry for several decades, and those are the 
anticompetitive effects that the Commission's orders are intended to 
address. 

DISSENTING STATEMENT OF COMMISSIONER MARY L. AZCUENAGA 

I generally endorse the views expressed by Commissioner Starek 
in his dissenting statement. The evidence does not in my view suggest 
a market in which competition has been unlawfully restrained, and I 
do not fmd reason to believe that the law has been violated. 

DISSENTING STATEMENT OF COMMISSIONER ROSCOE B. STAREK, III 

I respectfully dissent from the Commission's decision to issue 
complaints and final consent orders against Waterous Company, Inc., 
and Hale Products, Inc., two p~oducers of midship-mounted pumps 
for fire trucks. The complaints claim anticompetitive effects arising 
from alleged exclusive dealing arrangements between each 
respondent and its direct customers, the original equipment 
manufacturers of fire trucks ("OEMs"), in violation of Section 5 of 
the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. 45. I remain 
unpersuaded that the arrangements between respondents and their 
customers can be characterized accurately as "exclusive." More 
important, however, there is no sound theoretical or empirical basis 
for believing that these relationships, even if exclusive, harmed 
competition; in fact, there are good reasons to believe the contrary. 
In any event, even if one assumes arguendo the validity of the 
theories of anticompetitive effects, the orders issued today are 
unlikely to remedy those alleged effects. 

The complaints allege, inter alia, that the arrangements between 
Waterous, Hale, and their OEM customers reduce competition in two 
ways -- by facilitating an allocation of customers between Waterous 
and Hale, and by creating a barrier to the entry of new pump 
manufacturers. The first theory posits that Waterous and Hale wish 
to set the prices of their fire pumps collusively b1ft find themselves 
unable to reach and maintain a direct agreement on price. Under this 
hypothesis, in order to achieve collusive pricing without a direct 
agreement on prices, W aterous and Hale have entered into a de facto 
agreement to allocate fire truck OEMs between themselves. That 
agreement, combined with an agreement not to bid for each other's 
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OEM business, makes each pump maker a monopolist with respect 
to its OEMs. As monopolists, it is argued, the pump manufacturers 
are able to set supracompetitive prices. 

This theory is fatally flawed. For a customer allocation scheme to 
allow Waterous and Hale to set supracompetitive prices, it 
necessarily must entail the allocation of the final customers -- the fire 
departments -- between the two pump makers. Absent such an 
allocation, an exclusive dealing contract between a pump maker and 
one or more OEMs -- or even outright vertical integration between 
the pump producer and one or more OEMs -- does not allow the 
pump producer to raise prices anticompetitively. Under the 
Commission's theory of competitive harm, Waterous and Hale 
"allocate customers" in lieu of trying to enter into direct pump price 
agreements that presumably would break down under each party's 
incentives to undercut the collusive price. In other words, the pump 
makers' "customer allocation" scheme solves this instability problem. 
Howev.er, unless Waterous and Hale also agree not to compete 
against one another for the patronage of the fire departm~nts -- i.e., 
unless they collusively allocate frre departments between themselves 
-- each pump maker retains its incentive to take business from its 
rival through price cuts. Absent allocation of fire department 
c1,.1stomers, one should expect the same sort of "cheating," with the 
equivalent competitive result, that the Commission believes frustrated 
direct collusion between Waterous and Hale. 1 

Thus, it is implausible that "exclusive dealing" arrangements 
between respondents and their OEMs increase the likelihood of 
successful collusion between Waterous and Hale. Indeed, there are 
compelling reasons why such an arrangement might actually reduce 
this likelihood. Maintaining collusion requires the reasonably 
accurate identification and punishment of cheating. 2 If W aterous and 
Hale bid directly and repeatedly for OEM business, cheating. might 
be inferable from one firm's loss of a pump sale to its rival. On the 
other hand, when Waterous and Hale compete indirectly-- i.e:, when, 
as here, their affiliated OEMs submit bids to a fire department 
incorporating not merely the pump price but rather the prices of all of 
the truck's components -- it will be more difficult for. a pump maker 

1 
The majority's assertion that pump prices and pump brands are relatively unimportant to final 

consumers (i.e., fire departments) is inconsistent with the events that triggered this investigation-
namely, complaints from OEMs that they suffered significant competitive harm from their alleged 
inability to offer multiple pump brands. It is hard to reconcile those complaints with the majority's 
claimed end-user indifference to pump brands~ 

2 
See, e.g., Stigler, "A Theory of Oligopoly," 72 J. Pol. Econ. 44 {1964), reprinted in THE 

ORGANIZATION OF INDUSTRY, ch. 5 (1968). 
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to determine whether a loss of business is attributable to price-cutting 
by the rival pump maker or to reductions in the prices of other 
components. 3 

The difficulty of maintaining coordination is exacerbated if there 
is substantial market share volatility among the affiliated customers 
for reasons unrelated to the pumps. Such volatility makes it difficult 
for a pump maker to infer whether a sales loss stems from· secret 
pump price concessions or from some other cause. Moreover, if the 
fortunes ofbuyers (here, fire truck OEMs) are expected to differ over 
time -- some flagging, others flourishing -- the utility of customer 
allocation as a long-run aid to collusion ·appears questionable. The 
pump producer with the misfortune to have affiliated with 
unsuccessful buyers will have still greater incentives to depart from 
the collusive scheme. In this regard, the fire truck OEM· market 
witnessed substantial turnover during the period in whi~h Waterous 
and Hale allegedly maintained exclusive distribution c:l;~eements. 4 

Thus, even if one could overcome the defects in the Commission's 
collusion theory, these other factors would contin~e tq cast 
substantial doubt upon this theory's applicability.5 

· . 

The Commission's second theory of harm alleges that exclusive 
arrangements between pump makers and OEMs have created a barrier 
to the entry of new pump manufacturers, thereby allowing the 
incumbent pump sellers to set and maintain supracompetitive prices. 
Although the vertical section of the 1984 Merger Guidelines6 is not 
cited explicitly, the theory here appears to have been drawn from 
those Guidelines. That analysis focuses on a market in which, but for 

3 
The majority appears to have misunderstood my point with regard to the detection of cheating. 

By "cheating," I am not referring to an effort by, say, Hale to sell to Waterous OEMs (or vice-versa). 
Rather, I refer to Hale's hidden reduction in pump prices to its own customers, which consequently 
allows those customers to take business from OEMs affiliated with the rival pump brand. This form 
of cheating is extremely difficult to detect, because an OEM's capture of sales from a rival OEM coufd 
be attributable to many reasons other than a reduced pump price. 

4 
For example, just since 1990, at least four major OEMs- Grumman, Mack, FMC, and Beck-

have exited the market. This period also witnessed entry by such OEMs as Firewolf and Becker. As 
discussed below, substantial entry into and exit from the OEM market also bear on the applicability 
of the complaints' second theory of competitive harm (entry deterrence). 

5 
With regard to the pump makers' ostensibly high accounting profits, antitrust economists no 

longer consider accounting profits as a reliable indicator of high economic profits (which can 
themselves be as consistent with superior efficiency as with collusion). Fisher and McGowan, "On the 
Misuse of Accounting Rates of Return to Infer Monopoly Profits," 73 Am. Econ. Rev. 82 (1983). 
Moreover, concerning the longevity of the arrangements between pump makers and OEMs, that factor 
testifies only to their profitability; it does not distinguish between anticompetitive and procompetitive 
(or competitively neutral) explanations for their use. Indeed, the asserted instability of OEMs' market 
shares lends greater credence to an efficiency explanation: one would not expect the parties to an 
efficient exclusive dealing arrangement to abandon it simply because a customer loses market share, 
while (as I have explained above) the same cannot be said of an anticompetitive arrangement. 

6 
U.S. Department of Justice, Merger Guidelines, 4.2 (1984), 4 Trade Reg. Rep. (CCH) ~ 13,103. 
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ease of entry, conditions are favorable to the exercise of market 
power, ahd asks whether a vertical merger (or, in the current case, 
vertical integration through contract) might reduce entry so that 
market power could be exercised. 7 

· 

Although this effect might occur in some settings, in this case I 
find the evidence to support invoking this theory tenuous at best. The 
Commission's complaints apparently rest on the difficulty allegedly 

. experienced by another pump maker in obtaining the patronage of 
·OEMs.8 An alternative explanation for that firm's failure to achieve 
a larger market share is that fire departments find its pumps 
significantly less attractive than those of Hale and Waterous for 
reasons unrelated to the pump makers' distribution policies. The 
evidence adduced by the staff is far from sufficient to establish that 
this firm, or any other actual or potential competitor, was 
anticompetitively excluded from selling pumps to OEMs.9 

In addition to the weaknesses in the anticompetitive theories 
outlined above, a factual problem plagues this case: evidence 
gathered in the investigation calls into question whether Waterous's 
and Hale's. relationships with their respective OEM customers can 
even be ·characterized as "exclusive." Although many OEMs have 
tended to deal principally with only one pump maker -- a fact, I note 
in passing, that is as consistent with an efficiency rationale for 
exclusivity as it is with an anticompetitive theory -- several larger 
OEMs affiliated with Waterous and Hale have expressed a 
willingness to install another manufacturer's pumps at customers' 
request. Indeed, several OEMs -- including at least one of the largest 
ones affiliated with Hale -- have installed another competitor's 
pumps, and this investigation produced no evidence to suggest that 

7 
The 1984 Merger Guidelines ( 4.21) identify three necessary but not sufficient conditions for 

this problem to exist. First, the market in which power would be exercised (the "primary" market) must 
be sufficiently conducive to anticompetitive behavior that the impact of vertical integration in reducing 
entry would allow such behavior to occur. Second, the degree of vertical integration subsequent to the 
.merger must be so extensive that an entrant into the primary market would also have to enter the other 
market (the "secondary" market). If substantial unintegrated capacity remains in the secondary market 
after the vertical merger,. it is less likely that the merger will facilitate an anticompetitive outcome. 
Third, the requirement that a firm enter both the primary and secondary markets -- rather than just the 
primary market- must make entry into the primary market significantly more difficult and therefore 
less likely to occur. 4 Trade Reg. Rep. (CCH) ~ 13,103 at 20,565-66; see also Blair and K.aserman, 
LAW AND ECONOMICS OF VERTICAL INTEGRATION AND CONTROL 152 ( 1983). 

8 
The evidence supporting the Commission's entry-deterrence theory appears to ·consist of that 

producer's experience in trying to erode OEMs' preferences for Waterous and Hale pumps. 
9 

The majority's assertion with respect to the entry-deterring effects of the arrangements is simply 
that -- an assertion. All of the evidence gathered in this investigation is easily reconciled with an 
efficiency rationale for the challenged arrangements between pump makers and OEMs. In this market, 
as in any other, superior efficiency on the part of incumbents is a powerful entry deterrent. It is not 
an antitrust violation. 
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any dealer was terminated for selling that firm's pumps. In any case, 
however, even if OEM exclusivity could be convincingly 
demonstrated, it should be clear from the discussion above that a 
great deal more is required to prove that the exclusive arrangements 
had anticompetitive effects. 10 T_he evidence on the competitive effects 
of existing arrangements between pump makers and OEMs is as 
consistent with the view that the arrangements induce greater 
efficiency in the production and marketing of pumps as it is with a 
market power theory. . 

I am therefore unpersuaded that respon~ents' distribution policies 
have harmed competition in any relevant market. Even had I 
concluded otherwise, however, I would not endorse the consent 
orders, which require each respondent to cease and desist from 
requiring OEM exclusivity as a condition of sale. As I have noted 
elsewhere, 11 the problems with remedies of this sort are significant.12 

A formal ban on exclusive dealing accomplishes little if respondents 
have alternative means available to achieve the same end. One readily 
available method in this case, fully ·consistent with the terms of the 
orders, would be to establish a set of quantity discounts providing a 
customer with substantial financial incentives to procure all of its 
pumps from a single seller. Moreover, nothing in the orders would 
prevent a pump manufacturer from unilaterally refusing to sell to an · 
OEM so long as the refusal was not conditioned on a promise of 
exclusivity. Another possible method would be to give exclusive 
OEMs better service (e.g., faster delivery times) than their non
exclusive rivals receive. 

I cannot endorse an ineffective remedy for a non-existent harm. 

1° Cf Continental T.V. , Inc. v. GTE Sylvania Inc. , 433 U.S. 36, 58-59 (1977) (plaintiff must 
demonstrate anticompetitive effects and defendant's market power when challenging vertical 
restraints). 

11 
Dissenting Statement of Commissioner Ros~oe B. Starek, III, in Silicon Graphics, Inc., Docket 

No. C-3626. 
12 

For a discussion of why nondiscrimination remedi.es are problematic, see Brennan, "Why 
regulated firms should be kept out of unregulated markets: understanding the divestiture in United 
States v. AT&T," 32Antitrust Bull. 741 (1987). 
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IN THE MA ITER OF 

HYDE ATHLETIC INDUSTRIES, INC. 

CONSENT ORDER, ETC., IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF 
SEC. 5 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT 

Docket C-3695. Complaint, Dec. 4, 1996--Decision, Dec. 4, 1996 

This consent order prohibits, among other things, a Massachusetts-based 
corporation from misrepresenting that footwear made wholly abroad is made 
in the United States, and the consent order contains a provision indicating that 
the respondent· would not be in violation of the order if the company makes 
truthful statementS concerning domestic production of footwear, as long as it 
is accompanied by certain disclosures. 

Appearances 

For the Commission: C. Steven Baker and Theresa McGrew. 
For the respondent: David Wolf, Wolf, Greenfield & Sachs, 

Boston, MA. 

COMPLAINT 

The Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that 
Hyde Athletic Industries, Inc., a corporation ("respondent"), has 
violated the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and it 
appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect 
thereof would be in the public interest, alleges: 

PARAGRAPH 1 ~ Respondent Hyde Athletic Industries, Inc., is 
· a Massachusetts corporation which manufactures and sells footwear. 
Its principal office or place of business is located at 13 Centennial 
Industrial Park Drive, Peabody, Massachusetts. 

PAR. 2. Respondent has manufac~ed, assembled, advertised, 
labeled, offered for sale, sold, and distributed .· athletic and other 
footwear under the trademark "Saucony," to consumers. 

PAR. 3. The acts and practices of respondent alleged in this 
complaint have been in or affecting commerce, as "commerce" is 
defined in Section 4 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. 

PAR. 4. Respondent has disseminated or has caused to be 
disseminated advertisements, including product labeling, and other 
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promotional materials for footwear sold under the Saucony trademark 
including, but not necessarily limited to, the attached Exhibits 1-8. 

The "Help The Country" advertisement (Exhibit 1) states: 

"IT CAN EVEN HELP THE COUNTRY GET BACK ON ITS FEET." 

"Built With Pride In BANGOR MAINE USA" 

"Any running shoe company can help keep Americans in shape. At Saucony, 
we've helped keep America in shape. That's because we've been a major employer 
in New England since 1906. Generation after generation, our family-owned 
company has worked with the families of Bangor, Maine to build Saucony shoes 
and a history of quality craftsmanship." 
"For 86 years, we've worked in America. And helped make America work. After 
all, it's the best way we know to keep athletes - and the economy - running 
smoothly." 

The "Front-Runners" advertisement (Exhibit 2) states: 
. . 

"IF ONLY THE OTHER FRONT-RUNNERS COULD KEEP A PROMISE FOR 86 YEARS." 

"Built With Pride In BANGOR MAINE USA" 

"Eight-six years ago, we pledged to build out footwear at home in New England. 
Since then, out family-owned company has worked with the families of Bangor, 
Maine to build Saucony shoes and a history of quality craftsmanship." 

The "Economic Problems" advertisement (Exhibit 3) states: 

"FURTHER PROOF THAT ECONOMIC PROBLEMS CAN BE SOLVED AT THE GRASS ROOTS 

LEVEL." 

"Built With Pride In BANGOR MAINE USA" 

"At Saucony, we've been a major employer in New England for 86 years. 
Generation after generation, our family-owned company has worked with the 
families of Bangor, Maine to build Saucony shoes and a history of quality 
craftsmanship." 
"Through it all, we've discovered that the best way to solve economic problems is 
to build from the ground up." 

The advertisements attached as Exhibits 4 and 5 include the 
statements made in Exhibits 2 and 3, respectively, and also include a 
fine print stafement at the bottom of each advertisement which states: 

"In-Line running shoes built in Bangor, Maine. 'Classic' running styles and some 
components are imported. Calll-800-365-7282 for more details." 

The advertisement attached as Exhibit 6 is a different version of the 
"Help The Country" Advertisement (Exhibit 1) which states: 
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"Any running shoe company can help keep Americans in shape. At Saucony, we've 
. helped keep America in shape. That's because we've been a major employer in New 

England since 1906. Generation after generation, our family-owned company has 
worked with the families of Bangor, Maine to build Saucony shoes and a history 
of quality craftsmanship."· 
A fme print statement at the bottom of this advertisement states: 
"In-Line runnmg shoes built in Bangor, Maine. 'Classic' running styles and some 
components are imported. Cal11-800-365-7282 for more details." · 

The "American" advertisement (Exhibit 7) states: 

"PROUD TO BE AN AMERICAN" 

"Built With Pride In BANGOR MAINE USA" 

"The new wave of American patriotism sweeping the country has a few of our 
competitors shaking in their imported shoes. At Saucony, we've been a major 
employer in New England for 86 years. Generation after generation, our family
owned company has worked with the families of Bangor, Maine to build Saucony 
running shoes and a history of quality craftsmanship." 
A fme print statement at the bottom of this advertisement states: 
"In-Line running shoes built in Bangor, Maine. 'Classic' running styles and some 
components are imported. Call 1-800-365-7282 for more details." 

The "PRIDE IN AMERICA" advertisement (Exhibit 8) states: 

"PROUD TO BE AN AMERICAN." 

"Built With Pride In BANGOR MAINE USA" 

"For decades, the people of Bangor, Maine have been building Saucony running 
shoes with superior American craftsmanship." 
"In honor of these American shoemakers ... " 
"The Saucony Bangor is the newest addition to our line of high quality American
built running shoes." 
"TRADE IN YOUR IMPORTS AND WE'LL SEND YOU $10 FOR BUYING THE SAUCONY 

BANGOR." 

A fine print statement at the bottom of this advertisement states: 

"In Line Running Shoes are built in Bangor, Maine using imported components, 
except the Class Running styles which are assembled abroad." 

PAR. 5. Through the use of the statements contained in the 
advertisements referred to in paragraph four, including, but not 
necessarily limited to, the advertisements attached as Exhibits 1-8, 
respondent has represented, directly or by implication, that all 
Saucony footwear is made in the United States. 
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PAR. 6. In truth and in fact, a substantial amount of Saucony 
footwear is wholly made in foreign countries. Therefore, the · 
representation set forth in paragraph five was, and is, false and 
misleading. 

PAR. 7. The acts and practices of respondent as alleged in this 
complaint constitute unfair .or deceptive acts or practices in or 
affecting commerce in violation of Section 5(a) of the Federal Trade 
Commission Act. 

Commissioner Starek dissenting. 
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EXHIBIT 1 

IT CAN EVEN HELP 
THE COUNTRY _.,,, 

GET BACK ON ITS "FEET.)y: 
-~"Y ~nn~ng shoe (OntpcJn.v ( (Jn 

;. c I p tap A.mtncczns ' " sku pt .. ~t 

);JU(Jn_v. wc"vt" J,clpcd ~tp .-\rruncu 

1n sft..Jpt Thut"s bccczu.sc we've btrn ~ 
'" IJJI)r ctt1ploycr tn ,'lew England 
Slnt:c IIJ1..,6 Gcncrtl lllln lljtcr 
.~cno·.Jlfon. our fanul_'f-o.Jw ncJ 
compcJ'I.V itcH worlud wl(h the 

fu mdto of Bangor . . \.lo tnc 

tcJ b uclJ S;J u"·" n.v s*' Jts ;JnJ .a 

h•story •.if ~uuluy ( rofumonshtp. 
In fa.:<. th< p<Dpk of S..U<Dny have 

buclt o.~ucu a rcpurauon over eke 
-'"""· In 1~2. we marchal (]U1 a lin< 
of uward-Winntng anny boou Ia ltdp 
1hc war effort. Dunng lht 'n>u fur 
•pact' '" 1hc 1960'•. 1hc firs< 
a.scro rwuc CD ....dlf in spau waiJral in 
a potr of Suucony boou. And 
.:uuonczuu ran tcus Gboatd 

WE'RE IN ntE SHOE 

Sducony ~Shoes =Cl'o<fllablc at: 
Tlw froo'""'"<T 

Mu'ld 

shuuk in 199 1, IItty wer-e runntng 

'" OW" shoes. . . . :- . 
for 86 years. wc'w worlerd '" 

tlmcrica:' ·tlnd · • d ..du 

:;,:~'! 
the tconomy ~ 

n<nning ...-hly., 11s" 

~:<JH3IT l 

I 

I 
I 
' ., 
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EXHIBIT2 

IF ONLY THE OTHER 
FRONT-RUNNERS COULD KEEP 
A PROMISE FOR 86 YEARS. 

.. ' 1 ~ii :it( ·"'' fl.Jm.r:~ !'1 :'1( 
1 .. _.nrJJ rl~ Cht'St' Jti'YS . ~...llA~ l'r1\ a !ht 

,'fll\ •'I'l l ;vcch .J 'HSL,•n •-'! ':c't' p:rll! 

p r ·.I"1Ht'\ fl~h tV•H.\ '1(..lf ~ J'l!•! ,.,( 

rit'~..;c:J ~~J Clll;,) .JI.Af _!l"t.'O..<:JT _.;~ ' !•'I'll( 

:n , -<w En~iunt.l Su1tt' :, •. '= ,•ur 
'Jmfl-. ... •wi'1<J .... •mpunv i,,: • . ..,, ,,r,;,.J 

"" uh :ht !amclcts ; t Bun\("' · '.! :: ~,- !.' 

f'Uii..J ~oJUt'1lO\ lrt()('i JnJ.; 11-.. ·r .. ·; 

..J:J..o.:·:r ' . run,•Thll'l ~fJ:r 

!n :ul i. I he ('<(lpir: ~~r )...tuulrt_Y ~tl\t 

f.ullC -{1.1:1(( J f(PI.lhl: : Ll r1 o)Y(t !,U 

vci.Jrs Jn i .J.J.~ ~< rr trchtJ Jld J :tnt 

.lf .1 '14UrJ-""mnm~ .JfT'l_v boou to hcip 

:;,, wt:r ~1.Jort Dur:n~ :he "raa Jor 
l rt.~ ( (~ .,, rhr: i~OJ'~- ch c j cnr 
-J;itr<."'h..I:Jl hl wf.lih t r1 ~rua willhtJ m 

.l pur ._,f ) .JLA(\!'1\ boocs. .-\nJ wh<n 

..UCT\.''ltlUIS fLII'I ZCSCS .;bo..Jrd rht Spcll"t" 

, r:•Jtri( I 'I !~hll !~t> W(I"C 1"\lfl nl'l~ 

Saucony. 

S~ncc J 906. wc:'vc been a pure 
Jf .·\m(rteu .--\nJ :rud liJ Jo ou.r 
purr _itJr :\mcnca. From Bangor 

lt> Baton Rouge co \(\ 

~-'"""'"'~ ""'" '<cord ~ ~'f. 
ch i.l i 1,o~. d l .Jn(y 

1mpr1Jvc 1n 
dH (ururc · \),,.. 

·j fHE SHOE BUSINESS, NOT SHOW BUSINESS. 

::Xrl!BIT :! 

122 F.T.C. 
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EXHIBIT3 

FURTHER PROOF THAT 
ECONOMIC PROBLEMS CAN BE SOLVED 

AT THE GRASS ROOTS lEVEL~ . J ... 
5..Ju"vnv ' ""'!~ .JnJ 11 fuuory of a.ssronaut.s ~n ~~:cJ.oanJ c1st sp:xT 

.Jff'lpun~ ,.J''' lrctr rht ,..,,,,.< o~uulu~,ru,irs"'"ndup shutr!c •~ 199f,thly~runftirig(n ' 
~-.,~~,,~ ,.'.J.,.,,, ~ ,"""S· ...,, "" , Jn t" :.~te :h~ pto('lc of 5-.lucorry haw our sh015. ~ . • -...-·~~ ·. ~..;, 
lcr:.J•nl" ot,-:r ''" ' ,""J" ;f .r .~ I itutir ~u uc .J rcpt~tciOOn ""'a rl'lc S•ncc 1~. wt''C· J.dP.rd ~ : 

j ,,uu ,, ,._ ... , ·l f' hn•rt .J ''"1..11•'' ~:Jn :, IU...l. Jo¥(' ,arc~J l>tll u /1nc M1cnc4 W ~Wfpailap !ill C' ' 

O"t'•' ... cr : ,. \c .... € ... ,,.,,J .'·" :16 ol/ ..;"'->Jfd•'IOolllnlng "'"")' bruts h> h<lp fhapc Thro-.p it .~~-~..c i 
·.-c.:rt .:::c1C" '·J iwn ~u(r ~t'lc'U"Ih . .tl1. 1hc ...,ur cjJ.m Dun11g the ·raa for 'lllll{''o'fd~.tltat i 
Jur 

1u.f91H\o· ·•w.n t J ·"'""'""\ ~J\ ,r.;~ ,· ~, l~t l ~thrs . rhc {tru 1~ btst ~ 1o' ao~W i 
t~~~•'''-' C J 4'1" 1 '1 «' i .J "" ' • It'~ I)Jffl')IW II) WOJh ,n Sput:C"WUf~J tn «DnamiC~isfD ' : 

t' 1 B oJ., ~ • r \t ·.J,., ~ · ·: ~"' rl J oJ f'U" { ~"'"'n.\1 boou . .A.nJ wfolcn bu11d front thf ~up. \)~~. 7' ; 

YE'RE IN 

(.JJ J.&ltJ.J65· SALC()j\ \' fo>r :h< JcaJcr "'""'SI,.,.. olf' >~lit 
~ HMI"" ~ Spurir"C G..lo./s .s.,..lw.-. 

"•o"''"'(" .. ,.. O.C.4••• \tol•rrt"'l~"' 

EX~BIT J 
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EXHIBIT4 

IF ONLY 
THE OTHER 

FRONT-RU 
COULD KEEP 
A PROMISE 

FOR86 

'-)' Jll th-." ba~ n.tmt.'"i ar ~h~.~ ru nmn\! th~~.•-.e 
JJv'. '.:\o\U(tln\· IS th!! liO!\ .Jnl' ,.,..,, ,, I !~t'ihl(\' 1~1 

h't'pan~ pru~ISt'~ E!~nt· .,,). · '-'·' h ., , ,.,,. 
pl~J~~J hl ~UIIJ , tur t• , .: , ..o.Jr .H 
~11.'\"' Enll,l.mJ ~tOll'· ., . ·. · -~ ... 

\l' 

O.ogo •. M•;o, W "";" S.oroo~ 
shoes and • history oi quality ~ I. 
.:nitsmanship. From B•ngor 
to Baton Rouge to Bakersfield. 
that 's a track record thdt will onlv 
1mpro,·c tn the fu ture. · \lsi' 

'" ·· ·:1'ucony. 1-~. • 

WE ..-~NESS, NOT SHOW BUSINESS. 

.' dealer nean>St you or visit 

122 F.T.C. 
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EXHIBITS 

\.t.1ybl• .1 sm.11f runnang shoe 
k"'I!P th~ l'_rl1i re (UUntr~· running strong. but w~ 
~.ln .. -~.·rtJml~· h .. •lp ,,ur p .lrl o f 1t. At 5Jucuny. 
\\1ft q_• bct.~n_ ~ mol!Of t'mpl~>yt!r m ~l"W England fur 
"n ~-t.>,U$ . C e nt.•r,ltum .tJt~r gt!ncrJttt.>n. ,,ur i.1m11y· \Y.J Y to solve ~onomic p roblems 
'"' nt>d ~,.·,1mp.1n\· h.1.; wurk~d ' '' lth th~ fJm tlit-s tS to buald from tht' ground up. 

Saucony. 
WE'RE IN THE SHOE BUSINESS, NOT SHOW BUSINESS. 

Clll 1-800·365·5Al:CONY for the dealer nearest you o r visit 
Oawp Spom 1U<M Spom Sportlln< oHtihon Hod 
Allloanons ~ ~"' 

435 
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EXHIBIT6 

.IT CAN 
EVEN HELP 

THE COUNTRY 
·.· GET BACK . 
ON ITS ET. 

-\n\· runnen~ ... ht~t.' (,)mpJn~· (Jn help\.:~~· ~" 
:\mc!'U.:.:m ; an 'ih.JP"' · .-\t SJU(OO\ ', h't!· v~ ht.•!;~· ·.~ 
l c>,•t" -\nwrKJin ~hJ pt.' fhJt's ~JUSt' Wt.' · 

bt.'~~ .1 mJ1"1r t>ffi phJ~·er an~~'" Englo~nd .::; : 
I~ 'In Gt.•nt."r.Hh>n ,\l l L' r ,.:"•ner.JIIon. uur I Jr. • 

, ,,, n ,•- 4 .:-,•mp.tn\' hJs wnrl-.t.' d ,,·uh ~ht.' :M-:-

WE'RE IN THE Si··Cr: 6r&HBS IJOT SHOW BUSINESS. 

-.::i -.·nu or VlSlt 

.,_ r- Spon> S,..rt Clul<l 
\IILJ..,• ~ru .\lll..oonons 

122 F.T.C. 
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EXHIDIT7 

PROUD TO 
BEAN 

AME 

Tht! n~\'1.' W.l\"e \>t Am~nc~n parnotssm sweeptng 
th~ -.-ounrry h.1s .1 few o f \lur competitors shaking in 
tht.•tr 1mponed shOt!s. At Sdu~ony. wt've Mn a 
m.lJOr t!mploytr tn :"\tw Engl.md sance 190&. Gtn~r· 

.1t1on .,Jiter g~ntr.:uum . •lur f.:.mlly-owne-d company 
h.1s WIJrked w1th tht' i.1mtltt,_)'i t)l BJngor, ~ta.ane tu 

a hiStory oi qu.Jiity craftsman· 
sh1p. So the next tim~ you 
~ • pair of Saucony shoes on 
the rudd, rfmembe-r. our 
pnde is showing. 

SaUCOIIJ 
WE'RE IN THE SHOE BUSINESS, NOT SHOW BUSINESS. 

C..ll 1-800-303-SAI.:COI'<Y ior the dealer nearest you or visit 
n .... ~ F'lft'tlftt flftf:f'ftt 

.... ~NU N~tOU..'\ itowWW 
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EXIITBIT 8 

DTO 
BE·AN 

.~ ~ ........ ""'~ .... , , _ .. ., ...... ........ _... '""'f""'.-4 • • .....,_. ····:"f '"" '-···'-"'·"""" ...... 

122 F.T.C. 


